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COLORADO SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT 11
Request for Waiver of Colorado Revised Statutes
Pursuant to C.R.S. §22-2-117, Colorado Springs School District 11 (the “District” or “District 11”)
hereby submits the following application for waiver of C.R.S. §22-7-1014 (2) (a). The District
respectfully requests that the State Board of Education (“State Board”) grant this request, as such a
waiver is in the best interest of students, the District, and the community.
I. List of Statutes and/or Rules Requested for Waiver.
The District requests a waiver from C.R.S. §22-7-1014 (2) (a), which requires the District to
administer a school readiness assessment to each student enrolled in kindergarten.
The District requests that rather than administering a State Board approved assessment (TS Gold),
the District be permitted to rely on the use of research-based instructional methods and curriculum,
Professional Learning Communities, Response to Intervention instructional frameworks, and a
standards-based report card to measure each student’s progress toward demonstrating school
readiness.
II. Waiver from C.R.S. §22-7-1014 (2) (a) is Necessary to Enhance Educational Opportunity
and Quality within the District
Waiver from C.R.S. §22-7-1014(2) (a) is necessary to enhance educational opportunity and quality
within the District. The current requirement that we administer TS Gold or a similar State Board
approved assessment is burdensome for teachers as well as the district as a whole. The
assessment requires extensive recording of behavioral and academic observations that duplicates
current assessment procedures and reporting on our standards-based report card. It is time
consuming, does not yield any useful, additional information, and detracts from daily instruction that
teachers would otherwise be providing to students. District 11’s standards-based report card is
directly aligned to the Colorado Academic Standards, includes both academic and social behavior
ratings, and provides parents with a detailed report of student progress highlighting strengths,
weaknesses, and any interventions or extensions that are needed.
The District utillizes the standards-based report card in grades K through 5. Requiring the use of a
different assessment/reporting tool (such as TS Gold) in kindergarten requires wasteful additional
teacher training and interferes with the District’s seamless, well aligned, assessment and reporting
system in elementary schools, and creates confusion for staff, parents, and the community.
III. The District will Comply with the Intent of C.R.S. §22-7-1014 (2) (a) by: Relying on its
Existing System of Research-based Instructional Methods and Curriculum, Professional
Learning Communities, Response to Intervention Programs, and Standards-based Report
Cards to Develop School Readiness Plans
District 11 teachers utilize an instructional playbook, (research-based teaching and learning
practices) as well as standards-based curriculum and resources in planning for and delivering daily
instruction. Teachers meet regularly in Professional Learning Community collaborative teams to
discuss student performance, develop common assessments, and determine effective instructional
practices using four guiding questions:
 What do students need to know, understand, and be able to do?
 How will we know if they have learned it?
 What will we do when they haven’t learned it?
 What will we do when they already know it?

Teachers utilize formative, summative, and diagnostic assessment data to plan appropriate daily
instruction as well as appropriate intervention/extension activities related to specific student need.
Progress is assessed and reported to parents using the Standards-based Report Card. The current
District 11 Kindergarten report card already addresses the objectives and domains required to
develop school readiness plans. Specifically, teachers observe, record, assess, and communicate
student progress in the areas of:
 Physical development
 Social/Emotional development
 Language development
 Cognition development
 Literacy skills
 Math skills
All of the above domains are duplicated in the TS Gold (or similar) State Board approved
Kindergarten Readiness tool.

IV. The District Has Complied with All Legal Requirements for the Public Hearing Process
The District has complied with all notice requirements of C.R.S. §22-2-117 by posting notice in the
Colorado Springs Gazette for four weeks and three public places for not less than thirty days prior
to the meeting, setting forth a description of the waiver request and the time and location of the
meeting and public hearing. The notice provided:
“Pursuant to C.R.S. §22-2-117, the Colorado Springs School District 11 Board of Education is
seeking a waiver from the State Board of Education from C.R.S. §22-7-1014. The Colorado Springs
School District 11 School Board will consider this waiver request at its regular monthly meeting April
12, 2017 from 6:00-8:00 pm at 1115 N. El Paso St., Colorado Springs, CO 80903. Public comment
is welcome.”
V. The District Has Exclusive Chartering Authority
The District has exclusive chartering authority. Although C.R.S. §22-2-117(6) provides:
“A school district that has been granted by the state board exclusive authority to charter schools
within its geographic boundaries pursuant to section 22-30.5-504 shall not be required to
demonstrate that it has obtained the consent of a majority of the appropriate accountability
committee, a majority of the affected licensed administrators, and a majority of the affected
teachers of the affected school or district in order to apply for a waiver of any of the requirements
imposed by this title or by rule promulgated by the state board.” In February 2017, elementary
principals and kindergarten teachers were surveyed and they expressed overwhelming support for
the concept of seeking a waiver from the State Board approved kindergarten assessments. In
March 2017, principals were given information regarding the intent to apply for a waiver from school
readiness assessment to share with their building School Accountability Committees (SAC).
Principals shared this information with SAC committees during the month of March and early April.
On March 16 2017, district leadership met with the District Accountability Committee (DAC) to
consult with the committee concerning the intent to seek a waiver. DAC and SAC members as well
as the general public had an opportunity to give feedback regarding the waiver request. The District
is providing documentation that teachers, building leaders, and committee members approve of the
request for waiver. Our public hearing had no comments from the general public.

Signed
Resolution

Board of
Education
Meetings

COLORADO SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT 11
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Application for Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Waiver
Subject: Waiver of school readiness assessments in accordance with C.R.S. 22-2-117
Recommended Action: That the Board approve a resolution stating the intent to apply to the State Board of
Education for a waiver of the requirement in C.R.S. §22-7-1014(2) (a) regarding administration of school
readiness assessments to kindergarten students (TS Gold assessments).
Background: Colorado Revised Statute §22-7-1014(2) (a) requires each district to administer the
school readiness assessment to each student enrolled in kindergarten to measure each student’s progress
toward demonstrating school readiness. Colo. Rev. Stat. §22-2-117 permits the state board to waive any
of the requirements imposed by Title 22 upon application of the board of education of any school
district.
Rationale/Objective: Granting the waiver would:

•
•
•
•

Maximize educational opportunity and quality within the district
Minimize financial burden
Reduce negative impact on instructional time of complying with the school readiness
assessment, ultimately better supporting students
Improve kindergarten teacher morale by reducing reporting burden

The district fully understands the important purpose behind this requirement and has in place a reliable
alternative strategy to meet the intent of the law through the use of research-based instructional
methods and curriculum, Professional Learning Communities, Response to Intervention (RTI)/Multitiered Systems of Support (MTSS) instructional frameworks, and a standards-based report card. Our
teachers receive extensive training on best instructional practices including:
•
•
•
•

Unwrapping standards
The functions of high performing Professional Learning Community collaborative teams
Data driven instructional planning
Providing intervention to struggling students as well as extension for students exceeding
expectations

The flexibility that would be obtained through this waiver would free our educators to focus on
Colorado Academic Standards, providing students with research-based instruction and curriculum,
student performance data, and Professional Learning Communities which will enhance their ability to
meet the specific educational needs of every student. The waiver, if granted, would allow our classroom
teachers to focus on providing personalized instruction for every student utilizing the research-based
systems and resources currently embedded within the District.

Cost/Benefit Analysis: If the D11 Board accepts submission to State Board and the State Board grants
the waiver request, it will save the district approximately $50,000 each year. This figure is based on the
cost of the assessment, training needs for classroom teachers as well as support personnel, providing
release time for Kindergarten teachers to complete the additional work of the assessment, technology
purchases, and district support for 100+ Kindergarten teachers.

Alternatives: The Board could decide not to pass the resolution seeking a waiver. The district would
continue to incur an annual cost of $50,000. Kindergarten teachers would have to use multiple
assessment systems to assess and report student progress. Parents and community may be concerned
with data privacy issues and/or confused with the use of multiple assessment and reporting systems that
lack alignment in grades K-5.

Respectfully Submitted by: David Engstrom, Assistant Superintendent and Director of Curriculum
and Instruction, Dr. Janeen Demi-Smith, Executive Director of Educational Data and Student Support
Services, and Christy Feldman, Elementary Literacy Specialist

Summary of Kindergarten Waiver Request
Background:
Passed in 2008, the Colorado Achievement Plan for Kids (CAP4K) mandated that every child in state funded preschool or
kindergarten have an individual readiness plan informed by a Colorado State Board of Education approved school
readiness assessment. CAP4K requires that during the first 60 days of school, each kindergarten child is assessed in six
developmental areas (math, literacy, language, cognitive, physical, and social/emotional) to determine the level of
readiness entering into kindergarten. That data is used to design a Readiness Plan (RP) for every child that includes
strengths, opportunities for continued growth, and next steps. Assessment results and Readiness Plans are shared with
parents.
Teaching Strategies Gold Birth-3rd Grade (TS GOLD) was chosen as D11’s readiness assessment. TS Gold is an ongoing
observation based assessment. Teachers observe and record student behavior in each of the six domains (31 different
indictors) then use that information to rate the student on a developmental continuum. A report can then be printed
that identifies strengths, opportunities for growth and next steps which serves as the required Readiness Plan. The
Colorado Department of Education (CDE) paid for the 2500 student seats required for all D11 kindergarteners for the
2015-16 school year.
Initial implementation in Fall 2015, was unsuccessful. The TS Gold system was unstable due to flawed software and
teachers experienced multiple system failures. After a very frustrating six weeks, D11 stopped using TS Gold. Teachers
utilized existing formative, summative, and observational assessments to inform ratings on the D11 Standards Based
Report Card (SBRC) as well as developing additional support plans, (IEPs, READ, RtI, Intervention, ALPs) which were
presented to parents as the Readiness Plan.
Implementation in Fall 2016, was much more successful. Teachers were able to use the system effectively and the first
checkpoint was completed successfully. Teachers used the report from TS Gold, the SBRC, as well as additional support
plans as the Readiness Plan to share with parents. Due to the flawed software issues during the 2015 implementation,
TS Gold provided the 2500 student seats for 2016-17 free of charge.
2017-18 and Beyond:
The Kindergarten Readiness Team would like to request support in applying for a waiver from the Readiness Assessment
requirements. Reasons include:


Cost
o

o
o



o
o
Data
o

o

Cost per student is $9.95 x 2500 students = approximately $25,000 each year
 Starting in 2017-18, D11 will have to pay for student seats in the TS Gold system. CDE may pay a
percentage of the cost, but that has not been determined yet and ongoing support is not
guaranteed.
Teacher/support staff training = approximate $5000-$10,000 each year
Release time for teachers to complete the additional work of the assessment = approximate $15,000 (1
day release time)-$30,000 (2 days) each year
Technology replacement/support = approximate $5000 each year
Lost instructional time as teachers focus on gathering data instead of teaching students.
The data that is required for the TS Gold assessment can, (is) gathered using other existing tools
embedded in our system
 Galileo K-12, Curriculum Based Measures, DIBELS Next, Aimsweb Plus, teacher observation,
teacher created assessments
Student strengths, opportunities for growth, and next steps are already reported to parents through the
SBRC as well as other support plans (READ, RtI, ALP, IEP, and Intervention).

o



The data that is collected/ ratings and entered into TS Gold may or may not be accurate
 Teachers overwhelmed with the challenges of working with students who are new to a school
setting
 Rating in the TS Gold system may be based on one observation
 Too many objectives to observe more than once
 Lack of supporting documentation
 If a teacher chooses to enter documentation, it must be typed in for each student
o Due to privacy issues- photos and videos are not allowed
Teacher Time
o The TS Gold assessment is very time consuming.
 Approximately 1-2 hours is needed to complete the final checkpoint rating for each student. (2550 extra hours for the class)
 Collecting multiple data points on 31 different objectives for each student requires countless
hours of planning, data collection, and data entry into the TS Gold system.
o Teachers spend extra time planning for the assessment instead of planning for instruction.
 Planning for what data can be collected and for which objective(s) on a daily basis can become
overwhelming.
o The past two years, principals have been generous enough to provide many Kindergarten teachers with
release time to complete the assessment.
 Teachers appreciate the time, but have to plan for a substitute.
 Early kindergarten students are without their regular teacher for a day or more.

Proposed Replacement Plan






Researched Based Data Collection
o Data will be collected in each of the six domains, (physical, language, social/emotional, literacy, math
and cognitive) through the use of a variety of measures.
 Formative, summative, curriculum-based, diagnostic, and standardized assessments
 Research-based examples utilized include, but are not limited to: DIBELS Next, DIBELS
Deep, Aimsweb Plus, Galileo K-12, PBIS, FBA, McGraw-Hill Reading Wonders, and
Houghton Mifflin Math Expressions.
Use of data to meet the needs of students
o Professional Learning Community collaborative conversations, rooted in student data, drive planning for
core instruction, intervention, and extension for every student.
Readiness Plans (RP)
o The D11 SBRC and other support plans will serve as the readiness plan required by CAP4K
 All six developmental domains required by CAP4K legislation are embedded in the SBRC.
 The data collected above is used to inform ratings on the SBRC.
 Strengths and opportunities for growth are noted in the SBRC and shared with parents each
quarter.
 As needed, additional documents outlining more specialized support are developed in
collaboration with school and parents.
 IEPs, READ Plans, RtI plans, Intervention plans, and ALPs.

Final Recommendation:
The Readiness Team believes that the use of our researched based curriculum and assessments and use of the Standards
Based Report card and additional support plans, (as needed) meet the intent of the School Readiness portion of the
CAP4K legislation. The Readiness Team appreciates your consideration. Please leave us feedback and/or note your
support of our waiver request via the following link: Kindergarten Readiness Waiver Request
or
use URL: https://goo.gl/forms/Qjamamr2UH8Zo04b2
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Agenda Item Details
Meeting

Mar 22, 2017  Regular Board Meeting

Category

G. NONACTION ITEMS

Subject

2. Waiver of school readiness assessments in accordance with C.R.S. 222117  30 minutes

Type

Discussion, Information, Procedural

Goals

Demonstrate fiscal prudence and financial responsibility
Increase Student Achievement

Prepared by/Presenter: Elementary Literacy Specialist Christy Feldman and Executive Director, EDSS
Janeen DemiSmith
Background: Colorado Revised Statute (C.R.S.) §2271014(2) (a) requires each district to administer the school
readiness assessment to each student enrolled in kindergarten to measure each student’s progress toward
demonstrating school readiness. C.R.S. §222117 permits the state board to waive any of the requirements imposed
by Title 22 upon application of the board of education of any school district.
Rationale/Objective: Granting the waiver would:
maximize educational opportunity and quality within the district
minimize financial burden
reduce negative impact on instructional time of complying with the school readiness assessment, ultimately
better supporting students
improve kindergarten teacher morale by reducing reporting burden.
The district fully understands the important purpose behind this requirement and has in place a reliable alternative
strategy to meet the intent of the law: the use of researchbased instructional methods and curriculum, Professional
Learning Communities, Response to Intervention (RTI)/Multitiered Systems of Support (MTSS) instructional
frameworks, and a standardsbased report card. Our teachers receive extensive training on best instructional practices
including:
unwrapping standards,
the functions of high performing Professional Learning Communities,
data driven instructional planning, and
providing intervention to struggling students as well as extension for students exceeding expectations.
The flexibility that would be obtained through this waiver would free our educators to focus on Colorado Academic
Standards, providing students with researchbased instruction and curriculum, student performance data, and
Professional Learning Communities which will enhance their ability to meet the specific educational needs of every
student. The waiver, if granted, would allow our classroom teachers to focus on providing personalized instruction for
every student utilizing the researchbased systems and resources currently embedded within the District.
Cost/Benefit Analysis: If the D11 Board accepts submission to State Board and the State Board grants the waiver
request, it will save the district approximately $50,000 each year. This figure is based on the cost of the assessment,
training needs for classroom teachers as well as support personnel, providing release time for Kindergarten teachers to
complete the additional work of the assessment, technology purchases, and district support for 100+ Kindergarten
teachers.
Stakeholder Input: Input was collected from several stakeholder groups including: school leaders (principals and
assistant principals), support staff (Teaching and Learning Coaches), and Kindergarten teachers. Each group was asked
if they support applying for a waiver from the school readiness requirements? The results of the feedback are provided
below.
Title
Building Leaders

Yessupport the waiver
22

http://www.boarddocs.com/co/d11/Board.nsf/Public

Nodo not support waiver
0

Percentage responded
22/40 = 55%
1/2

5/23/2017

Building Support (TLC)
Kindergarten Teachers

BoardDocs® Pro

27
98

0
2

22/36= 61%
100/104= 96%

Alternatives: The Board could decide not to pass the resolution seeking a waiver. The district would continue to incur an
annual cost of $50,000. Kindergarten teachers would have to use multiple assessment systems to assess and report
student progress. Parents and community may be concerned with data privacy issues and/or confused with the use of
multiple assessment and reporting systems that lack alignment in grades K5.
RRP for School Readiness Assessment Waiver BOE Draft 317.pdf (224 KB)

The world is changing. Meet the future.
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Regular Board Meeting (Wednesday, March 22, 2017)
Generated by Doris Hensley on Thursday, March 23, 2017
A. PRELIMINARIES
Procedural: 1. Call to Order and Roll Call
President Long called the regular meeting to order at 5:32 PM.
Present at Roll Call were President LuAnn Long, VicePresident Jim Mason, Director Shawn Gullixson and Director Elaine
Naleski. Treasurer Nora Brown arrived during executive session. Secretary Theresa Null and Director Mary Coleman had
excused absences.
Also present: Superintendent Dr. Nicholas M. Gledich, Deputy Superintendent Dr. Mary Thurman, Deputy
Superintendent/CFO Mr. Glenn Gustafson, Assistant Superintendent/Chief Information Officer Mr. John McCarron,
Assistant Superintendent Instruction & Curriculum Mr. David Engstrom, Executive Director of Human Resources Ms.
Danniella Ewen, Director of Communications/Public Information Officer Mrs. Devra Ashby, and Secretary to the Board of
Education Doris Hensley.
Procedural: 2. Moment of Silence
A moment of silence was observed.
Action: 3. Adoption of the Agenda
Director Gullixson moved that the Board of Education adopts the agenda as amended by removing item F3 Budget
Transfers, Appropriations, and FTE Approvals as there are no Budget Transfers, Appropriations and FTE Approvals.
Motion by Shawn Gullixson, second by Elaine Naleski.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski
Not Present at Vote: Nora Brown
B. EXECUTIVE SESSION
Action: 1. Executive Session  60 minutes
Director Gullixson moved that the Board of Education convenes into executive session to discuss personnel [per C.R.S.
246402(4)(f)] particular matter: Meet and Confer: ESP/Executive Professionals.
The following times were recorded:
Personnel[per C.R.S. 246402(4)(e)] particular matter: Meet and Confer: ESP/Executive Professionals]  54 minutes
Click Here to view the recorded times
Motion by Shawn Gullixson, second by Elaine Naleski.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski
Not Present at Vote: Nora Brown
C. RECONVENE IN PUBLIC SESSION
Action: 1. Modification of the Agenda
There were no modifications made to the agenda.
Procedural: 2. Pledge of Allegiance
Penrose Elementary students Lola Dixie Shonts, Victoria O'Neill and Tommy O'Neill led those present in the Pledge of
Allegiance.
Recognition: 3. Good Things
The Administration and Dr. Gledich recognized several schools that demonstrate academic achievement, presenting them
with awards such as the John Irwin Schools of Excellence Award, the Governor’s Distinguished Improvement Award, the
Centers of Excellence Award, and the High School Academic Growth Award. School District 11 has six elementary schools
and one charter school that received awards this year.
Steele Elementary school received the John Irwin School of Excellence Award. Buena Vista Elementary School, Howbert
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Elementary School, Penrose Elementary School, and CIVA Charter Academy received the Governor’s Distinguished
Improvement Award. Bristol Elementary School and Henry Elementary School received the Centers of Excellence Award.
Procedural: 4. Citizens' CommentsGeneral
There were three citizen's signed up to speak.
1. Rick Stull, topic: Crossing Guards. Mr. Stull works in our Risk Management department and part of his job is to train
crossing guards. Along with Dan Moors, he has spent the past six weeks in schools talking to all of the crossing guards.
Mr. Stull read a proclamation which stated how much District 11 appreciates our crossing guards and all that they do for
our students every day. He mentioned that there will be an Appreciation Reception for all crossing guards on April 21,
2017 from 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm at the Tesla Professional Development Center.
Click Here to view the Proclamation
2. Nick Ragain, topic: Colorado Switchbacks. Mr. Ragain is the president of the Colorado Switchbacks. He said they are
honored to partner with District 11 and to be able to provide fundraising opportunities through ticket sales. They are
distributing posters to the schools with their schedule and are designating Saturday, April 15, 2017, as District 11 Night.
They invite everyone to come out and support the Colorado Switchbacks and District 11.
3. Lola Dixie Shonts, Victoria O'Neill, Tommy O'Neill, topic: Penrose Elementarystudent comments. Lola Dixie Shonts
thanked District 11 for their support of Penrose Elementary and support of the Project Based Learning program. On
behalf of Penrose Elementary she also thanked the board for distributing IPads to their school. Lola Dixie, Victoria and
Tommy handed out thank you notes from all of the students at Penrose.
D. SPECIAL REPORTS
Information: 1. Board Members' Reports
Director Naleski read part of an email from a Palmer High School student who declined the Board's invitation to receive
recognition on her outstanding ACT score. The student felt that there were more significant reasons for recognition and
that a perfect test score does not define someone. Director Naleski went to Galileo Middle School and observed students
who took their learning above and beyond the standard expectations. One of the projects compared Egypt's and China's
ancient civilization and the completed projects were presented to the sixth graders. Not only were they using their
research skills, but also showcased their presentation and team work abilities. Director Naleski recognized Holmes Middle
School Band Director Rob Rodine. She attended a New Horizons Concert and Symphonic Bands Concert at the Coronado
High School Auditorium. Rob Rodine was the band conductor and the auditorium was packed. She thanked Rob for taking
the opportunity to showcase the auditorium and for demonstrating support of the Arts in District 11. Director Naleski
followed up on the citizen's comments regarding our crossing guards. She asked everyone to be aware of crossing guards
and be aware of the school zones throughout the city. Director Naleski mentioned that Stratton Elementary gave each
board member a set of beautiful, student created, note cards. The packs of cards and envelopes are being sold as a
fundraiser for Stratton's art department. If anyone is interested in purchasing these cards they can contact Stratton
Elementary for more information.
Director Mason commented on Penrose Elementary's team work and leadership with Project Based Learning (PBL). He
encouraged anyone wanting more information on PBL to stop by and see the program in action. The staff at Penrose will
openly share what they are doing and you will leave inspired and proud of the work they are doing every day.
Director Brown attended a conference in Washington with the Colorado PTA. This gave her the opportunity to meet with
legislators regarding education funding in Colorado and specifically in District 11. There was lots of good discussions on
funding and protecting our students. They talked about how the reduction in funding at the federal level will impact the
school districts at the local level. Director Brown mentioned that we are holding public forum meetings which are a good
opportunity to get information on what is happening in our schools and to find out the funding needs. The next public
forum will be at Palmer High School on April 11th at 6:00 pm. She encouraged everyone to come out to one of these
forums. She also thanked The Concrete Couch for partnering with Queen Palmer on the Pancake breakfast. Dr. Gledich
added his appreciation to the Downtown Rotary for once again supporting the breakfast and for serving up the pancakes.
Director Gullixson attended the Queen Palmer Community Pancake Breakfast sponsored by the Downtown Rotary Club of
Colorado Springs. It was very well attended and a great community and family event. Queen Palmer partnered with The
Concrete Couch to allow anyone interested to create a tile for the wall. Director Gullixson mentioned that we have had
two Community Coffee sessions. There has been great dialog and lots of input from parents, staff and the community.
He encourage everyone to look at the Board's calendar in order to attend one of the upcoming morning coffee sessions
that will take place between now and the end of the school year. He had the opportunity to speak at the Better Business
Bureau Social Impact Prism Awards. He spoke on the social enterprise opportunities of students that are happening
everyday in the District. These speaking events continue to provide community engagement opportunities for students in
our schools. Director Gullixson thanked Henry Elementary for their hospitality and for the opportunity to participate in
their Read Across America event. He also read at Grant Elementary and Rudy Elementary. Director Gullixson attended
The Colorado Springs Business Journal Rising Star Reception honoring Cory Notestine. This was a great opportunity to
http://www.boarddocs.com/co/d11/Board.nsf/Public
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honor Cory and to highlight his work and the work of his team. He also had the opportunity to speak at the Center for
NonProfit Excellence Day Conference. This was another great opportunity to discuss collaboration with our business
community and student engagement. He has been asked by the Colorado Springs Business Journal to be a Captain of
Industry in Education. He will act as a mentor and this will allow him to share the story of D11 and share the options
that we provide for our students. Director Gullixson attended the Regional Business Leaders Conference in Charleston. He
was part of the workforce development group and they were able to observe what they have in place and the programs
they have in support of work force readiness.
Information: 2. Superintendent's Report
Dr. Gledich distributed a handout on Senate Bill 17061, Concerning Distribution of Additional Operating Funding to
Charter Schools. He then asked Glenn Gustafson to explain the details of SB 17061 and to give the current status of
this bill. Mr. Gustafson mentioned that this bill is one of the biggest in this legislative session so far. There has been lots
of bipartisan discussion from the charters. He gave a summary of the bill, explained the amendments, the state fiscal
note and detailed the additional information listed in the handout. He mentioned that SB17061 has received a lot of
attention in the Senate. Discussion, questions and answers followed.
E. CONSENT ITEMS
Action (Consent): 1. Adoption of Consent Items
Director Gullixson moved that the Board of Education adopts all consent items as designated in the agenda. The Consent
Items are:
C.2. Approval of March 8, 2017 Regular Board Meeting Minutes
C.3. Approval of March 22, 2017 Personnel Recommendations
Motion by Shawn Gullixson, second by Jim Mason.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski
Action (Consent), Minutes: 2. Approval of March 8, 2017 Regular Board Meeting Minutes
The Board of Education approved the March 8, 2017 Regular Board Meeting Minutes.
Action (Consent): 3. Personnel Recommendations  March 22, 2017
The Board of Education approved the March 22, 2017 Personnel Recommendations.
F. ACTION ITEMS
Information, Procedural: 1. Citizens' Comments Pertaining to Items on the Action Agenda
There were no citizens' comments pertaining to Action Agenda items.
Action: 2. Real Estate Contract to Sell Vacant Land (approximately 10.69 acres): Newport Heights (aka Bridle Pass Drive
Property)
Director Gullixson moved that the Board of Education approve the sale of vacant land (approximately 10.69 acres)
located adjacent to Bridle Pass Drive in the Newport Heights Development, at a sales price of $500,000.00 and authorize
Kris Odom, Executive Director, Procurement and Contracting to effectuate the real estate contract. Dr. Gledich introduced
the topic and turned the presentation over to Kris Odom. Ms. Odom presented an aerial photo and described the location
of the Newport Heights property. She briefly explained the terms of the contract. Discussion, Questions and answers
followed.
Motion by Shawn Gullixson, second by Nora Brown.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski
Action: 3. Budget Transfers, Appropriations, and FTE Approvals
There were no Budget Transfers, Appropriations, and FTE Approvals.
Action: 4. Policy IHCDA, Postsecondary Enrollment
Director Gullixson moved that the Board of Education adopt the recommended revisions to Policy IHCDA, Postsecondary
Enrollment
Policy IHCDA is recommended for revisions that align the policy to state law, in addition to providing a clearer explanation
of the different postsecondary enrollment options available to students: concurrent enrollment, extended
studies opportunities, and articulated and certificate bearing Career and Technical Education courses. Accompanying the
policy are coordinating regulations providing greater detail into the implementation of the different options. Also
http://www.boarddocs.com/co/d11/Board.nsf/Public
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attached to the policy are exhibits, each containing the agreement students would need to fill out in order to participate
in the different programs. The final exhibit, IHCDAE4 is a reference guide/diagram providing an overview of the options
available.
Motion by Shawn Gullixson, second by Jim Mason.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski
Action: 5. FY201718 Benefits Insurance Committee Health Plan Design and Premium Recommendations
Director Mason moved that the Board of Education approves the plan design and premium recommendations as
recommended by the Benefits Insurance Committee, including continuation of existing providers. The District's Benefits
Insurance Committee (BIC) is requesting approval of its recommended FY201718 dental plan design, rate
recommendations, and continuation with our current providers, including BEST. Consequent to preparing our
recommendations, the BIC, administration, BEST, and Wells Fargo Benefits Consulting considered various plan design
options that allow for increased participation in wellness and the least amount of impact to Colorado Springs School
District 11 and its employees.
Motion by Jim Mason, second by Elaine Naleski.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski
Action: 6. Instructional Materials and Secondary Course Approval
Director Naleski moved that the Board of Education approves the instructional materials, new and/or amended secondary
courses.
Motion by Elaine Naleski, second by Shawn Gullixson.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski
Action: 7. 201718 Preliminary Budget Development Assumptions
Director Gullixson moved that the Board of Education approves the preliminary budget development assumptions as
presented. President Long mentioned that the Board of Education held a Work Session on the Preliminary Budget
Development Assumptions. Dr. Gledich stated that this item was a nonaction item at the March 8, 2017 Regular Board
meeting and a full presentation was given at that time. There were no further questions.
Motion by Shawn Gullixson, second by Elaine Naleski.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski
Action: 8. Resolution 201734, Diversity in Education Month  April 2017  10 minutes
Director Mason read the resolution aloud and moved that the Board of Education adopts Resolution 201734, recognizing
Diversity in Education.
Motion by Jim Mason, second by Nora Brown.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski
BREAK: 8:058:15 PM
President Long called for a short break.
G. NONACTION ITEMS
Procedural: 1. Citizens' Comments Pertaining to Items on the NonAction Agenda
There were two citizen's signed up
1. Reggie Ash, topic: G4 Colorado Military Academy Request. Reggie Ash is the Board Chairman, interim executive
director of Colorado Military Academy and a recently retired colonel and group commander from Peterson Air Force Base.
He explained that they were under the impression that District 11 wanted them to approach D49 instead of applying to
The Colorado Charter School Institute (CSI). He asked the Board to consider giving them the opportunity to open their
D49 charter in District 11 boundaries, give them time to apply to CSI, and get their paperwork in order. He asked to be
contacted by an Administrator. Kris Odom was assigned to follow up with Mr. Reggie Ash.
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2. Carl Schueler, topic:DAC representative and Approval of the item G2Waiver of school readiness assessments in
accordance with C.R.S. 222117.
Carl Schueler spoke on behalf of the District Accountability Committee (DAC). They have received the information
regarding the waiver and they are in support of the board approving the school readiness waiver. He also stated that the
Accreditation committee also supports the waiver.
Discussion, Information, Procedural: 2. Waiver of school readiness assessments in accordance with C.R.S. 222117
Dr. Gledich introduced the topic and explained that Colorado Revised Statute (C.R.S.) §2271014(2) (a) requires each
district to administer the school readiness assessment to each student enrolled in kindergarten to measure each student’s
progress toward demonstrating school readiness. He also mentioned that the Board had received information on the
school readiness assessment two weeks prior and then again the previous week in the board meeting packet. He
then turned the presentation over to Elementary Literacy Specialist Christy Feldman. Ms. Feldman gave a background on
kindergarten assessment, explained the rationale for the waiver request and described the replacement plan to meet the
intent of the law. Questions, Answers and discussion followed.
The Board Agreed to place this item on the April 12, 2017 Consent Agenda.
Discussion, Information: 3. Request to Relinquish Exclusive Chartering Authority  Spacious Skies
Dr. Gledich introduced the topic and turned the presentation over to Charter School Liaison Russ Coomes. Mr. Coomes
introduced Dr. Evelyn CortezFord, the founder of Spacious Skies Charter Schools. Ms. Evelyn CortezFord gave a
PowerPoint presentation. She explained that Spacious Skies Charter School plans to establish a K8 campus that offers a
Project Based Learning (PBL) educational program emphasizing integration and teamwork in problem solving. They plan
to open Fall 2018 (school year 20182019) as a K3 school with 166 students growing to K8 campus with 414 students
at full build out (year 6). Their target population is to serve all racially, culturally, economically, and ethnically diverse
students as well as those students in gifted and talented programs. They want to operate in a facility on the west side of
Colorado Springs, west of the I25 corridor. Mr. Coomes followed up by reviewing the Board Decision Criteria document.
Questions, Answers and Discussion followed.
Click Here to view the Spacious Skies Presentation.
Click Here to view the Board Decision Criteria document.
The Board Agreed to place this item on the April 12, 2017 Action Agenda.
Discussion, Information: 4. Colorado Military Academy Request to Operate a D49 Charter School in D11 Boundaries  20
minutes
Dr. Gledich gave a brief introduction on the Colorado Military Academy(CMA)'s request. He explained that CMA requested
the Board to relinquish exclusive chartering authority in August 2016 and was approved to apply directly to Colorado
Charter School Institute (CSI). Since that time CMA has chartered with a neighboring school district, but their facilities
are in District 11 boundaries. Dr. Gledich turned the presentation over to Deputy Superintendent Glenn Gustafson. Mr.
Gustafson provided a background on CMA and their request from August 2016. CSI has stated that if we allow CMA to
charter with D49 and operate in our boundaries they are done and will no longer be involved with this charter school. Dr.
Gledich stated that this item will have a Superintendent's recommendation attached to the Action item.
The Board Agreed to place this item on the April 12, 2017 Action Agenda.
H. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS/TASKS
Discussion: 1. Request for New Agenda Items from Board Discussion/Tasks
There were no requests for new agenda items or tasks.
I. CALENDAR REVIEW
Information: 1. Calendar Review
President Long reviewed the calendar and upcoming events.
J. ADJOURNMENT
Procedural: 1. Adjournment
The Board of Education Adjourned at 9:30 PM.
Doris Hensley, Secretary to the Board of Education
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Agenda Item Details
Meeting

Apr 12, 2017  Regular Board Meeting

Category

E. CONSENT ITEMS

Subject

5. Waiver of school readiness assessments in accordance with C.R.S. 222117

Type

Action (Consent)

Recommended
Action

That the Board approve the resolution stating the intent to apply to the State Board of Education
for a waiver of the requirement in C.R.S. §2271014(2) (a) regarding administration of school
readiness assessments to kindergarten students (TS Gold assessments).

Prepared by/Presenter: Elementary Literacy Specialist Christy Feldman and Executive Director, EDSS
Janeen DemiSmith
Background: Colorado Revised Statute (C.R.S.) §2271014(2) (a) requires each district to administer the school
readiness assessment to each student enrolled in kindergarten to measure each student’s progress toward
demonstrating school readiness. C.R.S. §222117 permits the state board to waive any of the requirements imposed
by Title 22 upon application of the board of education of any school district.
Rationale/Objective: Granting the waiver would:
maximize educational opportunity and quality within the district
minimize financial burden
reduce negative impact on instructional time of complying with the school readiness assessment, ultimately
better supporting students
improve kindergarten teacher morale by reducing reporting burden.
The district fully understands the important purpose behind this requirement and has in place a reliable alternative
strategy to meet the intent of the law: the use of researchbased instructional methods and curriculum, Professional
Learning Communities, Response to Intervention (RTI)/Multitiered Systems of Support (MTSS) instructional
frameworks, and a standardsbased report card. Our teachers receive extensive training on best instructional practices
including:
unwrapping standards,
the functions of high performing Professional Learning Communities,
data driven instructional planning, and
providing intervention to struggling students as well as extension for students exceeding expectations.
The flexibility that would be obtained through this waiver would free our educators to focus on Colorado Academic
Standards, providing students with researchbased instruction and curriculum, student performance data, and
Professional Learning Communities which will enhance their ability to meet the specific educational needs of every
student. The waiver, if granted, would allow our classroom teachers to focus on providing personalized instruction for
every student utilizing the researchbased systems and resources currently embedded within the District.
Cost/Benefit Analysis: If the D11 Board accepts submission to State Board and the State Board grants the waiver
request, it will save the district approximately $50,000 each year. This figure is based on the cost of the assessment,
training needs for classroom teachers as well as support personnel, providing release time for Kindergarten teachers to
complete the additional work of the assessment, technology purchases, and district support for 100+ Kindergarten
teachers.
Stakeholder Input: Input was collected from several stakeholder groups including: school leaders (principals and
assistant principals), support staff (Teaching and Learning Coaches), and Kindergarten teachers. Each group was asked
if they support applying for a waiver from the school readiness requirements? The results of the feedback are provided
below.
Title

Yessupport the waiver
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22
27
98

0
0
2

22/40 = 55%
22/36= 61%
100/104= 96%

Alternatives: The Board could decide not to pass the resolution seeking a waiver. The district would continue to incur an
annual cost of $50,000. Kindergarten teachers would have to use multiple assessment systems to assess and report
student progress. Parents and community may be concerned with data privacy issues and/or confused with the use of
multiple assessment and reporting systems that lack alignment in grades K5.
RRP for School Readiness Assessment Waiver BOE 4 12 17.pdf (224 KB)
Signed Kindergarten Readiness Waiver.pdf (2,404 KB)

Our adopted rules of Parliamentary Procedure, Robert's Rules, provide for a consent agenda listing several items for
approval of the Board by a single motion. Items may be removed from the consent agenda at the request of any board
member.
Motion & Voting
That the Board of Education adopts all consent items as designated in the agenda.
Motion by Elaine Naleski, second by Shawn Gullixson.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
The world is changing. Meet the future.
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Regular Board Meeting (Wednesday, April 12, 2017)
Generated by Doris Hensley on Thursday, April 13, 2017
A. PRELIMINARIES
Procedural: 1. Call to Order and Roll Call
President Long called the regular meeting to order at 5:32 PM.
Present at Roll Call were President LuAnn Long, Secretary Theresa Null, Treasurer Nora Brown, and Directors Mary
Coleman, Shawn Gullixson and Elaine Naleski. Vice President Jim Mason arrived during executive session.
Also present: Superintendent Dr. Nicholas M. Gledich, Deputy Superintendent Dr. Mary Thurman, Deputy
Superintendent/CFO Mr. Glenn Gustafson, Assistant Superintendent/Chief Information Officer Mr. John McCarron,
Assistant Superintendent Instruction & Curriculum Mr. David Engstrom, Executive Director of Human Resources Ms.
Danniella Ewen, Director of Communications/Public Information Officer Mrs. Devra Ashby, and Secretary to the Board of
Education Doris Hensley.
Procedural: 2. Moment of Silence
A moment of silence was observed.
Action: 3. Adoption of the Agenda
Director Coleman moved the Board of Education adopts the agenda as presented.
Motion by Mary Coleman, second by Theresa Null.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Elaine Naleski
No: Theresa Null
Not Present at Vote: Jim Mason
B. EXECUTIVE SESSION
Action: 1. Executive Session  60 minutes
Director Null moved that the Board of Education convenes into executive session to discuss personnel [per C.R.S. 246
402(4)(f)] particular matter: Meet and Confer: ESP/Executive Professionals.
The following times were recorded:
Personnel[per C.R.S. 246402(4)(e)] particular matter: Meet and Confer: ESP/Executive Professionals]  73 minutes
Click here to view the recorded times.
Motion by Theresa Null, second by Mary Coleman.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
Not Present at Vote: Jim Mason
C. RECONVENE IN PUBLIC SESSION
Action: 1. Modification of the Agenda
Director Naleski moved that the Board of Education agenda be modified by adding an executive session immediately
following the adjournment of the regular board meeting.
Motion by Elaine Naleski, second by Mary Coleman.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
Procedural: 2. Pledge of Allegiance
Keller students Emma Dwyer and Hunter Anderson led those present in the pledge of Allegiance.
Recognition: 3. Good Things
The Administration and Dr. Gledich recognized Carmel Thompson, an eighth grade student at Russell Middle School.
Carmel took first place in the State of Colorado and eighteenth place at the national competition for her Patriots Pen
essay. The theme was “The America I Believe In.”
PUBLIC HEARING 7:00 PM
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President Long announced that it was 7:00 PM and time for the Public Hearing on Kindergarten Readiness Assessment.
There were not any citizen's signed up to speak at the public hearing nor anyone present in the audience that wished to
speak. President Long closed the public hearing portion of the meeting and asked Dr. Gledich to return to the Good
Things item.
Recognition: 3. Good ThingsContinued
The Administration and Dr. Gledich recognized the PTA State Reflections Winners. The Reflections Program provides
opportunities for students to express themselves and to receive positive recognition for their artistic efforts. "What is Your
Story?” was the theme for the 201617 Reflections program. Director Nora Brown announced each winner and Dr. Gledich
presented the certificates to Anna AlberFarro, Doherty High School; Abigail Humphries, Russell Middle School; Amelia
Scheel, Jenkins Middle School; and Emma Dwyer, Keller Elementary School; Anna AlberFarro, Doherty High School; and
Jack Williams, Coronado High School; Greta Kelley, Steele Elementary School; Miguel Camaran, Doherty High
School; Laura Fajardo, Jenkins Middle School; and Marilyn Rizzi, Doherty High School.
Procedural: 4. Citizens' CommentsGeneral
There were three Citizens' Comments.
1. Barb Green, VFW representative and Russell Middle School Principal Julie Johnson, topic: Present an award. Julie
Johnson mentioned that she handed out the Spring calendar of events for Russell Middle School and introduced Barb
Green from the local VFW. On behalf of the Veterans of Foreign Wars post 4051, Barb Green presented a Teacher of the
Year Award to Russell Middle School Gifted and Talented Teacher Mr. James Gagnon.
2. Bailee Levens Jenkins Middle School, topic: Teen Leadership class. Bailee spoke about the Teen Leadership Class and
the Capturing Kids Hearts program at Jenkins Middle School. She learned many skills and concepts in this class and said
that learning about making a first impression was one of the skills that she feels will help her for the rest of her life. She
thanked her teacher, her principal and the school for giving her the chance to participate in this class.
3. Trenton Rogers Jenkins Middle School, topic: Teen Leadership Class. Trenton spoke about the Teen Leadership Class.
He learned about the eight cues that helped him and he was able to help his dad prepare for an interview by using them.
The cues remind him to have good eye contact, to have good posture, have a firm hand shake, have good dress and
grooming, have good facial expressions, have a good tone of voice, use good word choice and a have good relaxation and
energy levels. He also learned meet and greet skills that he has used to meet new students. He thanked the class for
teaching him the skills which are helping him in other classes such as the broadcasting class.
D. SPECIAL REPORTS
Information: 1. Board Members' Reports
Director Gullixson attended the Color Blast Fundraiser at Jenkins Middle School. He presented a picture of himself and
Jenkins' Principal Darren Joiner blasted by paint from the event. He had the opportunity through Pikes Peak United Way
Colorado Promise to speak to three classes at Mitchell High School on his career path. He invited Eric Hopfenbeck from
the National Security Cyber Center to tour the Cyber Security classes at the Roy J. Wasson Academic Campus (RJWAC)
and was able to showcase our Cyber Security class and other programs. Director Gullixson was interviewed by Ted
Robertson of Channel 13 about the RJWAC and programs that we offer in District 11. The segment aired on Sunday, April
9th. Director Gullixson will speak tomorrow, April 13th at the Colorado Springs Business Journal's Captains of Industry
event. This is another opportunity to share the District 11 story, highlight the work being done and to inform the
community of our needs.
Director Coleman mentioned that she spends a lot of her professional time on Health Care Policy. This week she was able
to hear the legislation on Senate Bill 267 which addresses the sustainability of rural Colorado. During the session they
heard from the Canon City School District. This district recently received refurbished computers from the prison facility.
As we head into the decision making about an MLO she asked our community to consider a point made by the Canon City
Superintendent. "In a year when we are increasing the graduation benchmark for students and upping achievement
requirements, how can we continue to not give schools needed funding? How do we feel comfortable asking more of our
students, while we give them less than they deserve year after year?"
Director Null mentioned that she watched two cars speed through a school zone on Union boulevard while the yellow
school signs were flashing. She noticed one of the drivers looking down at their cell phone. She asked everyone to
please slow down in our school zones. Director Null apologized for not attending the public forum on Tuesday, April 11 at
Palmer High School and showed the listing of upcoming public forum and community coffee events. She also mentioned
that the listing of events can be found on the District website at www.d11.org/MLO.
Director Brown recognized Marie Sullivan, a retired District 11 Teacher. Marie received a presidential citation from the
National Science Teachers Association at their annual conference for science education. Marie is a strong advocate for
District 11 and continues to stay involved by participating on several committees. Congratulations to Marie, this is a well
deserved recognition. Director Brown presented the 2017 Crystal Apple Award Recipients and Nominees list. The Crystal
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Apple Award Banquet which will recognize all winners and recipients is on Tuesday, May 2, 2017. For more information on
the banquet or to make a reservation, please contact Volunteer Services.
Director Naleski mentioned that she placed cards on each chair for the April 22nd, Rhymes, Spines & Minds: Reading in
the 21st Century Literacy Festival at UCCS. Hosted by the Black Educators's Network, this event will be held at UCCS
Centennial Hall. Registration begins at 7:40 AM and the event runs from 8:30 am  12:30 pm. There will be free books,
door prizes, free activities and free parking. Additional information is available at http://tinyurl.com/BENLiteracy
Festival.
Information: 2. Superintendent's Report to the Board  Policies
Dr. Gledich reviewed policy JBB, Sexual, Racial, or Disability Harassment/Discrimination Toward Students. This policy
establishes no tolerance for discrimination towards students for various reasons, including on the basis of sex, race, or
disability. Policy JBB was reviewed and it was determined that there are no significant content changes necessary at this
time. The only change to JBB is a revised title, to include disability. This is the result of revisions to the regulation, JBB
R. JBBR was reviewed by the Office of Civil Rights (OCR). The OCR has recommended that the District add language to
this regulation addressing: 1) the time frame to complete an investigation will vary depending on the complexity of the
investigation and the severity and extent of the harassment. The typical time to complete an investigation is 60 calendar
days, and 2) if a criminal investigation is initiated, the District will temporarily delay the fact finding portion of the District
investigation, and will promptly resume its investigation at the conclusion of the criminal investigation.
Information: 3. Superintendent's Report  Legislative Update
Dr. Gledich introduced the topic and asked Deputy Superintendent/Chief Financial Officer Glenn Gustafson to give an
update on where the state is at in their process of adopting the state budget. Mr. Gustafson reviewed the challenges we
face each year of adopting our own budget once the state budget is finalized. This also affects the timeline in dealing with
our employee groups and adopting their handbooks. Mr. Gustafson explained that we normally have the information from
the Colorado Department of Education CDE) by now in order to create our budget. Currently, the CDE will not release a
spreadsheet to the local districts until the state has finalized the state finance act. This leaves all school districts in limbo
in reference to creating budgets for the 2017/2018 school year. Mr. Gustafson also mentioned the Rural Colorado Bill
which is currently being discussed. One point of this bill is that it defines a rural district by size not geographic
boundaries. It is quite possible a smaller district in the city could be labeled as rural based on their size. At this point
there are eightyone bills that we are tracking during this session; fortysix House bills and thirtyfive Senate bills.
Thirteen House bills have been defeated and one has been signed by the governor. Twelve Senate bills have been
defeated and six have been signed by the governor. There are still a lot of bills being tracked with a short period of time
remaining in this session.
E. CONSENT ITEMS
Action (Consent): 1. Adoption of Consent Items
Director Naleski moved that the Board of Education adopts all consent items as designated in the agenda. The Consent
Items are:
E.2. Approval of District Wide Closures Due to Inclement Weather
E.3. Approval of March 22, Regular Board Meeting Minutes
E.4. Approval of Personnel Recommendations  April 12, 2017
E.5. Waiver of school readiness assessments in accordance with C.R.S. 222117
Motion by Elaine Naleski, second by Shawn Gullixson.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
Action (Consent), Procedural: 2. Approval of District Wide Closures Due to Inclement Weather
The Board of Education approved the District wide closure on Friday, March 24, 2017 and Tuesday, April 4, 2017 due to
inclement weather.
Action (Consent), Minutes: 3. Approval of March 22, Regular Board Meeting Minutes
The Board of Education approved the March 22, 2017, Regular Board Meeting Minutes.
Action (Consent): 4. Personnel Recommendations  April 12, 2017
The Board of Education approved the April 12, 2017, Personnel Recommendations.
Action (Consent): 5. Waiver of school readiness assessments in accordance with C.R.S. 222117
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The Board of Education approved the resolution stating the intent to apply to the State Board of Education for a waiver of
the requirement in C.R.S. §2271014(2) (a) regarding administration of school readiness assessments to kindergarten
students (TS Gold assessments).
F. ACTION ITEMS
Information, Procedural:1. 7:00 PM: Public Hearing on Kindergarten Readiness WaiverThis item is previously noted in
the minutes because of the 7:00 PM scheduled hearing time.
Information, Procedural: 2. Citizens' Comments Pertaining to Items on the Action Agenda
There were three citizens' signed up to speak.
1. LouAnn Dekleva, Volunteer Servicestopic: National Volunteer Week. LouAnn Dekleva mentioned that April 2329,
2017 is National Volunteer Week. This year's theme is Service Unites. She spoke on the important role of our Volunteers.
District 11 currently has 22,056 community members who volunteer and support our vision of every student prepared for
a world yet to be imagined. LouAnn acknowledge our D11 Board Directors, public servants, who volunteer their time and
talents to provide guidance through policy and decisionmaking on behalf of the District. Together with other volunteers,
staff and parents we confidently meet the challenges and model for our students a community coming together to create
positive outcomes. The Board directors were recognized with original, student artwork from groups of students at Buena
Vista.
2. Evelyn CortezFord, Spacious Skiestopic: Request to Relinquish Exclusive Chartering Authority. Ms. Evelyn CortezFord
gave a brief description of the Spacious Skies program, their philosophy, beliefs and design timeline. She asked for the
Board's support in bringing their program to the Pikes Peak region.
3. Margaret Scott, Spacious Skiestopic: Request to Relinquish Exclusive Chartering Authority. Margaret Scott is one of
the board members of Spacious Skies Charter School. She encouraged the Board to consider the possibility of another
project based learning school within District 11 boundaries.
Action: 3. Contract Award  Purchase of District Wide Office Copiers
Director Coleman moved that the Board of Education approves Contract C20170090 in the amount estimated value of
$989,294.00 to Konica Minolta.
Dr. Gledich mentioned that the contract award and the two following budget transfers are connected, but need to each be
voted upon separately. This contract is for new copiers that will replace the copiers that are currently in the district. The
maintenance agreement in renewable annually. This contract does not affect the copiers at the Production Printing
satellite sites. The schools will not realize any cost increase of these new copiers.
Motion by Mary Coleman, second by Jim Mason.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
Action: 4. Budget Transfers, Appropriations, and FTE Approvals
Director Gullixson moved that the Board of Education approves the nonappropriation of the lease obligation with Wells
Fargo for the Ricoh lease.
Motion by Shawn Gullixson, second by Theresa Null.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
Action: 5. Budget Transfers, Appropriations, and FTE Approvals
Director Brown moved that the Board of Education approves a FY16/17 expenditure appropriation increase in the
production printing fund from $2,192,787 to $2,942,787 and a FY16/17 revenue and reserve appropriation decrease in
the general fund from $253,097,915 to $252,697,915.
That the Board of Education approves a FY16/17 expenditure appropriation increase in the production printing fund from
$2,192,787 to $2,942,787 and a FY16/17 revenue and reserve appropriation decrease in the general fund from
$253,097,915 to $252,697,915.
Motion by Nora Brown, second by Theresa Null.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
Action: 6. Request to Relinquish Exclusive Chartering Authority  Spacious Skies Charter School
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Director Null moved that the Board of Education approve Resolution 201740 and deny Spacious Skies Charter School's
request to the Board of Education to relinquish exclusive chartering authority.
Dr. Gledich stated that there were no changes to the request from the March 22, 2017 meeting. His recommendation is
that District 11 denies Spacious Skies Charter School's request to the Board of Education to relinquish exclusive
chartering authority. He further explained that by denying the release to apply directly to CSI, the applicant may submit
a full charter application to the District for evaluation. The applicant has strongly advocated to be a charter school in D
11 based on their history with our community. Given that preference, Spacious Skies might be a better fit as a D11
charter rather than as a CSI charter. The application proposes a Projectbased Learning (PBL) educational approach that
the district might be willing to further explore, subject to avoidance of duplication of services and redundancy of
program. Dr. Gledich mentioned that if the Board votes to deny Spacious Skies’ request, then they will have the following
options: Submit a full application to D11 for evaluation by the Sep 1 deadline or Submit an application to another
District, that has the target population Spacious Skies is seeking and can serve or Submit a request to go to CSI through
a different District and operate in that District’s boundaries.
Motion by Theresa Null, second by Nora Brown.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
Action: 7. Resolution 201735, Executive Professionals Week, April 2428, 2017
Deputy Superintendent Personnel Support Services Dr. Mary Thurman thanked the Board of Education for recognizing the
District's executive professionals and spoke of the many different jobs executive professionals have in District 11. Dr.
Thurman mentioned that we currently have 242 executive professionals in District 11. Colorado Springs Association of
School Executives President Cynthia Martinez thanked the Board of Education for recognizing the contributions that
Executive Professional make in our district, for acknowledging their leadership, and the impact that they have on
students. She thanked the Board and Dr. Gledich for the continued support. Comments from the Board and the
Superintendent followed.
Director Null read the resolution and moved that the Board of Education adopts Resolution 201735, recognizing
Executive Professionals Week in District 11.
Motion by Theresa Null, second by Mary Coleman.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
Action: 8. Resolution 201736, National Volunteer Week  April 2329, 2017
Director Gullixson read the resolution aloud and moved that the Board of Education approves Resolution 201736,
recognizing the week of April 2329, 2017, as National Volunteer Week. The Board of Education thanked LouAnn Dekleva
for all of her work and efforts to coordinate the Volunteer program in District 11. Director Naleski mentioned the
importance of Volunteering and that volunteering makes a person a better employee. Director Brown mentioned that
volunteering also shows the community support. Comments from the Board and the Superintendent followed.
Motion by Shawn Gullixson, second by Elaine Naleski.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
Action: 9. Resolution 201737, Restoring the Negative Factor
Director Brown read the resolution and moved that the Board of Education endorses Resolution 201737, Restoring the
Negative Factor. Discussion and comments followed.
Motion by Nora Brown, second by Jim Mason.
Final Resolution: Motion Passes
Aye: Nora Brown, Mary Coleman, Shawn Gullixson, LuAnn Long, Jim Mason, Elaine Naleski, Theresa Null
G. NONACTION ITEMS
Procedural: 1. Citizens' Comments Pertaining to Items on the NonAction Agenda
There were no citizens' comments for NonAction items.
Discussion, Information: 2. Policy JLD, Guidance and Counseling
Dr. Gledich introduced the topic and turned the presentation over to Director of Records Katherine RitchieRapp.
Policy JLD, Guidance and Counseling, defines the role of school counselors, as well as how each school counseling
program should be designed. Policy JLD was revised by removing much of the language pertaining to the implementation
of the policy, and creating a new regulation that covers the bulk of the deleted information. The policy is also revised by
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adding a reference to the American School Counseling Association's (ASCA) Framework for School Counseling Programs,
as well as standards and indicators outlined by the state’s department of education for Individual Career Academic Plan
(ICAP), both of which guide best practices for school counseling programs.
The Board Agreed to place this item on the April 26, 2017 Consent Agenda.
Discussion, Information: 3. Policy IHBB, Gifted and Talented Education
Dr. Gledich introduced the topic and turned the presentation over to Director of Records Katherine RitchieRapp
Policy IHBB, Gifted and Talented Education, establishes the Board of Education's dedication to providing a comprehensive
program for the identification and education of gifted students. Policy IHBB is recommended for revisions that include: an
explanation of the programming designed to meet the particular educational needs of gifted students, the addition of
language regarding annually submitting to the Colorado Department of Education a program plan to identify and serve
gifted students in accordance with CDE guidelines, and the removal of language regarding the implementation of the
policy and adding it to the accompanying regulation, IHBBR.
The Board Agreed to place this item on the April 26, 2017 Consent Agenda.
Discussion, Information: 4. Policy IHCC, Honors Program
IHCC is recommended for repeal because there is no corresponding CASB version, and the content of IHCC is addressed
in the following policies: IGA, Curriculum and Development, IHA, Basic Instructional Program, IHBB, Gifted and Talented
Education, IHCD, Advanced College Placement, IHCDA, Postsecondary Enrollment, and IIA, Grouping for Instruction. The
Board's Policy Committee recommends that the Board vote to repeal Policy IHCC, Honors Program. Questions, answers
and discussion followed.
The Board Agreed to place this item on the April 26, 2017 Consent Agenda.
H. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS/TASKS
Discussion: 1. Request for New Agenda Items from Board Discussion/Tasks
Director Naleski has heard questions and positive comments on Achieve 3000. She would like an update on this through
the superintendents update for a future meeting.
Director Null asked that we take look at the District charter schools and traditional schools in reference to the District's
infrastructure and management structure. She mentioned that there a lots of new buildings in our boundaries and she's
not sure if there is space in our schools. She would like to plan for the future. Director Gullixson added that we look at
aligning ourselves with the revitalization efforts of the City of Colorado Springs. President Long suggested that we add
this to the May work session. The topic to add will be discussion on what information the board needs and decide how
they would like Dr. Gledich to proceed. This may include Dr. Gledich's 35 year strategic plan, but that will be discussed
during the work session. Nothing was assigned to Dr. Gledich at this time.
I. CALENDAR REVIEW
Information: 1. Calendar Review
President Long reviewed the calendar and upcoming events.
J. ADJOURNMENT
Procedural: 1. Adjournment
The Board of Education Adjourned at 8:25 PM
Doris Hensley, Secretary to the Board of Education
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Stakeholder
Input

Opportunities
to Provide
Input

Informational and Feedback Opportunities Regarding the
Waiver from Kindergarten Readiness Assessments for
Stakeholders
Colorado Springs School District 11 has hosted a variety of opportunities for stakeholder groups
to hear information regarding the Waiver from Kindergarten Readiness Assessments request
and to provide feedback.















Communication with district kindergarten teachers, elementary building principals, and
elementary school coaches.
o See attached emails to building staff.
o Link to survey: Staff Feedback Form
Presentation to District Accreditation Committee Meeting, March 13, 2017
o See attached agenda
o Link to survey: Community Feedback
Presentation to District Accountability Committee Meeting, March 16, 2017
o See attached Agenda
o Link to survey: Community Feedback
Colorado Springs School District 11 Executive Cabinet Meeting, March 21, 2017
o Presentation to district facilitators from across all departments.
Colorado Springs School District 11 Board of Education Meeting, March 22, 2017
o Initial presentation to the board of the requested resolution. Non-action item.
o Link to video record of presentation: March 22, 2017 CSSD11 Board of Education
Meeting
Presentation to School Accountability (SAC)/DAC/Parent Conference Meeting April 6,
2017
o See attached Agenda
o Link to survey: Community Feedback
Presentation of information to individual School Accountability Meetings throughout
March and April by elementary school principals
o See attached email requests to principals
o Link to survey: Community Feedback
Kindergarten Readiness information page
o Link to website: Kindergarten Readiness Webpage
o See attached screenshot

DAC Accreditation Meeting
Monday, March 13, 2017 (5:00pm-6:30pm)
EDSS Conference Room- 1033 N. Franklin St. Colorado Springs, CO 80903
I.

READ Act- Presenter Christy Feldman

II.

Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Waiver- Presenter Christy Feldman

III.

Overview of CDE information on Request to Reconsider- Presenter Dr. Paul Medina Jr.

IV.

Planning remainder of school year- Presenter Dr. Ed Plute

Please contact me with any questions.
We look forward to seeing you on Monday, March 13th.

COLORADO SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT ELEVEN
Dr. Nicholas Gledich, Superintendent
Dr. Mary Thurman, Deputy Superintendent
Personnel Support Services
School District Eleven DAC
District Accountability Committee
Full DAC Committee Meeting
March 16, 2017
6:00 – 8:00 pm
Tesla Opportunity Center – 2560 International Circle
Room 112/113
1. Welcome – Dr. Wendy Chiado, Vice Chair - DAC– 5 minutes
2. Kindergarten Waiver Discussion– Kristy Feldman – 15 minutes
3. Budget Subcommittee Report –Enid Ruiz-Mattei – 10 minutes
4. Colorado School Finance Briefing – Glenn Gustafson – 45 minutes
5. Membership Subcommittee Report, etc. – Dr. Wendy Chiado–10 minutes
a. Preparing for next year
6. Training and SAC Support Subcommittee Report – Lyman Kaiser – 10 minutes
a. Update on April 6, 2017 training
b. Update on reaching out to Schools who haven’t attended training this year
7. Upcoming topics for April DAC meeting – Dr. Wendy Chiado/Lyman Kaiser - 10 minutes
8. Miscellaneous topics – Dr. Wendy Chiado/committee – 10 minutes

Next SAC Training, April 6, 2017, 6:00 – 8:00pm, Tesla
Next DAC meeting, April 20, 2017, 6:00 – 8:00pm, Tesla

COLORADO SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT ELEVEN
Dr. Nicholas Gledich, Superintendent
Dr. Mary Thurman, Deputy Superintendent
Personnel Support Services

School Accountability (SAC)/DAC/Parent Conference Agenda
April 6, 2017
Tesla Professional Development Center, Room 116/129, 6:00pm – 8:00pm
(2560 International Circle)
6:00 – 6:05pm

Welcome and Introductions –
Carl Schueler – DAC Chairperson

6:05 – 6:40pm

Galileo K-12 (current & future) – room 116/129
Dave Engstrom – Assistant Superintendent-ICSS
Eric Mason – Director of Assessment

6:45 – 7:15pm

Post-Secondary Options/
Individual Career Academic Plan (ICAP) (MS/HS) –
room 134/135
Duane Roberson – Director, Career & Technical Education
Logan Laszczyk – PWR Coordinator (ICAP Contact)

6:45 – 7:15pm

School Readiness/READ Act (ES) – room 116/129
Christy Feldman – Elementary Literacy Specialist

7:20 – 7:50pm

Break-out Sessions – HS/MS – room 134/135,
ES – room 116/129
Topic suggestions –
 What is your school doing with Galileo K-12?
 ES – How is your school implementing School Readiness
and READ Act?
 MS/HS – How is your school implementing ICAP and Postsecondary initiatives?
 All – Share this year’s SAC successes, and needs/ideas for
training for 2017-18.

7:55 – 8:00pm

Conclusion - room 116/129
 Evaluation of Training (leave at door)
 Door Prize

Public
Notification

Public Posting of Hearing on Waiver from Readiness
Assessments
Colorado Springs School District 11 posted notice of the public hearing regarding the Waiver
from Readiness Assessments using the attached advertisement below. Advertisements were
posted in the following locations:




At the District Office on the public notice board. Address: 1115 N. El Paso Street,
Colorado Springs, CO 80903. March 10, 2017- April 12, 2017. See photo below.
On the CSSD11 website: Kindergarten Readiness March 10, 2017- current. See photo
below or use the link above to access the site.
In the Colorado Springs Gazette for four weeks. Every Sunday: March 12, 2017- April 2,
2017 . See pages below.

o

rg.

d1
1.o

t
Visi

ur

.
we
bsite at www

Public Notice
There will be a School District 11 Board of
Education hearing regarding a waiver from
School Readiness Assessments. This hearing will
be held during the regular Board meeting on April
12, 2017, in the Board Room at the District 11
Administration Building, 1115 N. El Paso Street,
at approximately 7 p.m.
Please visit
www.d11.org/kindergartenreadiness
to review information regarding
the waiver request.
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Colo Spgs Gazette | Sunday, March 12, 2017 | Local | 6
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Colo Spgs Gazette | Sunday, March 26, 2017 | Local | 11
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Stakeholder
Support
Results

Who
Kindergarten Teachers
Building Administrators
District Staff
Community Members
All

Number Responding
96
28
33
30
187

Number Supporting
93
28
33
29
183

Number Against
3
0
0
1
4

% Supporting % Against
97%
3%
100%
0%
100%
0%
97%
3%
98%
2%

Timestamp
2/7/2017 15:34:03
2/9/2017 12:21:31
2/7/2017 18:10:58
2/8/2017 12:34:26
2/8/2017 11:04:17
2/8/2017 12:16:45
2/8/2017 11:03:39
2/7/2017 15:03:46
2/8/2017 7:33:47
2/9/2017 5:59:20
2/7/2017 20:02:37
2/7/2017 20:20:33
2/16/2017 15:37:43
2/7/2017 15:43:04
2/8/2017 12:09:41
2/8/2017 10:54:27
2/7/2017 14:40:15
2/8/2017 12:36:39
2/9/2017 13:57:45
2/16/2017 9:35:08
2/7/2017 14:52:38
2/16/2017 10:28:41
2/8/2017 14:34:27
2/8/2017 11:02:15
2/8/2017 7:35:12
2/7/2017 14:40:52
2/7/2017 15:14:19
2/8/2017 12:40:49
2/7/2017 15:52:37
2/7/2017 14:56:48
2/7/2017 15:01:57
2/8/2017 20:13:56
2/16/2017 9:13:09
2/13/2017 8:50:48
2/8/2017 7:58:10
2/17/2017 7:59:32
2/8/2017 9:49:24
2/8/2017 11:29:38
2/16/2017 9:52:50
2/8/2017 8:59:58
2/8/2017 12:38:19
2/16/2017 10:47:16
2/7/2017 14:38:59
2/17/2017 11:23:22

Name
Nancy Smith
Sharon Gateley
Missy Hollenbeck
Sarah Scott
Kevin Willis
Sandra Park
Ryan Miller
Brian Casebeer
Sara Miller
Chris Lehman
Bobbie Long
Tracy Jarboe
Jenny Breeding
Marlys Berg
Julie Fahey
Deb Coomes
Ryan Capp
Julie Edner
D. Rubio-Gurnett
Cynthia Martinez
Shalah Sims
Stephanie Atencio
Michelle Freddolino
Dorian Lee
Bonnie Ward
Kathy Nall
Merideth Brodeur
Jamie Wright
Dyan Blais
Karolyn Dicken
Tammy Weakland
Khylene Colombe
Alexis Knox-Miller
Cyndy Tatum
Ashli Willis
Jean Anema
Michele Lund
Marcie Eichmann
Jami Elkins-Greene
Susan Yoon
Amy Jones
Natalie Miller
Jill Courtier
Penny Cushing

Location
Audubon
Buena Vista
Carver
Chipeta
Edison
Freedom
Grant
Henry
Jackson
King
Martinez
Martinez & Grant
Midland
Monroe
Queen Palmer
Rudy
Steele
Stratton
Trailblazer
Twain
West
Wilson
AcademyACL
Admin
Audubon
Bristol
Carver
Chipeta
Columbia
Edison
GLOBE Charter
Grant
Henry
Howbert
Keller
King
Madison
Martinez
McAuliffe
Midland
Monroe
Queen Palmer
Rogers
Rudy

Title
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Administrator
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel
Building Support Personnel

Support?
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request

2/8/2017 10:51:20
2/16/2017 10:21:18
2/7/2017 16:39:27
2/7/2017 14:53:57
2/7/2017 14:40:50
2/7/2017 14:34:12
2/22/2017 9:20:46
2/7/2017 16:38:54
2/72017 2:25:54
2/7/2017 15:26:12
2/7/2017 15:24:10
2/7/2017 14:38:58
2/16/2017 16:04:02
2/14/2017 14:24:10
2/7/2017 18:34:26
2/7/2017 15:01:42
2/8/2017 13:56:57
2/7/2017 14:44:01
2/7/2017 14:45:57
2/16/2017 16:16:46
2/7/2017 16:44:13
2/9/2017 13:05:15
2/15/2017 16:18:29
2/7/2017 14:42:35
2/17/2017 7:08:34
2/7/2017 14:44:38
2/7/2017 14:48:35
2/7/2017 14:45:19
2/13/2017 13:19:44
2/8/2017 11:55:30
2/16/2017 14:41:29
2/7/2017 15:31:19
2/8/2017 7:38:56
2/8/2017 10:55:09
2/8/2017 12:10:26
2/7/2017 14:45:00
2/7/2017 15:16:52
2/16/2017 11:38:15
2/8/2017 11:12:58
2/8/2017 9:19:52
2/8/2017 18:02:10
2/7/2017 20:53:01
2/8/2017 7:24:36
2/16/2017 17:39:28
2/16/2017 9:53:32

Susan Strizich
Kelly Matthews
Cassie Fredrickson
Theresa Crum
Holly Wellensiek
Christy Feldman
Kim Bolling
Jennifer Thompson
Brenda Holmes-Stanciu
Annie Pelt
Julia Lindenberger
Miranda Kovach
Debra McClellan
Dave Graf
Letitia Thomas
Kathy Maynard
Manuel Ramsey
Jill Markworth
Catherine Tantengco
Paula Strobl
Lourdes Brock
Joy Magee
Samantha Taylor
Lauren Purvis
Sarah Gonzales
Heather VonFeldt
Stacey Stautz
Sharline Arellano
Tabitha Frazer
Lisa Koski
Candi McNany
Lauren Schultz
Cindy Hayden
Jessica Juracich
Kara Anseth
Amy Hillwig
Wendy Geisler
Sara Simons
Amy White
Amandalina Uvale
Jan Demolli
Jacqueline Gallagher
Gail Campbell
Deb Keller
Gina Romero

Scott
Steele
Taylor
West
Wilson
Admin
Admin
AcademyACL
AcademyACL
Adams
Adams
Adams
Audubon
Audubon
Audubon
Bristol
Bristol
Bristol
Buena Vista
Buena Vista
Buena Vista
Buena Vista
Carver
Carver
Carver
Chipeta
Chipeta
Columbia
Columbia
Edison
Edison
Edison
Freedom
Freedom
Freedom
Fremont
Fremont
Fremont
GLOBE Charter
GLOBE Charter
Grant
Grant
Grant
Henry
Henry

Building Support Personnel Yes, I support the Waiver request
Building Support Personnel Yes, I support the Waiver request
Building Support Personnel Yes, I support the Waiver request
Building Support Personnel Yes, I support the Waiver request
Building Support Personnel Yes, I support the Waiver request
District Administrator or Support
Yes, I support the Waiver request
District Administrator or Support
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Kindergarten Teacher
Yes, I support the Waiver request

2/17/2017 16:29:22
2/7/2017 15:39:30
2/8/2017 17:31:40
2/7/2017 14:48:49
2/8/2017 9:27:44
2/9/2017 10:14:01
2/7/2017 15:02:04
2/7/2017 15:11:58
2/7/2017 15:43:01
2/7/2017 14:41:09
2/7/2017 14:51:11
2/8/2017 12:55:41
2/8/2017 15:36:01
2/8/2017 7:12:48
2/7/2017 14:35:36
2/7/2017 14:54:54
2/7/2017 17:55:00
2/16/2017 12:24:07
2/7/2017 16:25:53
2/8/2017 11:08:57
2/8/2017 12:08:25
2/7/2017 14:49:37
2/7/2017 16:30:00
2/7/2017 15:22:42
2/8/2017 12:49:38
2/16/2017 20:19:15
2/16/2017 11:15:37
2/7/2017 14:52:56
2/9/2017 13:22:46
2/8/2017 8:02:03
2/7/2017 15:40:13
2/9/2017 16:31:21
2/7/2017 14:52:40
2/7/2017 15:03:24
2/16/2017 10:19:07
2/7/2017 14:48:51
2/8/2017 6:55:58
2/10/2017 5:55:24
2/16/2017 10:29:08
2/7/2017 14:49:43
2/7/2017 15:21:58
2/7/2017 14:39:33
2/772017 14:39:40
2/7/2017 14:43:19
2/16/2017 11:29:11

Katie Starkey
Jennifer Ellis
Amanda Martinez
Jodi Noll
Tami Bowman
Jacque Rochell
Tina Anderson
Shawn Thornock
Regina Bascone
Jessica Archuleta
Shelly Gemoets
Tina Robertson
Karla Steen
Shane Mulligan
T. Wastler
Dea Luebbers
Kailie Oulton
Allison Polgar
Tina Ferguson
Amanda Brown
Emily Owen
Brandi Fuller
Hannah Shaw
Mary Wikoff
Dianne Ekenberg
Linda Maestas
Lisa Hays
Denise Reger
Irene Freyre
Paula Williams
Ramona Romes
Renee Johnston
Danielle Provin
Jenifer Green
Cathy Houin
Letty Pickett
Christina Markle
Michelle Gonzalez
Tricia Jock
Renee Smiley
Paula Peabody
Ramona Beckman
Virginia Stewart
Britney Bockstahler
Melanie De Matté

Howbert
Howbert
Jackson
Jackson
Jackson
Keller
Keller
Keller
King
King
King
Madison
Madison
Madison
Martinez
Martinez
Martinez
Martinez
McAuliffe
McAuliffe
McAuliffe
McAuliffe
Midland
Midland
Monroe
Monroe
Monroe
Monroe
Penrose
Penrose
Queen Palmer
Queen Palmer
Rogers
Rogers
Rogers
Roosevelt Charter Academy
Roosevelt Charter Academy
Roosevelt Charter Academy
Rudy
Rudy
Rudy
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott

Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher

Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
No, I do not support a waiver request at this time.
No, I do not support a waiver request at this time.

2/7/2017 15:03:32
2/16/2017 14:41:31
2/7/2017 14:46:40
2/9/2017 9:00:23
2/9/2017 13:26:24
2/16/2017 14:49:51
2/7/2017 14:43:40
2/7/2017 18:24:18
2/16/2017 11:37:36
2/7/2017 14:50:26
2/7/2017 15:19:01
2/8/2017 7:00:54
2/7/2017 15:24:40
2/9/2017 14:00:21
2/17/2017 14:03:51
2/7/2017 14:34:56
2/8/2017 7:35:16

Aimee Pachon
Amy Jones
Sue Griepentrog
Vicki McNeil
Rochelle Ortega
Debra Rush
Brittany Douglas
Kaylee Vasquez
Kaylee Vasquez
Amanda Sharan
Debbie Metz
Jerri Crouse
Jacilyn Evans
Katie Ackerman
Teresa L. Gallegos
Nicole Sundermeyer
Lauren Rascon

Steele
Steele
Stratton
Stratton
Taylor
Taylor
Trailblazer
Trailblazer
Trailblazer
Twain
Twain
Twain
West
West
Wilson
Wilson
Wilson

Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher

Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request
Yes, I support the Waiver request

Parent of D11
Student

Not a member of a
district committee

Scott Elementary

No, I do not support the
waiver request at this
time

This information is important to track child educational gains
consistently for the child over time. Perhaps some other "tools"
that are already used need to be revised. Also, does the
teacher need to do this, or can the assistant (with training, of
course) help input the data.

Timestamp

Your Name

2017/04/05 3:14:26 PM CDT

Treg Joslyn

Title
Member of District Committee?
Charter School Teacher
School Accountability Committee
in D11
D11 Staff
School Accountability Committee

2017/03/14 5:31:17 PM CST

Nila Rickard

Parent of D11 Student

School Accountability Committee

Stratton Elementary School Yes, I support the waiver request.

2017/03/14 5:37:11 PM CST

Sarah Schuchard Parent of D11 Student

School Accountability Committee

Stratton Elementary

2017/04/03 7:17:16 PM CDT

Kylie

School Accountability Committee

2017/04/05 3:50:30 PM CDT

Velvet Stepanek Parent of D11 Student

2017/04/05 5:17:07 PM CDT
2017/04/05 5:37:52 PM CDT
2017/04/05 6:16:30 PM CDT
2017/04/05 6:20:58 PM CDT
2017/04/05 6:51:59 PM CDT

Sheri Niven
Elizabeth Cooks
Elizabeth Smith
Rashel Cordova
Donna

2017/04/07 12:25:56 PM CDT Michelle Fein

Parent of D11 Student

Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student

2017/04/05 7:47:18 PM CDT

Jerilyn Taylor

Parent of D11 Student

2017/04/05 8:05:54 PM CDT

Allison Sambrook Parent of D11 Student

2017/04/05 9:04:24 PM CDT Stephanie Baker Parent of D11 Student
2017/04/06 10:06:20 AM CDT Courtney Olson Parent of D11 Student
2017/04/06 10:22:47 AM CDT Tracy Volpe
Parent of D11 Student

School Represented

Support For/Against

Comments/feedback

Yes, I support the waiver request.
Chipeta and Fremont ES

Edison
Scott Elementary/Sabin
School Accountability Committee
Middle School
Not a member of a district committee scott
Not a member of a district committee Scott Elementary
Not a member of a district committee
PTA
King Elementary
Not a member of a district committee Academy ACL

Not a member of a district committee Scott Elementary

Not a member of a district committee AcademyACL
Not a member of a district committee King Elementary
Not a member of a district committee
PAACL
AACL

Yes, I support the waiver request.
I do not feel it is necessary for this
assessment.
READ Act is sufficient and needs to be the
primary focus academically. The
additional observations required by
TSGold are already a focus for primary
Yes, I support the waiver request. teachers (fine and gross motor,
social/emotional, etc) and do not need to
be documented and tracked. I believe it
makes busy paperwork without yielding
different results.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
This information is important to track
child educational gains consistantly for
the child over time. Perhaps some other
No, I do not support the waiver
"tools" that are already used need to be
request at this time
revised. Also, does the teacher need to do
this, or can the assistant (with training, of
course) help input the data.
I also support waiver for eliminating
Yes, I support the waiver request.
common core education.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.

I am a former kindergarten teacher in a
different school district in Colorado
Springs. Having administered TS Gold, I
wholeheartedly agree that it takes away
valuable instruction time and does not
provide new information that would
impact student achievement. I currently
have twins in kindergarten in a D11
Yes, I support the waiver request.
school. I have seen first hand that D11's
instruction and evaluating systems are
robust and that teachers will be able to
gather the necessary information on the 6
required domains of school readiness
without administering TS Gold. I fully
support D11 seeking a waiver and send
best wishes for its success.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
I fully support using existing and proven
resources to evaluate our kindergarteners
Yes, I support the waiver request. as opposed to using yet another
assessment. Let's use that time and those
resources more effectively.
Yes, I support the waiver request.
The verbage above is cryptic, I would like
Yes, I support the waiver request. to stop the assessments as they are taking
up precious classroom time.

2017/04/07 11:29:00 AM CDT Melissa Coleman Parent of D11 Student

Not a member of a district committee Scott

2017/04/08 2:16:21 AM CDT
2017/04/09 12:21:24 PM CDT
2017/04/09 12:47:21 PM CDT
2017/04/09 1:24:12 PM CDT
2017/04/09 2:09:47 PM CDT
2017/04/09 9:07:41 PM CDT
2017/04/10 8:11:42 AM CDT
2017/04/10 1:18:30 PM CDT
2017/04/10 4:13:12 PM CDT

Shanta Campan
Crystal
Devin Heming
Bonnie Bowman
Carl Ellis
Edwina Guinn
Matt wilcoxson
Jessica savage
Sara Schuster

Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11 Student

Not a member of a district committee
Not a member of a district committee
Not a member of a district committee
Not a member of a district committee
Not a member of a district committee
Not a member of a district committee
Not a member of a district committee
Not a member of a district committee
Not a member of a district committee

King Elementary

2017/04/12 9:35:11 AM CDT

Jennifer Layher

Parent of D11 Student

School Accountability Committee

Chipeta Elementary

2017/04/12 9:50:10 PM CDT

John Dolve

Parent of D11 Student
Parent of D11
2017/04/06 3:58:24 PM CDT Thomas Cordova Student;Community
Member
Parent of D11
2017/04/05 10:18:03 AM CDT Tiffany Sarchett Student;Community
Member;D11 Staff
Parent of D11
Student;Community
2017/04/05 11:52:00 AM CDT Shanon Sciegel
Member;D11
Staff;PTCO
Parent of D11
2017/04/06 6:39:18 PM CDT Emily Conner
Student;SAC Chair

School Accountability Committee

Madison Elementary

School Accountability Committee

King Elementary

PTCO

Columbia

Yes, I support the waiver request.

School Accountability Committee

Columbia Elementary

Yes, I support the waiver request.

School Accountability Committee

Keller Elementary

Yes, I support the waiver request.

Queen Palmer
Queen Palmer Elementry
Queen palmer
Queen Palmer
Academy ACL
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Replacement
Plan

Rationale and Replacement Plan
For Waiver from State Statute and Rules
Basic Information:
District Name: Colorado Springs School District 11
District Address: 1115 N. El Paso Street, Colorado Springs CO, 80903
Prepared by: Christy Feldman-Elementary Literacy Specialist, Janeen Demi-Smith-Executive Director
Educational Data & Support Services, David Engstrom-Assistant Superintendent of Instruction,
Curriculum, & Student Services
Preparer’s Phone Number: 719-520-2023
Preparer’s Email Address: christy.feldman@d11.org
District Contact: David Engstrom
District Contact Phone Number: 719-520-2045
District Contact Email Address: david.engstrom@d11.org
STATUTE DESCRIPTION AND RATIONALE
Colorado Revised Statute (C.R.S.) §22-7-1014(2) (a) requires each district to administer the school
readiness assessment to each student enrolled in kindergarten to measure each student’s progress toward
demonstrating school readiness. C.R.S. §22-2-117 permits the state board to waive any of the
requirements imposed by Title 22 upon application of the board of education of any school district.
Rationale: We are seeking a waiver from a one time, intensive assessment that will not impact student
achievement in our schools: the school readiness assessment required by Colorado Achievement Plan
for Kids (CAP4K) (SB 08-212), C.R.S. §22-2-117. We understand the important purpose underlying this
requirement and already have a reliable alternative strategy to meet the intent of the law in a manner far
better suited to our students, staff, and community.
The flexibility obtained through this waiver would free our educators to focus on:
 Colorado Academic Standards
 Providing students with research-based instruction and curriculum
 Reviewing and responding to student performance data through Professional Learning
Community collaborative teams
 Providing students with individualized research-based intervention and extension as needed
Moving the focus away from meeting the extensive detailed requirements involved in use of state
required assessment and reporting tool to a focus on the above noted strategies will maximize
opportunities to meet the specific educational needs of every student.
Our kindergarten teachers already monitor each student’s progress towards readiness and mastery of
standards throughout the year using a combination of direct observation and data received through a
variety of assessments (formative, summative, curriculum based, diagnostic and standardized). On a
daily basis, our kindergarten teachers assess their students’ growth in academic and developmental
domains. These domains include academic skills, physical development, social and emotional
development, cognitive development, and language development. Teachers are responsive to data
through engaging in Professional Learning Community collaborative teams where data drives the
planning for core instruction as well as the need to provide students with additional intervention and
enrichment opportunities. The District’s research and standards-based report cards are used to regularly
assess and report kindergarten students’ progress in these academic and developmental domains.
Permitting the District to rely on its current system of data collection, deliberate planning for instruction,
collaborative teams, and standards-based report card offers similar information to parents, educators,

and the community without the burdensome duplicate assessment and reporting requirements and cost
imposed by use of TS Gold or a similar approved assessment.
Granting the requested waiver would afford teachers more time and opportunity for targeted daily
instruction and planning, thereby enhancing educational opportunities and quality of instruction for
kindergarten students within the District. Granting the waiver also permits us to continue to offer the
same assessment tools and reporting system K-5, promoting continuity and, therefore, better
understanding by parents, students, staff, and the community. Forcing the District to use TS Gold or a
similar assessment in kindergarten would lead to confusion due to having an unaligned assessment and
reporting systems across K-5 grade levels.
Plan: All District 11 kindergarten students receive research-based core instruction aligned with the
Colorado Academic Standards. Student performance data is collected through a variety of formative,
summative, curriculum-based, diagnostic, and standardized assessments (research-based examples
utilized include, but are not limited to: DIBELS Next, DIBELS Deep, Aimsweb Plus, Galileo K-12,
PBIS, FBA, McGraw-Hill Reading Wonders, ST Math and Houghton Mifflin Math Expressions.)
Professional Learning Community collaborative conversations, rooted in student data, will drive
planning for individualized core instruction, intervention, and extension for every student. Progress will
be collectively assessed and reported to parents through the District 11 Standards Based Report Card
four times a year.
Student progress is assessed through a variety of formative, summative, observational, curriculum based,
and standardized assessment tools that include success criteria and/or performance rubrics. Progress
collectively assessed and reported to parents using a standards-based report card outlining: strengths,
opportunities for growth, learning gaps, and progress towards mastery of both Colorado Academic
Standards and the characteristics of a successful learner. While the TS Gold assessment/reporting system
may align with Colorado Academic Standards, the District’s standards-based report card was developed
specifically for the purpose of reporting student progress within the Colorado Academic Standards as
well as the development of characteristics of a successful learner.
The District’s teaching and learning cycle, Professional Learning Community collaborative teams and
standards-based report card allow teachers to assess, respond to, and report progress within academic
and developmental domains as required by C.R.S. §22-7-1014(2) (a). All District 11 teachers receive
professional development in standards based instruction through the teaching and learning cycle, the
development and use of a variety of assessments in order to collect a body of evidence to report on the
assessed objectives and indicators of the report card, and effective Professional Learning Community
collaborative teams. Our plan is to collect formative, summative, and standardized data that measures
student progress toward the required academic and developmental domains using our current standardsbased report card rather than using TS Gold or a similar assessment, respond to the data through the
collaborative team process, and report to parents utilizing the Standards Based Report Card.
1. Academic domains
 All District 11 Kindergarten teachers provide core instruction to all students based on the
Colorado Academic Standards utilizing research-based materials designed to meet the rigor of
the Common Core standards. (McGraw-Hill Reading Wonders, Lucy Calkins Units of Study, ST
Math and Houghton Mifflin Math Expressions.) (Charter Schools: Orton-Gillingham, Open
Court, Everyday Math, Lucy Calkins, Success for All, Everyday Math, Journeys)
 All District 11 Kindergarten teachers collect formative and summative data, analyzed in
Professional Learning Community collaborative conversations, that drives planning for
individualized core instruction as well as opportunities for intervention and extension
opportunities for every student.





o Kindergarten students are assessed using a balance of standardized (DIBELS Next,
Aimsweb Plus, Galileo K-12), formative, summative, diagnostic (DIBELS Deep), and
curriculum based (Wonders, Math Expressions) assessments.
All District 11 Kindergarten teachers report progress using the standards-based report card which
is directly aligned to the Colorado Academic Standards and includes characteristics of a
successful learner.
o Academic progress is noted on the standards-based report card under the categories of
“English Language Arts,” “Mathematics,” “Science,” and “Social Studies,” which
exceeds the minimum requirements of C.R.S. §22-7-1014(2) (a).
The rigor and specificity at which kindergarten students are assessed on TS Gold is much less
than the rigor and specificity of the Colorado Academic Standards that our District reports on the
standards-based report card.

2. Physical Domain
 All District 11 Kindergarten students participate regularly in a structured physical education
class meeting or exceeding state standards. In addition, students participate in a recess program
daily that encourages gross motor development.
o All District 11 Kindergarten and Physical Education teachers routinely assess students’
motor-development skills and health throughout the year utilizing a variety of
performance tasks with success criteria specifically designed to assess Physical Education
standards.
o Kindergarten students are also monitored during recess and gross motor development is
noted through teacher observation.
o All teachers participate in collaborative teams that use data to deliberately plan for
individualized core instruction as well as opportunities for intervention and extension
opportunities for every student.
o Student progress is reported on the standards-based report card under the category of
“Physical Education” and “Characteristics of a Successful Learner.”
 All District 11 Kindergarten students participate regularly in art education meeting or exceeding
state standards. Drawing, painting, and making objects all develop students’ fine motor skills.
o All District 11 Kindergarten and Art teachers routinely assess students’ fine motor skills
development through a variety of performance tasks with success criteria.
o All teachers participate in collaborative teams that use data to deliberately plan for
individualized core instruction as well as opportunities for intervention and extension
opportunities for every student.
o Student progress is reported on the standards-based report card under the category of
“Visual Arts” and “Characteristics of a Successful Learner.”
 All District 11 Kindergarten students participate regularly in music education meeting or
exceeding state standards. Students participate in a variety of movement and rhythm exercises.
o All District 11 Kindergarten and Music teachers routinely assess students’ fine and gross
motor skills development through a variety of performance tasks with success criteria.
o All teachers participate in collaborative teams that use data to deliberately plan for
individualized core instruction as well as opportunities for intervention and extension
opportunities for every student.
o Student progress is reported on the standards-based report card under the category of
“Music” and “Characteristics of a Successful Learner.”
3. Social and Emotional Domain
 All District 11 Kindergarten students are instructed and supported in the social/emotional domain
through the use of the Positive Behavior Support System, (PBIS) implemented by the school and
social/emotional wellness building activities. PBIS includes expectations for successful student
behavior in the classroom, cafeteria, hallway, and during recess. Expectations are taught early
and are continually reinforced through additional opportunities for review/reteaching and

personalized support when students show a need. Kindergarten classrooms also build
social/emotional wellness through supplemental curriculum tools that foster social/emotional
wellness. These supplemental materials include but are not limited to: Leader in Me,
BullyProofing Your School, Boys Town, and Capturing Kids Hearts. In addition, teachers utilize
a variety of positive behavior techniques in order to continually develop and strengthen selfregulation and executive function.
o Student progress is assessed through daily, teacher observations in a variety of settings.
Success criteria is outlined for each setting.
o Teachers respond to performance data and offer reteaching, coaching, and specialized
behavior/social emotional support as needed.
o All teachers participate in collaborative teams that use data to deliberately plan for
individualized core instruction in the characteristics of a successful learner and
social/emotional wellness as well as planning intervention and extension opportunities as
needed for every student.
o Student progress is reported in the “Characteristics of a Successful Learner” categories on
the standards-based report card. For example:
 Seeks positive solutions to problems and conflicts
 Shows effort and motivation in achieving learning goals
 Works collaboratively with others
 Takes responsibility for own actions
 Engages appropriately in classroom activities.
4. Cognitive Domain
 All District 11 Kindergarten teachers emphasize cognitive/logic and reasoning skills throughout
the school day. For example:
o All District 11 Kindergarten teachers utilize the Standards for Mathematical Practice
from the Common Core State Standards during math instruction. The Standards for
Mathematical Practice allow teachers to consider student progress in cognitive/logic and
reasoning skills during math instruction.
 Student progress is assessed through a variety of cognitively challenging performance tasks that
include success criteria throughout the school environment. These tasks allow teachers to
observe cognitive reasoning and problem solving processes for every student. Specific examples
include but are not limited to:
o Exemplar tasks in math
o Research and Inquiry projects in literacy, science, and social studies
o Team building activities in classroom, physical education, music, and recess
o Performance tasks across all content areas
 All teachers participate in collaborative teams that use data to deliberately plan for individualized
core instruction as well as opportunities for intervention and extension opportunities for every
student.
 Student progress is collectively assessed and reported throughout the standards-based report
card. Specific indicators include but are not limited to:
o English Language Arts
 Uses a range of strategies efficiently
 Plans
 Organizes
 Applies
o Math
 Uses whole number
 Uses measurement
 Fluently adds and subtracts
o Science
 Investigates

o Social Studies
 Asks questions
 Categorizes
 Gives examples
o Characteristics of a Successful Learner
 Seeks positive solutions to problems and conflicts
 Takes responsibility for own actions
 Shows effort and motivation to achieve learning goals
 Produces quality work
 Uses time productively
Intervention/Extension: As noted previously, student progress is regularly assessed in academic and
developmental domains. If a student is not making adequate progress or exceeds expectations in any
domain, the school utilizes a Multi-tiered Systems of Support (MTSS)/Response to Intervention (RtI)
instructional framework. Each school has a comprehensive intervention system, including differentiated
universal instruction, specific targeted intervention/extension, and intensive intervention/extension, as
appropriate for each student. As needed, Intervention, RtI, READ, and Special Education plans are
developed for students in the specific area(s) of need. Plans are developed in collaboration with parents
and school staff and include the results of benchmark and progress monitoring assessments to determine
the efficacy of any intervention/extension. Plans are housed in our data management application, Alpine.
If multiple interventions/extensions are not successful in moving student learning forward, students are
referred for further evaluation to determine whether other services are necessary.
Instructional methods and assessments used to provide core, intervention, and extension instruction are
clear and relevant and are designed to inform teachers’ practice and maximize each student’s progress
toward demonstrating school readiness, which satisfies the intent of the law governing responsiveness to
data and individualized readiness plans [C.R.S. §22-7-1014(2)(a)].
Readiness Plans: All District 11 kindergarten students are assessed in academic and behavioral
domains using a body of evidence from a variety of assessment opportunities recorded in student
information systems. Student progress and levels of readiness in these domains is reported to parents
through the standards-based report card. Performance levels on the standards-based report card indicate
student strengths and opportunities for growth and are communicated with students and families. The
results of these report cards are used to guide and personalize core instruction as well as intervention and
extension opportunities through the setting of individual student goals and the implementation of
research-based instructional strategies. As needed, detailed instructional plans are developed and
maintained in Alpine for students who require extension or intervention opportunities (Intervention,
MTSS/RtI, Advanced Learning Plans, Individualized Education Plans, or READ plans).
Reporting of District Readiness Data to Colorado Department of Education: Colorado Springs
School District 11 will continue to report Readiness data to the Colorado Department of Education in
compliance with the requirements under the law [C.R.S. §22-7-1014(2)(a)]. Currently, the District is
expected to report the number of students showing readiness in 1 through 6 domains. District 11 will
pull this data from the existing Standards Based Report Card using the proficiency levels to determine
readiness in the required developmental domains. Marks of at least “Proficient” or “3- meets
expectation” (or higher) in the above mentioned areas will indicate the student was showing
developmentally appropriate readiness skills and will be noted as “meeting” proficiency in that domain.
Data will be submitted through the existing data pipeline.
Articulation between Preschool and Kindergarten: Colorado Springs School District 11 supports
preschool programs at 23 sites- (with an additional 10 Head Start programs). Preschool staff work in
close partnership with the host school. Preschool teams are an integral part of vertical articulation
opportunities provided through scheduled Professional Learning Community collaborative conversations

at each site. Student performance reports from the TS Gold system are printed every spring and passed
to kindergarten staff each fall.
Duration of the Waiver: Colorado Springs School District 11 requests the waiver until such time as our
Board of Education requests revocation of the waiver.
Financial Impact: Colorado Springs School District 11 anticipates that the requested waiver will have a
positive financial impact upon the District of over $50,000 each year. Administration of TS Gold would
necessitate the purchase of the assessment, the purchase of additional technology infrastructure, and
require expenditures for training teachers and support staff as well as providing release time for
kindergarten teachers to complete the additional work of the assessment for 100+ kindergarten teachers.
Instructional Impact: The District anticipates that the observations and recording of data to comply
with TS Gold assessment requirements will take at least 2-4 hours per student, or about 50-100 total
hours per teacher over the course of the 2017-2018 school year. Additionally, teachers need
approximately 6-10 hours of training to use the TS Gold system. Therefore, the District estimates that
complying with the State Board approved assessment requirement will require approximately 60+ hours
of additional instructional and/or planning time for each teacher above and beyond current
responsibilities. This duplication of work represents a significant loss of valuable instructional and/or
planning time with no additional information beyond that already provided by the standards-based report
card.
How the Impact of the Waiver will be evaluated: The impact of this waiver will be measured by the
additional time made available for teacher planning, collaborative conversations, and instruction that
otherwise would have been used to administer and report through the TS Gold assessment. We also will
measure the impact of the waiver by the same performance criteria and assessments that apply to the
District’s curriculum and overall program design. Furthermore, the Instruction and Curriculum
Department in partnership with principals and Teaching and Learning Coaches will monitor support
plans for kindergarten students.
Expected Outcomes: We expect that as a result of this waiver, we will be able to ensure continued
success for each kindergarten student by providing quality research and standards based instruction as
well as personalized intervention and extension opportunities based on the specific needs of the whole
child. In addition, we expect to be able to optimize our efforts to meet the district goals to be fiscally
prudent and financially responsible.
Approved and submitted this 12th day of April 2017 by Colorado Springs School District 11

__________________________________
Dr. Nicholas M. Gledich, Superintendent

____________________________________
LuAnn Long, School Board President

Physical
Requirement
Supporting
Information

Kindergarten
Standard 1 Movement Competence and Understanding.
1. Demonstrate body & spatial awareness through movement.
a.Travels within large group without bumping into others or falling while using
variety of loco-motor skills.
b.
Demonstrates contrast between slow and fast speeds while using loco-motor
skills.
c. Creates shapes at high, medium, and low levels by using hands, arms, torso, feet,
and legs in a variety of combinations.
d.
Travels in straight, curved, and zigzag pathways.
e. Move in opposition and alternately.
f. Move synchronously with others.
g.Participates in chase-and-flee activities that include various spatial relationships.
2.Locate the major parts of the body.
a.Move specified body parts in response to a variety of sensory cues such as auditory
or visual.
b.
Identify body planes such as front, back, and side.
Relevance and Application:
1.a. Participate in games that require movement (walk, run, gallop, hop, jump, leap,
slides, etc.)
as a group.
b. Travel successfully and safely in a variety of activities with a group.
c. Create letters of the alphabet using their arms, legs, and torso.
2. a. Play “head, shoulders, knees, and toes” with parents.
b. Identify body parts correctly.
c. Identify the front, back, and side of the body.

Success Criteria:
Adv. – Student does standard expectation all of the time
P- Student completes standard expectation 80-90% of the time
PP- Student completes standard expectations 60-70% of the time
M- Student completes standard expectation 50% of the time
U- Student completes standard expectation less than 50% of the time

Content Area

Physical Education

Curriculum Development Course at a Glance
Planning for Kindergarten Physical Education
Grade Level

Kindergarten

Course Name/Course Code
Standard

Grade Level Expectations (GLE)

GLE Code

1.

Movement
Competence and
Understanding

1.

Demonstrate body and spatial awareness through safe movement

PE09-GR.k-S.1-GLE.1

2.

Locate the major parts of the body

PE09-GR.k-S.1-GLE.2

2.

Physical and Personal
Wellness

1.

Understand that physical activity increases the heart rate, making the heart stronger

PE09-GR.k-S.2-GLE.1

3.

Emotional and Social
Wellness

1.

Demonstrate respect for self, others, and equipment

PE09-GR.k-S.3-GLE.1

2.

Demonstrate the ability to follow directions

PE09-GR.k-S.3-GLE.2

Prevention and Risk
Management

1.

Expectations for this standard are integrated into the other standards at this grade level.

4.

Colorado 21st Century Skills
Critical Thinking and Reasoning: Thinking
Deeply, Thinking Differently
Invention

Information Literacy: Untangling the Web
Collaboration: Working Together, Learning
Together

Colorado’s
Comprehensive
Health and Physical
Education Standards

Self-Direction: Own Your Learning
Invention: Creating Solutions

Mental and Emotional

Unit Titles

Length of Unit/Contact Hours

Unit Number/Sequence

Playing Nice In The Sand Box

4-6 Weeks

1

You’ve Got To Move It, Move It

20-24 Weeks

2

Healthy Heart, Happy Person

4-6 Weeks

3
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Curriculum Development Overview
Unit Planning for Kindergarten Physical Education

Unit Title

Playing Nice In The Sand Box

Focusing Lens(es)

Social Responsibility

Depth of Knowledge (Inquiry
Questions/EngagingDebatable):




Why is sharing sometimes difficult? (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1-EO.a;IQ.1)
What would equipment look like if we didn’t take care of it? (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1-EO.d;IQ.3)

Physical Education
Standards Addressed



Emotional and Social Wellness – Standard 3

Concepts

Awareness of self and others; listening; building a foundation; following class procedures; equipment management; respect; responsibility;
safety; sharing; kind actions

Length of Unit
Standards and Grade
Level Expectations
Addressed in this Unit

Generalizations
My students will Understand that…

4-6 Weeks

PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1
PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.2

Guiding Questions/Statements
Factual

Conceptual

Building a foundation through respect and responsibility
promotes kind actions in all activities.

Name two actions that demonstrate respect.

Why is it important to show responsibility in all
environments?

Awareness of self and others is apparent when listening
and sharing take place.

Name two feelings that you have when someone asks
you to play with them.

How can you be a good listener while someone is
talking?

Following class procedures establish effective equipment
management while creating a safe environment.

What is one class procedure in physical education?

What does a safe environment look like?
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Curriculum Development Overview
Unit Planning for Kindergarten Physical Education

Evidence Outcomes (Key Skills):
My students will be able to (Do)…









Follow a simple series of instructions for an activity (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.2-EO.b)
Demonstrate the characteristics of sharing (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1-EO.a)
Help manage equipment (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1-EO.d)
Speak at appropriate times (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.2-EO.c)
Follow established class protocols (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.2-EO.d)
Move specified body parts in response to a variety of sensory cues such as auditory or visual (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.2-EO.a)
Start and stop on an auditory or visual signal (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.2-EO.a)
Participate as a leader and follower(PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1-EO.c)

Critical Language: includes the Academic and Technical vocabulary, semantics, and discourse which are particular to and necessary for accessing a given discipline.
EXAMPLE: A student in Language Arts can demonstrate the ability to apply and comprehend critical language through the following statement: “Mark Twain exposes the
hypocrisy of slavery through the use of satire.”
Physical Education Objective/Learning Target:

Learn and follow class procedures which allow for a safe and enjoyable environment for everyone.

The Student Will…..
Academic Vocabulary:

Respect, responsible, safety, management, demonstrate, listening

Technical Vocabulary:

Equipment, awareness of self and others

Instructional Resources:







SPARK-K.2
o Building a Foundation-Pg. 5-7, 9-11, 13-15
o ASAP – Pg. 1-2, 3-4
SPARKFolio – K.2
o Building a Foundation Task Cards
o ASAP Task Cards
Children Moving
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Appendix K





Curriculum Development Overview
Unit Planning for Kindergarten Physical Education
Space Awareness 254-258

Kindergarten Pre-Post Test- K-1 (To be administered Fall and Spring)
Kindergarten Cooperation Rubric- K-2
Kindergarten Expectations Rubric- K-3
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Curriculum Development Overview
Unit Planning for Kindergarten Physical Education

Unit Title

You’ve Got To Move It, Move It

Focusing Lens(es)

Moving Safely

Depth of Knowledge (Inquiry
Questions/EngagingDebatable):





Length of Unit
Standards and Grade
Level Expectations
Addressed in this Unit

20-24 Weeks

PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1
PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.2
PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1

When moving in a group, how do you keep from bumping into each other? (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1-EO.f,g;IQ.3:RA.2;N.1)
Why is it easier to move in the same direction in which a group is moving than to move against the group? (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1EO.f;IQ.4;RA.2;N.1)
Why is a certain amount of space needed between members of a group while the group is moving? (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1EO.g;IQ.1,3,4;RA.2;N.2)

Physical Education
Standards Addressed




Concepts

Spatial awareness; comparison; identification; safety; creativity; applying knowledge and skill; demonstration; synchronicity; imitation,
locomotion, movement, patterns, pathways, levels, traveling

Movement Competence and Understanding – Standard 1
Emotional and Social Wellness – Standard 3

Generalizations
My students will Understand that…

Guiding Questions/Statements
Factual

Conceptual

Demonstrating spatial awareness creates a safe
environment in all activities.

How many people should be in a space at one time?

How would you create your own space? Explain.

Variation of movement patterns will lead to a more
responsible mover traveling through space.

What are four locomotor skills?

Where can you find different movement patterns in our
environment?

Identification of different pathways and levels while
performing similar movements demonstrates variation.

What are three different pathways?

Demonstrate your favorite locomotor movement at
different levels and speeds.
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Curriculum Development Overview
Unit Planning for Kindergarten Physical Education

Evidence Outcomes (Key Skills):
My students will be able to (Do)…










Move synchronously with others (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1-EO.f)
Participate in chase-and-flee activities that include various spatial relationships (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1-EO.g)
Identify body planes such as front, back, and side (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.2-EO.b)
Travel within a large group without bumping into others or falling, while using a variety of locomotor skills (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1-EO.a)
Demonstrate contrasts between slow and fast speeds while using locomotor skills (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1-EO.b)
Move in opposite and alternating directions (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1-EO.e)
Travel in straight, curved and zigzag pathways (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1-EO.d)
Play without interfering with others (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1-EO.e)
Create shapes at high, medium, and low levels by using hands, arms, torso, feet and legs in a variety of combinations (PE09-GR.K-S.1-GLE.1-EO.c)

Critical Language: includes the Academic and Technical vocabulary, semantics, and discourse which are particular to and necessary for accessing a given discipline.
EXAMPLE: A student in Language Arts can demonstrate the ability to apply and comprehend critical language through the following statement: “Mark Twain exposes the
hypocrisy of slavery through the use of satire.”
Physical Education Objective/Learning Target:

be able to move around others in a way that shows different movement styles while being safe.

The Student Will…..
Academic Vocabulary:

Identify, participate, create, contrast, curves, zigzag, pathways, front, back, side, high, medium, low

Technical Vocabulary:

Body planes, travel, locomotor movements, opposition, alternately, synchronously, chase-and-flee, torso, auditory signals, visual signals

Instructional Resources:





SPARK-K.2
o Building a Foundation v-vii, 1-24, 29-45
o Jumping Pg. 1-12
SPARKFolio – K.2
o Building a Foundation Task Cards
o ASAP Task Cards
o Jumping Task Cards
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Unit Planning for Kindergarten Physical Education

Appendix K



Children Moving
o Space Awareness (17) Pg. 258-264
o Relationships (18) Pg. 296-298
o Traveling (19) Pg. 305-331
o Chasing, Fleeing and Dodging (20) Pg. 332-348








Direction -Level s-Pathways Student Tracking Excel Sheet- K-4
Locomotor Student Tracking Excel Sheet- K-5
Levels and Planes Rubric- K-6
Locomotor Rubric- K-7
Pathways Rubric- K-8
Spatial Awareness Rubric- K-9
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Curriculum Development Overview
Unit Planning for Kindergarten Physical Education

Unit Title

Healthy Heart, Happy Person

Focusing Lens(es)

Heart Awareness

Depth of Knowledge (Inquiry
Questions/EngagingDebatable):




Length of Unit
Standards and Grade
Level Expectations
Addressed in this Unit

4-6 Weeks

PE09-GR.K-S.2-GLE.1
PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1



Which activities can you do for the longest time? Shortest time? (PE09-GR.K-S.2-GLE.1-EO.a,b,c;IQ.1,2:RA.1,2;N.1,2,3)
Are there other ways other than checking your heart rate to know your heart is working hard? (PE09-GR.K-S.2-GLE.1EO.a,b,c;IQ.1,2:RA.1,2;N.1,2,3)
How does physical activity make you feel? (PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1-EO.b;IQ.4:RA.2;N.1)

Physical Education
Standards Addressed




Physical and Personal Wellness – Standard 2
Emotional and Social Wellness – Standard 3

Concepts

Identification, sustainability, fitness, safety, vigorous, feelings, participation, wellness, physical activity, intensity

Generalizations
My students will Understand that…

Guiding Questions
Factual

Conceptual

Participation in moderate to vigorous physical activities
facilitates health and wellness.

Name 2 ways you can tell your activity is at a moderate
to vigorous level.

Why is it important to participate in an activity at a
moderate to vigorous level?

Participation in physical activity increases the heart rate
which indicates intensity of activity.

How do we measure the intensity of our heart rate
during activity?

Why should we participate in activities that make your
heart beat faster?
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Unit Planning for Kindergarten Physical Education

Evidence Outcomes (Key Skills):
My students will be able to (Do)…





Identify the heart rate as an indicator of moderate to vigorous activity (PE09-GR.K-S.2-GLE.1-EO.a)
Sustain moderate to vigorous physical activity for short periods of time (PE09-GR.K-S.2-GLE.1-EO.b)
Identify activities that will increase the heart rate (PE09-GR.K-S.2-GLE.1-EO.c)
Identify feelings that result from participation in physical activity(PE09-GR.K-S.3-GLE.1-EO.b)

Critical Language: includes the Academic and Technical vocabulary, semantics, and discourse which are particular to and necessary for accessing a given discipline.
EXAMPLE: A student in Language Arts can demonstrate the ability to apply and comprehend critical language through the following statement: “Mark Twain exposes the
hypocrisy of slavery through the use of satire.”
Physical Education Objective/Learning Target:

participate in moderate to vigorous physical activity that promotes a healthy and happy person.

The Student Will…..
Academic Vocabulary:

Identify, feelings, participation

Technical Vocabulary:

Indicator, sustain, vigorous, activity, moderate, heart rate, increase, intensity

Instructional Resources:



SPARK K-2
o Building a Foundation Pg. 47-50, 55-56

Appendix K





Healthy Heart Assessment and Rubric- K-10
Heart Awareness Assessment- K-11
Kindergarten Physical Education Pre/Post Assessment- K-1 (to be administered in Fall and Spring)
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K-2 Throwing and catching Rubric
Adv = Can Throw and Catch using all cues all of the time.
P = Can Throw and Catch using all cues most of the time.
PP = Can Throw and Catch using all cues some of the time.
M = Is only able to use 1-2 Throw and Catch cues at a time.
U = Does not try or is a safety risk in the activity.

K-2 Locomotor Rubric
ADV = Can use all locomotor skills with no mistakes.
P+ = Can use all locomotor skills with minimal mistakes.
P = Can use all locomotor skills with some mistakes or performs all but
1 locomotor skill.
PP = Is only able to perform some of the locomotor skills.
M-U = Does not try or is a safety risk in the activity.

K-5 Basketball Rubric
ADV = Uses proper cues for dribbling, passing, and shooting all of the
time.
P+ = Uses proper cues for dribbling, passing, and shooting most of the
time.
P = Uses proper cues for dribbling, passing, and shooting some of the
time.
PP = Is only able to use 1-2 cues at a time.
M-U = Does not try or is a safety risk in the activity.

Short dances
Cotton Eyed Joe
Electric Slide
Slappin Leather
Macerena
YMCA
Scores
Adv- The student creates new moves to the dances that were taught
using enthusiasm while keeping to the beat.
P+-

The student knows the dance and completes the full dance.

P- The student knows most of the dance but struggles to complete
the dance.
PP- The student knows very few steps to the dance but attempts to
dance.
M- The students attempts the dance but does not know the steps to
the dance.
U-

The student does not attempt the dance.

ACTIVITY

shoot and score

Ready
• 1 7" foamball per 3 students

Set

• Create grids of 10X20 paces.
• Form groups of 3 students; 1 group per grid.
• Place 2 students 10 paces from each other and
the 3rd in the middle with their legs in a straddle
position.

GRADES K-2

1. This recess activity is called Shoot and Score.
2. The object of the game is to practice kicking accurately between the legs of the middle
player (the Goal.)
3. The 2 outside players kick the ball softly and slowly through the legs of the Goal, who
turns and faces the side with the ball.
4. Goals, stand with your legs straddled wide and your hands up so you can protect
yourself if the ball comes higher than your legs.
5. Outside players ask the Goal if they are ready before kicking the ball.
6. We will change Goals every minute or so on my signal.
7. Wrap It Up
• What part of your foot did you kick with to score goals?

15

Recess Activities

GO!

Get the Point
(Rather than cooperative play, this one adds a little
competition.) Outside players score a point for
every goal that is scored, and Goals score a point
for each miss. Keep track of your own score!
Goofy Foot
Play Shoot and Score using your not-so-favorite
foot (the 1 that doesn’t feel as comfortable to use).
Keep Away
Instead of scoring a goal, the Offense (outside
players) works on passing and trapping, and
keeping the ball away from the Defense (middle
person). Offense moves around dribbling and
passing, and Defense tries to take the ball away.
We’ll change Defense every minute or so on
my signal.

TONY’S TIPS
• To make it easier to score, move
shooters in a few paces. To add
challenge, move them move back
a few paces.
• Make sure shooters wait for the
Goal to be ready and that they
don’t kick the ball too hard.
NOTES
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If you liked playing Shoot and
Score, take it home! Where
could you play? Who might you
ask to play with you? What ball
would you use?

ACTIVITY

catching and
throwing circuit

Ready
• 6-10 cones (1 per station)
• 6-10 hoops (1 per station)
• Choose 6-10 Catching and Throwing Skill Cards
(SPARK IM Disc) to use as stations (1 per station).
• Read through those Catching and Throwing Skill
Cards for specific equipment needs (e.g., beanbags,
scarves, hoops, etc.)
• Music: Interval music (SPARK K-2 Music CD)
• Music player

= Cone with 1 Skill Card

• Create circuit by placing cones and hoops around
the perimeter with at least 15 paces between stations. The greater the distance, the
more aerobic the activity.
• Place 1 Catching/Throwing Circuit Skill Card on each cone.
• Set needed equipment inside the hoop at each station.

GO!

GRADES K-2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Today we will do a fun and active Catching and Throwing Circuit.
(Do a practice run through each station. Have students demonstrate proper technique.)
Back to back! When you have a partner, move to a low level so I know you're ready.
Show how well you share, take turns, and help your partner.
While the music plays, be active at your station. When it stops, rotate to the next
station (point).
6. Continue until you hear my stop signal.
7. (Disperse pairs equally among stations and begin.)
8. Wrap It Up
• What do you do to throw your beanbag farther? With greater accuracy? Show me a
thumbs up if you:
oo Shared and took turns.
oo Kept your hands and feet to yourself.
oo Tried your hardest in every activity.
oo Were courteous with others and respectful of our equipment.

43

catching and
throwing

Set

Individual Challenge Circuit
(Select individual challenges rather than partner
challenges.)
Own Pace
Move through the stations at your own pace and
in any order. You may stay longer at stations you
need to focus on or enjoy the most. If a station
does not have enough equipment available, move
to another and come back later. (Provide any
guidelines you see fit.)

STANDARDS ADDRESSED
NASPE
#1, 2 Spatial awareness,
throwing, catching
#3, 4 Participates in enjoyable,
challenging activities
#5, 6 Participates, appreciates,
enjoys movement, cooperates
with a partner and a small
group

Your State (Write in here)
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Math
(Incorporate math questions and
answers into the stations.)
• Toss and catch your beanbag
2 + 3 times.
• How many balls can you
throw into a trash can out of
4 + 5 tries?
• How many rolls will it take
you to topple 6 – 2 pins?

PAULA’S POINTERS
• Choose different Catching and
Throwing Circuit Skill Cards each
time to keep it fresh.
• Vary the skills used for rotating to
the next station. Try a different
locomotor pattern, animal walks,
etc.
• Use fun music to motivate students.
• Focus on quality rather than
quantity!
NOTES

GRADES K-2
MOTOR
DEVELOPMENT
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CATCHING AND
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LESSON 2

GENERAL SPACE
AND CREATIVE MOVES

•
•
•
•
•

BUILDING A
FOUNDATION

Ready
4 cones (for boundaries)
1 spot marker per student
Music and player
1 hoop per student (optional)
2 beanbags per student (optional)

Set

• Create medium (20X20 paces) activity area.
• Scatter spot markers within boundaries.
• Send students to stand on a spot marker.

GRADES K-2

GO!

1. Personal Space Review
• What is the area on and around your spot called? (Home base) What can you do to
make sure you have enough personal space to move safely? (The Helicopter) Show
me your helicopter; twist and turn with your arms at shoulder height.
• Challenges – Can you…
oo Jump side-to-side over your home?
oo Jump to the R, back on your home; to the L, back on your home; Forward, back
on your home; and finally Backward, then back on your home.
oo Make a lower case letter “t” with your jumps? Practice your “t” until you hear the
stop signal. (Give 20-30 seconds to practice.)
oo Stand behind your home base and step over it? Now step with the other foot.
How many times can you step over your home before the signal? (Give 10-15
seconds to practice.)
2. Creative Words and Moves
• What does creativity mean? We will practice moving creatively in our next activity.
• When I say a word, think how you could move to show me that word.
oo How would you move to show: Sizzle – splash – dive – swim – pour – sneak –
melt – reach – spin – stretch – hammer – fall – twist?
3. General Space Introduction
• General space is the space we all share. It is the space inside our boundaries (lines on
floor, coned area, etc.).
• When in general space, we move without bumping or shoving others.
(continued)
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GENERAL SPACE
AND CREATIVE MOVES

GO!

(continued)

4. Go Away, Go Home
• When I say, “Go away,” leave your home base, and walk inside our general space. While
moving, keep a safe distance from others.
• When you hear, “Go home,” return to your home base (spot marker).
• How safely can you move in general space?
• How quickly can you return home?
• (Repeat several times.)
5. Scrambled Eggs
• When you hear, “Scrambled eggs!” move safely within general space any way you wish.
• On signal, freeze right where you are. Can you freeze in a position without moving or
falling over?
• If you hear, “Go home!” return to your home base.
• Show how well you listen and freeze.
• Watch for others moving in general space; no bumping or touching.
• (Repeat many times until learned and signals are followed quickly.)
6. Wrap It Up
• What people and objects were within your general space today? Are there any people or
objects within your personal space right now?
• Who can name an animal that lays eggs – besides a chicken? (Ducks, geese, ostriches, etc.)
• Let’s review our key words from today. (These are the underlined words/phrases in the GO
section.)
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GENERAL SPACE
AND CREATIVE MOVES

Switcheroo
When moving in general space, if you hear
“Switcheroo,” do not return to your home base.
Go to a different spot.
Freeze Dance
(Play The Freeze from the ASAP unit. Students move
within boundaries and stop when they hear the
word “Freeze!”)

Keep your personal space
neat and clean! Who washes
their hands before eating and
after using the restroom? Who
brushes their teeth after eating
and before going to bed?

Gathering Coconuts
(Scatter 1 hoop per student throughout activity
area. Place 2 beanbags inside each hoop. Ask each
student to stand inside a hoop. Give instructions.)
When you hear my start signal, walk to another
hoop (“coconut tree”), and take (“harvest”) a
beanbag (“coconut”) from within and bring it to
your home hoop. Take only 1 at a time. On the
stop signal, count your coconuts!

STANDARDS ADDRESSED
NASPE

GRADES K-2

#1, 2 Spatial awareness,
nonlocomotor skills,
locomotor skills
#3, 4 Participates in physical
activities that are enjoyable
and challenging
#5, 6 Participates, appreciates,
enjoys movement, cooperates
in large group activities

Your State (Write in here)

PAULA’S POINTERS
• Use “Scrambled Eggs” to signify
that students may choose the way
they move.
• Show those having difficulty
stopping and maintaining their
balance how to bend their knees
and widen their stances (for lower
centers of gravity).
• Alternate “Freeze” and “Go home”
until students are proficient.
• Praise those following signals
quickly and moving in general
space without touching others.
Vocabulary
General space, boundaries, creativity,
coconuts
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EARLY CHILDHOOD

BUILDING
BLOCKS

MOTOR
DEVELOPMENT

COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

• Establishes, maintains, and returns
to personal space
• Demonstrates non-locomotor skills
• Demonstrates locomotor skills

• Identifies and uses a variety
of movement concepts
(levels, tempos, pathways)
• Identifies and uses a variety
of relationships (e.g.,
under/over,
forward/backward)
• Responds with correct skill
as named by teacher

PERFORMANCE
RUBRIC

Scale: 3 Competent in 3

2 Competent in 2
1 Competent in 1
0 Does not attempt

AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
• Demonstrates positive
listening skills and
follows directions
• Shares general space
and spot markers with
others
• Demonstrates kindness
towards others

• Eagerly participates in
physical activity
• Demonstrates enjoyment
of physical activity
• Makes an effort to try
new skills

Cognitive
Requirement
Supporting
Information

Program Family

Elementary School
ST Math® Program Family
for Elementary Schools
The ST Math Program Family for Elementary
School includes a combination of on-grade-level
instructional software built on visual learning
that complements the core curricula and a
fact fluency program. These programs deepen
students’ conceptual understanding of ongrade-level topics and math facts, and provide
teachers with an instructional tool to further
mathematical communication and discussion
in their classrooms. MIND Research Institute
also offers a music program that is available to
elementary schools that use the math program.

All schools in D11

ST Math: K-6 contains an on-grade-level
curriculum for each grade level that complements the
core curricula and moves all students towards reaching
deep conceptual understanding of math topics.

Some Schools use Fluency- but not all

ST Math: Fluency builds speed and accuracy
with addition and multiplication facts through the
use of animated virtual manipulatives that enable
an intuitive process of learning, making basic math
fact recall effortless for students as they gain a solid
conceptual understanding of the operations.

Not used in D-11

ST Math+Music is an add-on program that
combines a research-based music curriculum with the
ST Math: K-6 instructional software, teaching young
students music, in which they learn to recognize
patterns and symmetries as well as experience and
hear the concepts of counting and fractions.

ST Math
The Leader in Visual
Learning in Mathematics
ST Math is the leader in visual
learning in mathematics delivered
through instructional software.
Based on applied neuroscience
research, Spatial-Temporal
(ST) Math engages students in
developing a deep conceptual
understanding of mathematics
by manipulating visual models to
solve problems in a self-paced,
mastery-based environment.
The ST Math program family
ensures that all students have
access to rich content that
drives critical thinking.
ST Math includes embedded
assessments, detailed reporting
of student learning patterns,
and interactive whiteboard
functionality. ST Math is aligned
to Common Core and state
standards, integrates with core
instruction, and is accessible on
desktop or laptop computers and
on supported tablets, enabling
anywhere, anytime learning.

ST MATH AND THE LEARNING PATH
The Learning Path

Neuroscience offers great insight into how humans,
from infants to adults, absorb information and
build frameworks to understand the world around
them. The neuroscientists who create the ST Math®
software program call the process by which all children
learn The Learning Path. Here’s how it works:

By interacting in a hands-on environment,
students build internal frameworks,
EXPERIENCE
or schemas, that describe how
things work. This leads to deep
conceptual understanding that supports
high-level problem solving.

Perception-Action Cycle
Neuroscientists describe
human learning through the
perception-action cycle. Our
brain makes sense of the
world around us by creating
and testing hypotheses about
the way the world works.
When presented with new
situations, our brain makes
predictions based on past
experiences, takes action
based on those hypotheses,
perceives the results and
adjusts its hypotheses.

CONNECT

PRACTICE

PERCEPTION

Students, often with the
aid of teachers, build
bridges between related
concepts and between
new and previously
mastered material.

Long the backbone of math education,
practice allows students to strengthen
connections and hone skills through repetition.

Out in the real world, students take what they
learned in class and use it to solve problems
in novel contexts.

APPLY
ACTION
www.mindresearch.org

What is ST Math?

facebook.com/JiJiMath

@JiJiMath

MINDResearch

JiJiMath

Created by MIND Research Institute, Spatial-Temporal (ST) Math® is game-based instructional software

designed to boost math comprehension and proficiency through visual learning. Designed to be integrated with classroom
instruction, ST Math incorporates the latest research in neuroscience and promotes mastery-based learning and mathematical
A neuroscience and education
social benefit organization
MS-GN-129-140916

understanding. Aligned to state and Common Core standards, ST Math takes students to the highest level of thinking and
applying math: the ability to creatively problem-solve and develop a deep conceptual understanding. Watch a 3-minute video
describing the ST Math approach: http://bit.ly/T5SMn4.

HOW ST MATH AND THE LEARNING PATH BUILD DEEPER MATHEMATICAL UNDERSTANDING

Math education traditionally starts and ends with practice. We tell students how someone else figured out the way to
add fractions, then send them off to “drill and kill” until it’s memorized. They never learn for themselves how and why the
concept works, so they never understand it deeply. When it’s time to apply it in the real world, these students are at a loss.
ST Math changes that.

In the game Tug Boat, students move

Experience

Through interactive puzzles and online
manipulatives, ST Math provides a self-paced,
hands-on experience with math concepts.

boats to balance each side of the bridge
with an equal number of boats. With
touch-enabled ST Math, they literally
touch the screen to manipulate what
they see.

In the game JiJi Cycle, students first
ST Math helps students connect previously

Connect

mastered concepts into current objectives.
The teacher training component of the ST Math
program prepares instructors to facilitate this
process for students.

encounter visual representations of
fractions as pie shapes and must move
the balloon platform to the correct place
on the number line. Once mastered,
students move to the “Language
Integration” JiJi Cycle Game, connecting
the visual puzzle to the written fractions
they’ll see in class.

Students practice what they’ve learned in

Practice

ST Math by completing more than 4,000 online
puzzles in each grade level. Animations provide
informative feedback for each puzzle – not
only telling them if they answered correctly, but
showing exactly why.

Students apply what they’ve learned with
ST Math in several ways. For example,
schools using ST Math experience double

Apply

or triple growth in math proficiency on state
tests. For students who have completed their
grade’s curriculum, “challenge games” go
beyond what’s been learned. Teachers report
that ST Math students demonstrate greater
persistence and problem solving across
the board.

Students explore multiplication concepts
in the game How Many Legs by
selecting the correct number of shoes
to outfit groups of creatures. Extra
shoes or bare feet visually demonstrate
incorrect answers.

The popular Big Seed challenge game
uses symmetrically unfolding patterns
that mimic how certain enzymes act
on DNA. Difficult even for adults,
completing each level brings students a
tremendous sense of accomplishment
and confidence.

CORE
ST MATH AND THE COMMON CORE COMMON
BY DESIGN

This MIND Research Institute created the visually-based Spatial-Temporal Math (ST Math®) program to engage all students
in the strategic and creative thinking that guides the new Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM). Through
visual and kinesthetic online manipulative games organized into mastery-based objectives, ST Math provides multiple rich,
interactive representations for teachers and students to experience all of the conceptual areas covered by CCSSM. ST Math
also fully integrates the Standards for Mathematical Practice into the grade-level content, enabling students to develop longterm problem-solving skills and a deep conceptual understanding of mathematics with strong connections between concepts
and across grades.

MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE STANDARD

HOW ST MATH HELPS STUDENTS DEMONSTRATE
UNDERSTANDING AND MASTER THE STANDARD
Unlike any other instructional software, ST Math engages students in learning through
problem solving. Students are challenged with 50 or more complex problems during a
single session, building mastery through the development of strategic thinking, conceptual

1

Make sense of problems and

understanding, perseverance and practice.

persevere in solving them
Example: In the Upright JiJi game, students must
manipulate the sphere to get JiJi the
penguin into the indicated position.

ST Math content objectives are designed around
learning paths that begin with basic concepts but
end in rigorous applications where students use

2

Reason abstractly and
quantitatively

abstract, quantitative, and creative reasoning to
solve non-routine problems.
ST Math takes students to the highest level of
thinking and applying math: the ability to
creatively problem-solve in non-routine ways.

3

With Teacher Mode, the ST Math software provides teachers the opportunity to bring the
Construct viable arguments

games into the classroom and use them as a vehicle for classroom discussion, asking

and critique the reasoning

students to make conjectures, discuss problem solving strategies in groups, and clearly

of others

explain and justify their reasoning.

Learning paths guide students’ progress from visual
to symbolic to contextual problem solving, using

4

mathematics to model and describe complex situations.
Model with mathematics
Example: This screenshot represents the highest level
of the game where students demonstrate
their knowledge through language.

HOW ST MATH HELPS STUDENTS DEMONSTRATE
UNDERSTANDING AND MASTER THE STANDARD

MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE STANDARD

Through new touch technology integration, ST Math bridges the gap between visual and
physical manipulatives, enabling students to choose real world tools and strategically use
them to solve problems.

5

Use appropriate tools
strategically

Example: By using the scale in this measurement game
students interact with a real-world tool in
order to form a strategy for problem-solving.
Students can compare the weights using
the balance scale to determine how to place
the weights in order of increasing magnitude.

Students directly experience precision in mathematics,
connecting the precision inherent in symbolic represen-

6

tations to precision in measuring and using tools.
Attend to precision
Example: In this beginning fractions game, students
must cut the bar precisely into three equal
parts each representing one-third.

Each game in ST Math is based on a visual schema.
Students internalize these interactive representations,

7

connecting the structure of the models with the symbols,
Look for and make

and using this structure to solve problems.

use of structure
Example: When solving equation-based problems,
students connect visual representations
to the symbolic.

Each key concept is presented in multiple games with different representations, allowing
students to identify ideas and reasoning strategies that enable them to solve problems in
different forms.

8

Look for and express

Example: Games found in the Addition and

regularity in

Subtraction objectives engage students

repeated reasoning

in solving puzzles with a variety of models,
including blocks, ten-frames, and
number lines.

www.mindresearch.org
facebook.com/JiJiMath
A neuroscience and education
social benefit organization
MS-GN-128-140918

@JiJiMath
MINDResearch

JiJi is the penguin
featured in the ST Math software
games. Not only does JiJi motivate
and engage children in solving the
mathematics in the games, JiJi
offers teachers powerful ways to
connect math concepts to
classroom instruction.

What Does ST Math Offer Students as
The Leader in Visual Learning in Mathematics?
Visual Learning
Teaches students mathematical concepts by
solving challenging problems through manipulating
the interactive visual models found in ST Math’s
richly animated games.

Learning Paths
Provide carefully structured sequences of math
content that move from the visual models
to incorporating mathematical symbols and
language, scaffolding to move students through
with a desirable level of difficulty.

Real-time Informative Feedback
Enables students to make predictions about
the visual models and to “learn by doing” based
on the feedback that adapts to each student
answer, showing why the solution was correct
or incorrect.

Intrinsically Motivating Problem Solving

Technical Requirements

Builds students’ intrinsic motivation as they
experience success in solving challenging
problems, making learning math fun as
students experience success and take
ownership of their learning.

Works on Macs, PCs, and Chromebooks.
ST Math is also available on iPad 2 and
newer, and most Android tablets.
A high-speed Internet connection is required.
For detailed technical requirements, visit our website.

888.751.5443
info@mindresearch.net
www.mindresearch.net

A neuroscience and education nonprofit
MS-EL-001-140401

Social/Emotional

Requirement
Supporting
Information

King ROARS to Higher
Achievement

Respect
Organization
Active listening
Responsibility
Safety

ASSEMBLY EXPECTATIONS






Enter and exit in an orderly manner
Eyes on the presenter
Listen and be polite
Sit on bottoms
Keep hands and feet to yourself

 Appropriate applause and participation

King ROARS!

BATHROOM EXPECTATIONS







Respect privacy
Respect school property
Flush
Be quick and quiet
Use only what you need
Wash hands, keep floor dry

King ROARS!

BUS STOP

EXPECTATIONS

 Know and follow bus rules





Remember your belongings
Listen to the duty teacher
Be on time
Walk and stay back from the
curb and cement blocks
King ROARS!

CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS
 Raise your hand to speak
 Look and listen to the speaker
 Keep your area clean and organized
 Be prepared and on time
 Complete work and turn in homework
 Keep hands and feet to yourself
 All chair legs on the floor

 Walk carefully and be patient
 Give your best

King ROARS!

HALLWAY EXPECTATIONS
 Voices off

 Walk purposefully in an orderly manner

 Listen to adult directions
 Stay to the right
 Hands and feet to yourself

 Face forward and watch for others

King ROARS!

LUNCHROOM EXPECTATIONS








Walk carefully
Have your card or money ready
Quiet Voices
Listen to adult directions
Raise your hand for help
Keep your area clean
Take only what you need

King ROARS!

PLAYGROUND EXPECTATIONS





Play fair
Hands and feet to yourself
Bring in what you take out
Listen for the bell and line up quickly

 Use equipment safely
 Follow the rules

King ROARS!

Columbia Cougar Code

Be Respectful

Classroom







Halls

Bathrooms

Cafeteria

Kind words
Active listening
Raise hand to speak
Use appropriate voice
level
Share/take turns

Be Responsible









Respect privacy
Quiet
Respect school property



Use appropriate voice
level
Raise hand if you need
help
Use good manners



















Arrival/Dismissal




Buses




Share/Take turns
Respect school property
Be kind
Use appropriate
language

Use appropriate voice
level
Carry materials
appropriately

Use appropriate
language
Be kind
Listen to the bus driver














Assemblies






Hands/feet to self
Sit flat
Walk
Use materials
appropriately

Hands to self All eyes forward Low voice Low speed, caution at corners Single file



Playground

Be prepared
Do your best
Stay on task/use
time wisely
Follow directions

Be Safe





Active listening
Clap to show
appreciation
Sit flat




Use time wisely
Flush
Maintain clean
bathroom
Touch your ID card
only
Keep it clean
Follow directions
Choose wisely
Follow playground
rules
Line up quickly
and quietly
Follow directions
Keep it clean
Remember weather
appropriate
clothing
Be on time
Go to designated
area
Line up quickly
and quietly

Follow bus rules
Know bus number

Listen to teacher
directions
Enter and exit
appropriately
Join in when quiet
signal is given





Wash hands
Use facilities
appropriately
Hands/feet to self






Walk
Hands/feet to self
Eat your own food
Sit flat



Use equipment
appropriately
Play appropriate
games
Hands/feet to self












Walk
Hands/feet to self
Use crosswalks
sidewalks
Wait for parents in
designated area



Stay seated
Use appropriate voice
level
Hands/feet to self




Sit flat
Hands/feet to self

Columbia Cougar Code

Be Respectful

Classroom







Halls

Bathrooms

Cafeteria

Kind words
Active listening
Raise hand to speak
Use appropriate voice
level
Share/take turns

Be Responsible









Respect privacy
Quiet
Respect school property



Use appropriate voice
level
Raise hand if you need
help
Use good manners



















Arrival/Dismissal




Buses




Share/Take turns
Respect school property
Be kind
Use appropriate
language

Use appropriate voice
level
Carry materials
appropriately

Use appropriate
language
Be kind
Listen to the bus driver














Assemblies






Hands/feet to self
Sit flat
Walk
Use materials
appropriately

Hands to self All eyes forward Low voice Low speed, caution at corners Single file



Playground

Be prepared
Do your best
Stay on task/use
time wisely
Follow directions

Be Safe





Active listening
Clap to show
appreciation
Sit flat




Use time wisely
Flush
Maintain clean
bathroom
Touch your ID card
only
Keep it clean
Follow directions
Choose wisely
Follow playground
rules
Line up quickly
and quietly
Follow directions
Keep it clean
Remember weather
appropriate
clothing
Be on time
Go to designated
area
Line up quickly
and quietly

Follow bus rules
Know bus number

Listen to teacher
directions
Enter and exit
appropriately
Join in when quiet
signal is given





Wash hands
Use facilities
appropriately
Hands/feet to self






Walk
Hands/feet to self
Eat your own food
Sit flat



Use equipment
appropriately
Play appropriate
games
Hands/feet to self












Walk
Hands/feet to self
Use crosswalks
sidewalks
Wait for parents in
designated area



Stay seated
Use appropriate voice
level
Hands/feet to self




Sit flat
Hands/feet to self

Language
Requirement
Supporting
Information

Baseline - Kindergarten Writer's Checklist and Scoring Rubric

Baseline - Kindergarten Writer's Checklist and Scoring Rubric
2pts

1 pt

0 pts.

2pts

1 pt

0 pts.

Writes left to right, top to bottom

L.K.1f _________________ ________

Writes left to right, top to bottom

L.K.1f _________________ ________

Uses appropriate pencil grip

L.K.1f _________________ ________

Uses appropriate pencil grip

L.K.1f _________________ ________

Capitalizes first letter of name

L.K.2a _________________ ________

Capitalizes first letter of name

L.K.2a _________________ ________

Prints many upper/lower case letters

L.K.1a _________________ ________

Prints many upper/lower case letters

L.K.1a _________________ ________

Produces complete sentences (2-3)

L.K.1f _________________ ________

Produces complete sentences (2-3)

L.K.1f _________________ ________

Use proper spacing between words

L.K.2

Use proper spacing between words

L.K.2

Recognize, name, and use end punctuation

L.K.2b _________________ ________

Recognize, name, and use end punctuation

L.K.2b _________________ ________

Spells and uses sight words correctly

L.K.2d _________________ ________

Spells and uses sight words correctly

L.K.2d _________________ ________

Use frequently occurring nouns/verbs

L.K.1b _________________ ________

Use frequently occurring nouns/verbs

L.K.1b _________________ ________

Form plurals orally by adding -s, -es

L.K.1c _________________ ________

Form plurals orally by adding -s, -es

L.K.1c _________________ ________

Understand and use question words

L.K.1d _________________ ________

Understand and use question words

L.K.1d _________________ ________

Use common prepositions

L.K.1e _________________ ________

Use common prepositions

L.K.1e _________________ ________

Narrative Writing Process
Creates a Plan (orally or written)

_________________ ________

Narrative Writing Process
Creates a Plan (orally or written)

_________________ ________

_________________ ________

_________________ ________

Follows plan to compose a narrative writing piece W.K.3 _________________ ________

Follows plan to compose a narrative writing piece W.K.3 _________________ ________

Adds drawings to narrate an event(s) and provide
additional detail (at least 3 colors and details)
SL.K.5 _________________ ________

Adds drawings to narrate an event(s) and provide
additional detail (at least 3 colors and details)
SL.K.5 _________________ ________

Adds "words" (phonetic spelling) to describe an
event(s)

L.K.2c _________________ ________

Adds "words" (phonetic spelling) to describe an
event(s)

L.K.2c _________________ ________

Expresses a reaction (written or orally)

W.K.3 _________________ ________

Expresses a reaction (written or orally)

W.K.3 _________________ ________

Speaks audibly and expresses thoughts and ideas
clearly to narrate an event(s)

SL.K.6 _________________ ________

Speaks audibly and expresses thoughts and ideas
clearly to narrate an event(s)

SL.K.6 _________________ ________

Total Score
Keep doing:

Points
Report Card K-2
Report Card

_________/36
Next time try:

36-32
P+
4

31-29
Proficient
3

28-25
PP
2

24-1
M
1

Total Score
Keep doing:

Points
Report Card K-2
Report Card

_________/36
Next time try:

36-32
P+
4

31-29
Proficient
3

28-25
PP
2

24-1
M
1

Literacy
Requirement
Supporting
Information

Reading Wonders Assessment

DIGITAL NAVIGATION NOTES
Teacher Workspace > Assess
1.

PDF versions of the assessment can be found in
the Teacher Workspace by clicking the Assess button
and then clicking on the Printable Assessments tab.

2. eAssessment can be accessed via the Teacher
Workspace by clicking the Assess button and then by
clicking on the Online Assessment Center tab.
eAssessment will load in a new window.

4

Reading Wonders Assessment
Assessment
1

Weekly Assessment
Available for
Grades 1 - 6

2

Unit Assessment
Available for
Grades K - 6

Purpose
To assess
progress and
mastery of skills
for the week

To assess
progress and
mastery of skills
for the unit

When to
Administer
Weekly, Day 5

Every six
weeks-end of
unit
Should be given
over two day
period

What’s Included






















3

Benchmark
Assessment
Available for
Grades K - 6

To assess
mastery of
cumulative skills
and measure
student progress
toward end-ofyear goals

K: 2 x a year – after
Units 5 and 10
1st and 2nd grades:
2x a year-after
Units 3 and 6
3rd-5th grades:
4x a year-see chart
on inside cover of
Benchmark
Assessment Book
















Grade 1 – fresh read, one selection
Grades 2-6 – fresh reads, two selections
Answer Key includes:
Skill or strategy being assessed
CCSS Alignment
Depth of Knowledge Identification
Foundational skills (1st)
Access meaning from text
Vocabulary Strategy
Comprehension Skill
Constructed Response (1)
Multiple Choice
Fresh reads
Foundational Skills (Grade appropriate)
Comprehension of literature and
informational text
Vocabulary acquisition and use
English language conventions
Writing in response to text
Writing Prompt (Begins K – Unit 6)
Answer Key includes:
Skill or strategy being assessed
CCSS Alignment
Depth of Knowledge Identification
Constructed Response (short and extended)
Multiple Choice
Test 1 (Units 1-3) / Test 2 (entire year)
Grades 2-6: 2 Parts; 1. Reading, 2. Writing
Vocabulary and Comprehension
Writing process
English language conventions
Show progress toward year-end goals
Signal of readiness for high-stakes testing
Text analysis
Text features
Answer Key includes:
Skill or strategy being assessed
CCSS Alignment
Depth of Knowledge Identification
Constructed Response
Multiple Choice

Format
Print/Digital/eAssessment

Print

Digital (PDF)

eAssessment









Print
Digital (PDF)
eAssessment

Print
Digital (PDF)
eAssessment

1

Reading Wonders Assessment
4

5

eAssessment

Approaching Level
Weekly Assessment

To administer,
create, and edit
tests as well as
receive reports
digitally

As needed



Includes Weekly, Unit, and Benchmark
tests pre-loaded and editable
Feature-rich test generator
Complete reporting system
Compatible with any device
Can generate print tests



eAssessment





Same skills as Weekly Assessment
Selection readability is lower
Reduced language complexity in items and
answer choices



Digital (PDF)



Vocabulary from Literature Anthology
selection
Comprehension questions for weekly
Literature Anthology selection



Digital (PDF)

Guidelines for using data in grouping
decisions
Assistance in administering and scoring
assessments
Complete text of the CCSS for reference
Three parts:
1. Assessment Options
2. Using Assessment to Guide Instruction
3. Additional Resources (ELL, RtI, forms,
CCSS, glossary, etc.)



Digital (PDF)






Weekly, Day 5
To assess
mastery of skills
taught that week

Available for
Grades 2 - 6

6

Selection Tests
Available for
Grades 1 (Unit 4 and beyond)
-6

7

Assessment
Handbook
One component spans
Grades K- 6

To assess
comprehension
of reading
selection and
vocabulary

Weekly

Assists teacher in Use as a
resource,
administering
ongoing
and scoring the
assessment
components








2

Reading Wonders Assessment
8

Fluency Assessment
One component spans
Grades 1- 6

9

Placement and
Diagnostic
Assessment
One component spans
Grades K- 6

10

Running Records/
Benchmark Books
One component spans
Grades K- 6

11

Countdown to
Common Core –
SBAC Performance
Tasks
Available for
Grades 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

To assess ability
to read
accurately,
fluently, and
with
understanding

Use schedule as
found in the
Teacher’s
Edition –
Summative
Assessment
spread






Serves as initial
screening
instrument and
can be used
throughout the
year for
monitoring

Start of the
school year and
ongoing for
screening and
placement




As needed
Evaluates
students’ oral
reading ability
and frustration
levels
Provides practice As needed
with
performance
tasks that reflect
SBAC – evaluates
students’
preparedness for
SBAC
assessment








Letter-naming fluency
Phoneme Segmentation fluency
Sight word fluency
ORF assessments to gauge reading rate,
accuracy, and prosody with Hasbrouck &
Tindal fluency norms
Mixture of readabilities (App., On, Bey.)
Number of Passages:
Grade 1: 24 reading passages
Grade 2-6: 30 reading passages per grade
Placement decision trees
Phonological Awareness (K-1) and
Phonemic Awareness Assessments (K-3)
Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) assessments
with Hasbrouck & Tindal fluency norms
Letter naming and sight word fluency
Informal Reading Inventory (1-6)
Reading Comprehension (K-6)
Writing Assessment (1-6)

















Digital (PDF)
Reporting/Tracking
Tools in eAssessment



Digital (PDF)

16 Running Records passages, Levels 30-80
30 Benchmark Books, Levels Rebus-28



Digital (PDF)

2 Informational Performance Tasks
2 Narrative Performance Tasks
2 Opinion Performance Tasks
Answer Keys
Scoring Rubrics




Digital (PDF)
Coming Soon –
eAssessment with
Technology enhanced
tools to reflect SBAC

3

Name
Practice reading emergent
level text w/purpose and
understanding

Read sight words – 10
10-P 4-9 -PP 0-3-U

Identify phonemes for
letters – 7
7-P 3-6-PP 0-2 -U

Recognize and name letters
– 12
12-P 5-11-PP 0-4 -U

Isolate/pronounce initial
sounds in CVC words- FSF
Green-P Yellow-PP Red-U

Understands and uses
concepts of print when
reading grade level text (L
to R)
Yes-P Points to words- PP
Picture or no words -U

Practices using a range of
strategies efficiently to
construct meaning while
reading informational text

Standard I
Engage in group reading
activities w/ purpose and
understanding
Yes-P Struggles-PP

Identify the front cover,
back cover, and title page of
a book
All-P Some-PP None-U

Practice identifying the
main topic and retell key
details in a text

Practice using a range of
strategies efficiently to
construct meaning while
reading literature

Practice identifying
characters, setting, and
major events in a story

Practice retelling a familiar
story

Practice segmenting spoken
words into onset and rime

Practice speaking audibly
and expressing thoughts,
feelings, and ideas clearly

Reading and Writing E-skills – Q1
Standard II

Name
Uses Spaces
Yes/sometimes-P
No-PP

Writes left to right
Yes- P No-PP

Letter/sound
correspondence
3+-P 1-2-PP 0-U

Mostly lowercase
letters
Mostly- P Some- PP
None- U

Capitalize name (own)
Capitol/lowercase-P
Uppercase/mix-PP
No name--U

Uses letters to
communicate
Yes-P No-PP

Plans, organizes,
writes, and publishes
narratives
Independent- P
With help – PP
No words/story-U

Reading and Writing E-skills – Q1
Standard III

Practices applying conventions of standard English grammar and
usage, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling consistently

Name____________________________________________________Assignment_________________________________________________________ Date:__________________________

Rubric for Opinion Writing‐ Kindergarten
Pre‐ K
(2 POINTS)

Kindergarten
2.5 PTS

(3 POINTS)

Grade 1
3.5 PTS

(4 POINTS)

SCORE

Structure
Overall

The writer told about something she
liked or disliked with pictures and
some “writing.”

Lead

The writer started by drawing or
saying something.

Transitions

The writer kept on working.

Mid
Level

Mid
Level

Mid
Level

Ending

The writer ended working when he
had talked, drawn, and “written” all
he could about his opinion.

Mid
Level

Organization

On the writer’s paper, there was a
place for the drawing and a place
where she tried to write words.

Mid
Level

The writer told, drew, and wrote his
opinion or likes and dislikes about a
topic or book.
The writer wrote her opinion in the
beginning.

The writer wrote his idea and then
said more.
He used words such as: because.
The writer had a last part or page.

The writer told his opinion in one
place and in another place he said
why.

Mid
Level

Mid
Level

Mid
Level
Mid
Level
Mid
Level

The writer wrote her opinion or her
likes and dislikes and said why.
The writer wrote a beginning in which
he got readers’ attention.
He named the topic or text he was
writing about and gave his opinion.
The writer said more about her
opinion and used words such as: and
& because.
The writer wrote an ending for his
piece.
The writer wrote a part where she got
readers’ attention and a part where
she said more.

Structure Total
Total

Development
Elaboration*
(Points Double)

Craft*
(Points Double)

The writer put more and then more
on the page.

Mid
Level

The writer said, drew, and “wrote”
some things about what she liked and
did not like.

Mid
Level

The writer put everything she thought
about the topic (or book) on the page.
The writer had details in pictures and
words.

Mid
Level
Mid
Level

The writer wrote at least one reason
for his opinion.

*

The writer used labels and words to
give details.

*

Development Total
Total

Adapted from Lucy Calkins Units of Study in Opinion, Information and Narrative Writing. For use in Colorado Springs School District 11 ONLY.
May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (firsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Rubric for Opinion Writing‐ Kindergarten
Pre‐ K
(2 POINTS)

Kindergarten
2.5 PTS

(3 POINTS)

Grade 1
3.5 PTS

(4 POINTS)

SCORE

Language Conventions
Spelling

The writer could read his pictures and
some of his words.
The writer tried to make words.

Punctuation

The writer could read her writing.
Mid
Level

The writer could label pictures.

The writer wrote a letter for the
sounds she heard.
The writer used the word wall to help
her spell.

Mid
Level

The writer wrote spaces between
words.

The writer could write her name.
Mid
Level

The writer used lowercase letters
unless capitals were needed.

The writer told about his pictures.
Mid
Level

The writer used complete sentences
when telling about the writing.

The writer spelled the word wall
words right and used the word wall to
help him spell other words.
The writer ended sentences with
punctuation.

Mid
Level

The writer wrote capital letters to
start every sentence.

Grammar

The writer used all he knew about
words and chunks (at, op, it, etc.) to
help him spell.

The writer used a capital letter for
names.
The writer used commas in dates and
lists.

Mid
Level

The writer used complete sentences
in the writing.
The writer used simple and compound
sentences.

Conventions Total
Total

Total Score
Total Score

Teachers, we created these rubrics so you will have your own place to pull together scores of student work. You can use these assessments immediately after giving
the on‐demands and also for self‐assessment and setting goals.
Scoring Guide
In each row, circle the descriptor in the column that matches the student work.

Number of points

Scaled Score

2 ‐ 24

2

24.5 ‐ 30

2.5

30.5 ‐ 36

3

Total the number of points and then track students’ progress by seeing when the total points increase.

36.5 ‐ 42

3.5

If you want to translate this score into a grade, you can use the provided table (right) to score each student on a scale of 0–4.

42.5 ‐ 48

4

*Scores in the categories of Elaboration and Craft are worth double the point value (4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 instead of 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, or 4).

Total Rubric Score: _____________

Total Scaled Score: _____________

Grade: _____________

Adapted from Lucy Calkins Units of Study in Opinion, Information and Narrative Writing. For use in Colorado Springs School District 11 ONLY.
May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (firsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Name____________________________________________________Assignment_________________________________________________________ Date:__________________________

Rubric for Narrative Writing‐ Kindergarten
Pre‐ K
(2 POINTS))

Kindergarten
2.5 PTS

(3 POINTS)

Grade 1
3.5 PTS

(4 POINTS)

SCORE

Structure
Overall

The writer told a story with pictures
and some “writing.”

Lead

The writer started by drawing or
saying something.

Transitions

The writer kept on working.

Ending

The writer’s story ended.

Organization

On the writer’s paper, there was a
place for drawing and a place where
she tried to write words.

Mid
Level
Mid
Level
Mid
Level

The writer told, drew, and wrote a
whole story.
The writer had a page that showed
what happened first.
The writer put his pages in order.

Mid
Level

The writer wrote about when she did
something or when something
happened.

Mid
Level

The writer tried to make a beginning
for his story.

Mid
Level

The writer put her pages in order.
She used words such as: and, then, &
so.
The writer found a way to end his
story.

Mid
Level

The writer had a page that showed
what happened last in her story.

Mid
Level

Mid
Level

The writer’s story had a page for the
beginning, a page for the middle, and
a page for the end.

Mid
Level

The writer wrote her story across
three or more pages.

Structure Total
Total

Development
Elaboration*
(Points Double)

Craft*
(Points Double)

The writer put more and then more
on the page.
In the writer’s story, she told and
showed what happened.

Mid
Level

The writer’s story indicated who was
there, what they did, and how the
characters felt.

Mid
Level

The writer drew and wrote some
details about what happened.

Mid
Level

The writer put the picture from his
mind onto the page. He had details in
pictures and words.

*

Mid
Level

The writer used labels and words to
give details.

*

Development Total
Total

Language Conventions
Spelling

The writer could read his pictures and
some of his words.
The writer tried to make words.

Mid
Level

The writer could read her writing.
The writer wrote a letter for the
sounds she heard.
The writer used the word wall to help
her spell.

Mid
Level

The writer used all he knew about
words and chunks of words (at, op, it,
etc.) to help him spell.
The writer spelled all the word wall
words right and used the word wall to
help him spell other words.

Adapted from Lucy Calkins Units of Study in Opinion, Information and Narrative Writing. For use in Colorado Springs School District 11 ONLY.
May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (firsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Rubric for Narrative Writing‐ Kindergarten
Pre‐ K
(2 POINTS))

Punctuation

Kindergarten
2.5 PTS

The writer could label pictures.
The writer could write her name.
Mid
Level

Grammar

The writer told about his pictures.
Mid
Level

(3 POINTS)

The writer put spaces between words.
The writer used lowercase letters
unless capitals were needed.
The writer wrote capital letters to
start every sentence.
The writer used complete sentences
when telling about the writing.

Grade 1
3.5 PTS

(4 POINTS)

Mid
Level

The writer ended sentences with
punctuation.
The writer used a capital letter for
names.
The writer used commas in dates and
lists.

SCORE

Mid
Level

The writer used complete sentences
in the writing.
The writer used simple and compound
sentences.

Conventions Total
Total

Total Score
Total Score

Teachers, we created these rubrics so you will have your own place to pull together scores of student work. You can use these assessments immediately after giving
the on‐demands and also for self‐assessment and setting goals.
Scoring Guide
In each row, circle the descriptor in the column that matches the student work.

Number of points

Scaled Score

2 ‐ 24

2

24.5 ‐ 30

2.5

30.5 ‐ 36

3

Total the number of points and then track students’ progress by seeing when the total points increase.

36.5 ‐ 42

3.5

If you want to translate this score into a grade, you can use the provided table (right) to score each student on a scale of 0–4.

42.5 ‐ 48

4

*Scores in the categories of Elaboration and Craft are worth double the point value (4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 instead of 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, or 4).

Total Rubric Score: _____________

Total Scaled Score: _____________

Grade: _____________

Adapted from Lucy Calkins Units of Study in Opinion, Information and Narrative Writing. For use in Colorado Springs School District 11 ONLY.
May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (firsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Name____________________________________________________Assignment_________________________________________________________ Date:__________________________

Rubric for Information Writing‐ Kindergarten
Pre‐ K
(2 POINTS)

Kindergarten
2.5 PTS

(3 POINTS)

Grade 1
3.5 PTS

(4 POINTS)

SCORE

Structure
Overall

The writer told and drew pictures
about a topic she knew.

Lead

The writer started by drawing or
saying something.

Transitions

The writer kept on working.

Ending

The writer ended working when he
said, drew, and “wrote” all he could
about his topic.

Mid
Level

Organization

On the writer’s paper, there was a
place for the drawing and a place
where she tried to write words.

Mid
Level

Mid
Level
Mid
Level
Mid
Level

The writer told, drew, and wrote
about a topic.
The writer told what her topic was.

The writer put different things he
knew about the topic on his pages.
The writer had a last part or page.

The writer told, drew, and wrote
information across pages.

Mid
Level

The writer taught readers about a
topic.

Mid
Level

The writer named his topic in the
beginning and got the readers’
attention.

Mid
Level

The writer told different parts about
her topic on different pages.

Mid
Level
Mid
Level

The writer wrote an ending.

The writer told about her topic part by
part.

Structure Total
Total

Development
Elaboration*
(Points Double)

Craft*
(Points Double)

The writer put more and then more
on the page.

Mid
Level

The writer drew and wrote some
important things about the topic.

Mid
Level

The writer put facts in his writing to
teach about his topic.

*

The writer said, drew, and “wrote”
things she knew about the topic.

Mid
Level

The writer told, drew, and wrote
some details about the topic.

Mid
Level

The writer used labels and words to
give facts.

*

Development Total
Total

Adapted from Lucy Calkins Units of Study in Opinion, Information and Narrative Writing. For use in Colorado Springs School District 11 ONLY.
May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (firsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Rubric for Information Writing‐ Kindergarten
Pre‐ K
(2 POINTS)

Kindergarten
2.5 PTS

(3 POINTS)

Grade 1
3.5 PTS

(4 POINTS)

SCORE

Mid
Level

The writer used all he knew about
words and chunks (at, op, it, etc.) to
help him spell.
The writer spelled the word wall
words right and used the word wall to
help him spell other words.

Mid
Level

The writer ended sentences with
punctuation.
The writer used a capital letter for
names.
The writer used commas in dates and
lists.

Mid
Level

The writer used complete sentences
in the writing.
The writer used simple and compound
sentences.

Language Conventions
Spelling

Punctuation

The writer could read his pictures and
some of his words.
The writer tried to make words.

Mid
Level

The writer could label pictures.
The writer could write her name.
Mid
Level

Grammar

The writer told about his pictures.
Mid
Level

The writer could read her writing.
The writer wrote a letter for the
sounds she heard.
The writer used the word wall to help
her spell.
The writer put spaces between words.
The writer used lowercase letters
unless capitals were needed.
The writer wrote capital letters to
start every sentence.
The writer used complete sentences
when telling about the writing.

Conventions Total
Total

Total Score
Total Score

Teachers, we created these rubrics so you will have your own place to pull together scores of student work. You can use these assessments immediately after giving
the on‐demands and also for self‐assessment and setting goals.

Number of points

Scaled Score

2 ‐ 24

2

24.5 ‐ 30

2.5

30.5 ‐ 36

3

Total the number of points and then track students’ progress by seeing when the total points increase.

36.5 ‐ 42

3.5

If you want to translate this score into a grade, you can use the provided table (right) to score each student on a scale of 0–4.

42.5 ‐ 48

4

Scoring Guide
In each row, circle the descriptor in the column that matches the student work.
*Scores in the categories of Elaboration and Craft are worth double the point value (4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 instead of 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, or 4).

Total Rubric Score: _____________

Total Scaled Score: _____________

Grade: _____________

Adapted from Lucy Calkins Units of Study in Opinion, Information and Narrative Writing. For use in Colorado Springs School District 11 ONLY.
May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (firsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Math
Requirement
Supporting
Information

Unit 2

Name

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

Marco’s Animals

DIRECTIONS 1. Marco puts all his toy cats in a line. He puts all his toy dogs in a circle.
Look at the picture of Marco’s toys. How many cats does Marco have? Write the number.
How many dogs does Marco have? Write the number. 2. Marco has toy mice, too.
He wants to arrange a number of mice that is one greater than the number of dogs.
Draw Marco’s toy mice. Write the number of mice you drew.

Grade K



Unit 2



Performance Task

seven

7

Unit 1
Addition Concepts

Count on It
COMMON CORE STANDARDS
CC.K.CC.3

Write numbers from 0 to 20. Represent a number of objects with a written numeral 0–20
(with 0 representing a count of no objects).
CC.K.CC.4a When counting objects, say the number names in the standard order, pairing each object
with one and only one number name and each number name with one and only one
object.
CC.K.CC.4b Understand that the last number name said tells the number of objects counted. The
number of objects is the same regardless of their arrangement or the order in which they
were counted.
CC.K.CC.4c Understand that each successive number name refers to a quantity that is one larger.

PURPOSE
To assess the ability to model, count, and write numbers to 5 and to understand that each successive
number refers to a quantity that is one larger.

TIME
25–30 minutes

GROUPING
Individuals

MATERIALS
 Performance Task, paper, pencil
 Connecting cubes (optional)

PREPARATION HINTS
 Review counting sets of objects to 5 with children before assigning the task.
 Review written numerals 0–5 with children before assigning the task.

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

 Review vocabulary, including zero, one, two, three, four, five, larger.

IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
 Read the task aloud to children and make sure that all children have a clear understanding
of the task.
 Children may use manipulatives to complete the task.
 Allow children as much paper as they need to complete the task.
 Allow as much time as children need to complete the task.
 Children must complete the task individually, without collaboration.
 Collect all work when the task is complete.

(SBEF, t 6OJU t 1FSGPSNBODF5BTL t 

TASK SUMMARY
Children use understanding of cardinality to model, count, and write numerals to represent quantities up
to 5. They identify a number that is 1 larger than a given number and write numerals in standard order.

REPRESENTATION
In this task teachers can…
 Provide options for language, mathematical expressions and symbols by illustrating examples of
terms used in directions.
 Provide options for comprehension by highlighting the relationship between numeric and
pictorial representations.

ACTION and EXPRESSION
In this task teachers can…
 Provide options for physical action by allowing varied methods of response depending on motor
skills.
 Provide options for physical action by offering connecting cubes to students while completing
the task.

ENGAGEMENT
In this task teachers can…
 Sustain effort and persistence by providing specific feedback.

EXPECTED STUDENT OUTCOMES
 Complete the task within the time allowed
 Reflect engagement in a productive struggle
 Model, count, write, and order numbers to 5

SCORING

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

Use the associated Rubric to evaluate each child’s work.

 t (SBEF, t 6OJU t 1FSGPSNBODF5BTL

Performance Task Scoring Guide
COUNT ON IT
Problem #

Points

The student:
1.  FTCYUVJGEQTTGEVPWODGTQHDCNNQQPU

2

 EKTENGU

1

2.  EQWPVUVJGEWDGUCEEWTCVGN[

1

 YTKVGUVJGEQTTGURQPFKPIPWODGTHQTVJGEWDGU
3.  YTKVGUVJGPWODGTUEQTTGEVN[

2
1

 YTKVGUVJGPWODGTUKPQTFGT

1
TOTAL POINTS:

8

Point Score and equivalent Performance Level
(see rubrics below):
²RQKPVU5.GXGN
²RQKPVU5.GXGN
²RQKPVU5.GXGN

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

²RQKPVU5.GXGN
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Performance Task Rubric
COUNT ON IT
A level 3
response

 Indicates that the child has made sense of the task and
persevered
 Demonstrates an understanding of the relationship
between numerals and the quantities they represent
 Indicates an understanding that the last number name said
tells the number of objects counted
 Demonstrates an understanding that each successive
number refers to a quantity that is one larger

A level 2
response

 Indicates that the child has made sense of the task and
persevered
 Demonstrates an understanding of the relationship
between numerals and the quantities they represent
 Indicates an understanding that the last number name said
tells the number of objects counted
 Demonstrates an understanding that each successive
number refers to a quantity that is one larger
 Addresses most or all aspects of the task, but there may
be errors of omission

A level 1
response

 Shows that the child has made sense of at least some
elements of the task

 May not indicate an understanding that each successive
number refers to a quantity that is one larger
 May contain errors in counting or in writing numerals
A level 0
response

 Shows little evidence that the child has made sense of the
problems of the task
 Reflects lack of understanding of the relationship between
numerals and quantities
 Shows little evidence of addressing the elements of the task

 t (SBEF, t 6OJU t 1FSGPSNBODF5BTL

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

 Shows evidence of understanding the relationship between
numerals and quantities and that the last number name
said tells the number of objects counted

Sample Level 3 Response

(SBEF, t 6OJU t 1FSGPSNBODF5BTL t B

Sample Level 2 Response

C t (SBEF, t 6OJU t 1FSGPSNBODF5BTL

Sample Level 1 Response

(SBEF, t 6OJU t 1FSGPSNBODF5BTL t D

Sample Level 0 Response

E t (SBEF, t 6OJU t 1FSGPSNBODF5BTL

Kindergarten Quarterly Math Assessment
Record Sheet (Given at the END of each quarter, except for the beginning date)
Name of Student:______________________________
Standard/Objective:

Beginning –

Quarter 1 –

Quarter 2 –

use black writing tool

use blue writing tool

–
use red writing tool

Quarter 4 – use

use pencil

Quarter 3

Date:____________

Date:____________

Date:____________

Date:____________

Date:____________

_______writing tool
(not already used)

Standard 1 – Number Sense, Properties, and Operations
Reading Instructions: Use the flash cards 1-20. Show the numbers out of order to student, cross out the missed numbers below, circle the known numbers.
Writing Instructions: Give students a piece of graph paper and have them write their numbers as high as they can go. (This test can be given as a whole
group.)
Reading Say “What number is this?” No prompting or help
Writing Say “Using this graph paper, write as high as you can.” No prompting or help
Reading
Reading
Number identified correctly
1
2
3
4
5
and
B ______/20
Writing
Q1 ______/20
6
7
8
9
10
Numbers
Q 2 ______/20
1.1aiii)
Q 3 ______/20
SWBAT
Q 4 ______/20
11
12
13
14
15
read and
write
16
17
18
19
20
numbers 120
Writing
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Number written to_____
Notes:

Number written
to_____
Notes:

Number written to_____

Number written to_____

Notes:

Notes:

Instructions: Record the highest number to which the student can count without error.
1’s Say “Start at 0 and count as high as you can.” No prompting or help.
10’s Say “Starting at 10, count by 10’s to 100.” No prompting or help.
Counting (1.1ai,ii)
1’s
Number counted 1’s
Number counted 1’s
SWBAT count to 100 by
to_____
to_____
ones and tens.
10’s Number counted 10’s Number counted 10’s
to_____
to_____
Notes:

Notes:

Notes:

Number written
to_____
Notes:

Number counted
to_____

1’s

Number counted
to_____

1’s

Number counted
to_____

10’s

Number counted
to_____

10’s

Notes:

Number
counted
to_____
Number
counted
to_____

Notes:

© 2014 Samantha Taylor

Instructions: Line up or pile 20 objects and record the number of items which the student can count.
Say “Count these objects.” No prompting or help.
One to One
Correspondence
(1.1bi,ii)
SWBAT count objects to
20.

Number counted to

Number counted to

Number counted to

Number counted to

Number counted to

______________
Notes:

______________
Notes:

______________
Notes:

______________
Notes:

______________
Notes:

Greater
Less
Less
Greater

Greater
Less
Less
Greater

Instructions: Student compares different numbers to 10, greater and less than. Circle the answer they give.
Say “Which number is ______.” No prompting or help.
Comparing Numbers
Greater
5
3
Greater
5
3
Greater
5
3
(1.1ci,ii) SWBAT compare Less
4
2
Less
4
2
Less
4
2
Less
6
5
Less
6
5
Less
6
5
(greater and less than)
Greater 9
10
Greater 9
10
Greater 9
10
different numbers to 10.
____/4

Notes:

____/4

Notes:

____/4

5
4
6
9

3
2
5
10

____/4

5
4
6
9

3
2
5
10

____/4

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:

5
Yes No
Notes:

4
Yes No
Notes:

3
Yes No
Notes:

Instructions: Show student the boxes and have them complete the sentence.
Say “Which group of counters shows ______.” No prompting or help.
Comparing Numbers
(1.1ciii) SWBAT identify
small groups of objects
few than five without
counting.

2
Yes No
Notes:

1
Yes
Notes:

No

Instructions: Give the student the math sheet and 10 unifix cubes to complete the listed problems. (This can be given in a whole group)
Say “Using these unifix cubes, solve these addition/ subtraction problems.” No prompting or help.
Addition/Subtraction
1+4=
5+4=
(1.2)
3+0=
1+6=
SWBAT add and subtract
2+6=
8+0=
up to 1-10.
_____/6

1+4=
3+0=
2+6=
_____/6

5+4=
1+6=
8+0=

© 2014 Samantha Taylor

3-2=
5-1=
7-0=
_____/6
Notes:

Notes:

Notes:

9-6=
8-5=
7-2=

3-2=
5-1=
7-0=
_____/6

Notes:

Notes:

Standard 2 – Patterns, Functions, and Algebraic Structures
Instructions: Show students these patterns.
Patterns (2)
“What shape comes next in the pattern?”
SWBAT identify the shape
that is missing.

Write the shape they
say
B _______
Q1 _______
Q2 _______
Q3 _______
Q4 _______
Write the shape they
say
B _______
Q1 _______
Q2 _______
Q3 _______
Q4 _______

“What shape is missing in the pattern?”

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:

Standard 3 – Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability
Say “What can you tell me about the graph?” No prompting or help.
Graphs (3)
What is this called?
Give one accurate fact
Give one accurate fact
from a graph.
from a student
SWBAT use and read
completed graph.
classroom and studentcompleted graphs
Answer:

Fact:

9-6=
8-5=
7-2=

Give two accurate
facts from a studentcompleted graph.

Fact 1:
Fact:

Fact 2:

© 2014 Samantha Taylor

Standard 4 – Shape, Dimension and Geometric Relationships
Instructions: Circle all shapes identified correctly.
Say “Tell me the name of each shape.” No prompting or help.
Shapes (4.1a)
SWBAT identify the name
of the shape

Instructions: Have the student use the correct spatial term to identify each position in the picture.
Say “Where is the______.” No prompting or help
Spatial Terms (4.1a)
Where is the clock? ______________ (above or top)
Where is the flower pot? ______________ (side, next to or left)
SWBAT identify the
Where is the cup? ______________ (on top)
position of the object
Where is the chair? _______________ (behind, side)
Where is the cat? ________________ (in front)
Instructions:
Give student 3 strips of
paper, 2 of which are
the same.
Measuring (4.2a)
“Find the strips that
“Using the unifix cubes,
Length
match”
measure the length of a
SWBAT measure objects
pencil.”
by length and weight
Yes
No
Yes
No
Instructions:

Weight

Using two familiar
objects, have student
pick up the items to
determine which is
heavier.
“Pick up both objects,
which one is heavier?”
Yes
No

B
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

____/6
____/6
____/6
____/6
____/6

B ____/5
Q1 ____/5
Q2 ____/5
Q3 ____/5
Q4 ____/5
“Use the ruler to measure the length of each
object.”
Record the number
answered correctly

Record the number
answered correctly

Have student balance an item using non-standard
units.

“Using the scale,
balance the _____ with
cubes.”
Yes
No

“Using the scale,
balance the _____ with
cubes.”
Yes
No

Instructions: Given 3 or 4 objects of different sizes, student can accurately place them in order.
Say Can you put these _____ in order by size?
Order by Size (4.2a iv)
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
SWBAT put objects in
order by size
Instructions: Spread out some items (shapes work the best) that can easily be sorted. Complete the task corresponding to the quarter.
Record if the task was completed correctly.
Sorting and Classifying
Say “Can you sort these Say “Can you sort these Say “How can you sort these? Can you sort them
(4.2b) SWBAT sort
by color?”
by color and shape?”
another way?”
objects by color, size and
Yes
No
Yes
No
Color Shape Size Thickness Use
shape
Other___________

© 2014 Samantha Taylor

Name
Count to 104-9-PP 0-3 -U

Looks for and
expresses regularity
in repeated reasoning

Looks for and makes
use of structure

Attends to precision

Uses appropriate tools

Models with
Mathematics

Standard
IV
Constructs viable
arguments and
critiques the
reasoning of others

Reason abstractly and
quantitatively

Make sense of
problems and
persevere to solve

Standard I
Identify and describe
shapes- Square, Circle,
Triangle, Rectangle
4-P 1-3-PP 0 -U

Compose and
decompose quantities
to 5
5-P 2-4-PP 0 -U

Order numbers to 10P -PP -U

Write numbers to 1010-P 4-9-PP 0-3 -U

10-P

Identify numbers to
10110-P 4-9-PP 0-3 -U

Math E-skills – Q1
Mathematical Practice

Program Family

Elementary School
ST Math® Program Family
for Elementary Schools
The ST Math Program Family for Elementary
School includes a combination of on-grade-level
instructional software built on visual learning
that complements the core curricula and a
fact fluency program. These programs deepen
students’ conceptual understanding of ongrade-level topics and math facts, and provide
teachers with an instructional tool to further
mathematical communication and discussion
in their classrooms. MIND Research Institute
also offers a music program that is available to
elementary schools that use the math program.

All schools in D11

ST Math: K-6 contains an on-grade-level
curriculum for each grade level that complements the
core curricula and moves all students towards reaching
deep conceptual understanding of math topics.

Some Schools use Fluency- but not all

ST Math: Fluency builds speed and accuracy
with addition and multiplication facts through the
use of animated virtual manipulatives that enable
an intuitive process of learning, making basic math
fact recall effortless for students as they gain a solid
conceptual understanding of the operations.

Not used in D-11

ST Math+Music is an add-on program that
combines a research-based music curriculum with the
ST Math: K-6 instructional software, teaching young
students music, in which they learn to recognize
patterns and symmetries as well as experience and
hear the concepts of counting and fractions.

ST Math
The Leader in Visual
Learning in Mathematics
ST Math is the leader in visual
learning in mathematics delivered
through instructional software.
Based on applied neuroscience
research, Spatial-Temporal
(ST) Math engages students in
developing a deep conceptual
understanding of mathematics
by manipulating visual models to
solve problems in a self-paced,
mastery-based environment.
The ST Math program family
ensures that all students have
access to rich content that
drives critical thinking.
ST Math includes embedded
assessments, detailed reporting
of student learning patterns,
and interactive whiteboard
functionality. ST Math is aligned
to Common Core and state
standards, integrates with core
instruction, and is accessible on
desktop or laptop computers and
on supported tablets, enabling
anywhere, anytime learning.

ST MATH AND THE LEARNING PATH
The Learning Path

Neuroscience offers great insight into how humans,
from infants to adults, absorb information and
build frameworks to understand the world around
them. The neuroscientists who create the ST Math®
software program call the process by which all children
learn The Learning Path. Here’s how it works:

By interacting in a hands-on environment,
students build internal frameworks,
EXPERIENCE
or schemas, that describe how
things work. This leads to deep
conceptual understanding that supports
high-level problem solving.

Perception-Action Cycle
Neuroscientists describe
human learning through the
perception-action cycle. Our
brain makes sense of the
world around us by creating
and testing hypotheses about
the way the world works.
When presented with new
situations, our brain makes
predictions based on past
experiences, takes action
based on those hypotheses,
perceives the results and
adjusts its hypotheses.

CONNECT

PRACTICE

PERCEPTION

Students, often with the
aid of teachers, build
bridges between related
concepts and between
new and previously
mastered material.

Long the backbone of math education,
practice allows students to strengthen
connections and hone skills through repetition.

Out in the real world, students take what they
learned in class and use it to solve problems
in novel contexts.

APPLY
ACTION
www.mindresearch.org

What is ST Math?

facebook.com/JiJiMath

@JiJiMath

MINDResearch

JiJiMath

Created by MIND Research Institute, Spatial-Temporal (ST) Math® is game-based instructional software

designed to boost math comprehension and proficiency through visual learning. Designed to be integrated with classroom
instruction, ST Math incorporates the latest research in neuroscience and promotes mastery-based learning and mathematical
A neuroscience and education
social benefit organization
MS-GN-129-140916

understanding. Aligned to state and Common Core standards, ST Math takes students to the highest level of thinking and
applying math: the ability to creatively problem-solve and develop a deep conceptual understanding. Watch a 3-minute video
describing the ST Math approach: http://bit.ly/T5SMn4.

What Does ST Math Offer Students as
The Leader in Visual Learning in Mathematics?
Visual Learning
Teaches students mathematical concepts by
solving challenging problems through manipulating
the interactive visual models found in ST Math’s
richly animated games.

Learning Paths
Provide carefully structured sequences of math
content that move from the visual models
to incorporating mathematical symbols and
language, scaffolding to move students through
with a desirable level of difficulty.

Real-time Informative Feedback
Enables students to make predictions about
the visual models and to “learn by doing” based
on the feedback that adapts to each student
answer, showing why the solution was correct
or incorrect.

Intrinsically Motivating Problem Solving

Technical Requirements

Builds students’ intrinsic motivation as they
experience success in solving challenging
problems, making learning math fun as
students experience success and take
ownership of their learning.

Works on Macs, PCs, and Chromebooks.
ST Math is also available on iPad 2 and
newer, and most Android tablets.
A high-speed Internet connection is required.
For detailed technical requirements, visit our website.

888.751.5443
info@mindresearch.net
www.mindresearch.net

A neuroscience and education nonprofit
MS-EL-001-140401

Support Plans
for Students
Showing Need

D11 PLC Key Indicators Overview

PLC Desired States

Elements

Meet in Meaningful Teams to Improve Professional Practice

1

Effective teams are committed to participating in an intentional
collaborative process that continuously strengthens their
professional practice and improves student learning. Teams work
together on common goals and utilize a variety of resources to
ensure an efficient, inclusive, and meaningful professional
environment.

Goal oriented
and
improvement
focused

Identify and
unwrap essential
standards (i.e.,
priority, power)
and supporting
standards

Identify
competencies
relating to
academic
dispositions (e.g.,
habits of work,
characteristics of
a successful
learner) and
social behaviors.

Communicate
essential
learning
outcomes and
success criteria
with students
and
stakeholders

Develop and
administer
common
formative
assessments

Determine
mastery criteria
(i.e., success,
proficiency) and
scoring criteria

Provide
actionable
feedback to
students

Plan core
academic
instruction with
differentiation

Plan instruction
for academic
dispositions (i.e.,
habits of work,
characteristics of
a successful
learner) and
social behaviors

Clarify Essential Learning Outcomes and Competencies

2

(What do we want all students to know and be able to do?)
Effective teams clarify what students are to know and be able to
do, empowering teachers to deliberately plan for rigorous and
engaging instruction of essential and supporting standards as well
as competencies related to academic dispositions (i.e., habits of
work, characteristics of a successful learner) and social behaviors.
Essential learning outcomes and success criteria are
communicated to students and stakeholders to build shared
ownership.

Develop Common Formative Assessments

3

(How will we know if they learned?)
Effective teams utilize a common formative assessment process
(design, administer, score, and provide feedback). This process
empowers teams to frequently monitor student learning of
essential outcomes, provide actionable feedback to students,
and improve instructional practice.

Deliberately Plan Instruction

4

Effective teams deliberately plan for rigorous and engaging
instruction of essential and supporting standards as well as
competencies related to academic dispositions (i.e., habits of
work, characteristics of a successful learner) and social behaviors.
They collaboratively consider content, rigor, instructional practice,
and the teaching and learning cycle while planning.

Analyze and Respond to Data

5

(What will we do if some students don’t learn? What will we do
for those who have?)
Effective teams analyze student results from a variety of common
formative assessments, using a structured process, to identify the
specific learning needs of each student (by name and need).
Teams respond by planning, providing, and monitoring additional
intervention and enrichment as needed.

Effective and
efficient
processes
utilized

Commitments in
place, driven by
a shared mission,
vision, and values

Deliberate
preparation for
the data
conversation

A structured
process
facilitates the
conversation

Identify and
plan for
instructional
next steps,
intervention,
and
enrichment

Engage in
recurring
cycles of
collective
inquiry and
action
research

Ensure followthrough and
response to
student results
Identify and
plan for

D11 PLC Key Indicators Overview
instructional
improvements

PLC Desired State #1: Meet in Meaningful Teams to Improve Professional Practice
Effective teams are committed to participating in an intentional collaborative process that continuously
strengthens their professional practice and improves student learning. Teams work together on common
goals and utilize a variety of resources to ensure an efficient, inclusive, and meaningful professional
environment.

Elements
Commitments in
place, driven by
shared mission,
vision, and
values
Goal oriented
and
improvement
focused

Effective and
efficient
processes
utilized

Engage in
recurring cycles
of collective
inquiry and
action research

Key Indicators
 We are committed to the success of all students.
 We are committed to improving our professional practice through our PLC process.
 We collaboratively develop, internalize, and revisit our team vision, mission, and values, aligning with our school and the
district.
 We actively collaborate across departments, contents, and grade levels.
 We actively collaborate with specialist to meet the needs of all learners (e.g., ELL, SPED, GT, School Psychologist, Social
Worker, etc.).
 We set and monitor SMART goals focused on improving student outcomes.
 We set and monitor team SMART goals focused on improving our collaborative team process.
 We make time to review and respond to progress on our goals, including instructional adjustments and team
celebrations.
 We adhere to team norms and have a process to hold each other accountable to them.
 We develop and adhere to effective and efficient agendas to maximize our time together.
 We track our team conversations via minutes or team notes.
 We purposefully select and adhere to highly effective protocols and processes.
 We utilize a common formative assessment cycle to improve teaching and learning.
 We respond to data through targeted action with a focus on improving teaching and learning.
 We focus nearly all of our collaborative time upon improving teaching and learning.
 We consistently make instructional decisions based on the 4 PLC questions and the common assessment cycle:
1. What knowledge and skills should every student master as a result of this unit of instruction?
2. How will we know when each student has mastered the essential knowledge and skills?
3. How will we respond when some students do not learn?
4. How will we extend and enrich for students who have learned?
 We utilize short cycle, action research methods in order to challenge each other to innovate responsibly.
 We are continually learning how to improve our practice and initiate positive and effective changes.
 We have created a system that facilitates constant reflection and response.
 We observe each other teaching on a regular basis and debrief to increase teacher effectiveness.

PLC Desired State #2: Clarify Essential Learning Outcomes and Competencies
Effective teams clarify what students are to know and be able to do, empowering teachers to deliberately plan
for rigorous and engaging instruction of essential and supporting standards as well as competencies related to
academic dispositions (e.g. habits of work, characteristics of a successful learner) and social behaviors. Essential
learning outcomes and success criteria are communicated to students and stakeholders to build shared ownership.

PLC Question #1: What knowledge and skills should every student master as a result of this unit of instruction?

Elements

Identify and unwrap
essential, (i.e., priority,
power) standards and
supporting standards

Identify competencies
relating to academic
dispositions (e.g.
habits of work,
characteristics of a
successful learner)
and social behaviors

Key Indicators
 We identify essential (i.e., priority, power) standards using a specific criteria (e.g., REAL- Relevance, Endurance, Assessed,
Leverage; Assessment frameworks, etc.).
 We identify the intended rigor (e.g., Depth of Knowledge-“DOK” level) of the essential standards.
 We identify essential standards vertically across grade levels.
 We unwrap essential standards using a protocol and determine sequential learning outcomes and success (i.e., mastery,
proficiency) criteria.
 We collaborate across grade levels regarding the essential standards to ensure a coherent curriculum experience for
students.
 We identify competencies relating to academic dispositions (e.g. habits of work, characteristics of a successful learner)
and social behaviors.
 We determine sequential learning outcomes and success criteria of the competencies.
 We identify competencies across contents and vertically across grade levels.

 We communicate essential learning and success criteria daily with students and regularly to stakeholders.

Communicate essential  We use effective communication strategies to ensure student ownership of essential learning and success criteria.
learning outcomes and  We share competencies regarding academic dispositions and social behaviors with our students and stakeholders.
success criteria with
students and
stakeholders

PLC Desired State #3: Develop Common Formative Assessments

Effective teams utilize a common formative assessment process (design, administer, score, and provide
feedback). This process empowers teams to frequently monitor student learning of essential outcomes, provide
actionable feedback to students, and improve instructional practice.

PLC Question #2: How will we know when each student has mastered the essential knowledge and skills?

Elements
Develop and
administer
common
formative
assessments
Determine
mastery
criteria (i.e.,
success,
proficiency)
and scoring
criteria

Provide
actionable
feedback to
students

Key Indicators
 We develop assessments based on essential (i.e., priority, power) standards, student evidence outcomes, and/or real-time
student performance data.
 We administer common formative assessments at least every 3 to 4 weeks.
 We determine how and when assessments will be administered.
 We ensure the assessment questions are written at and/or above the level of rigor (e.g., Depth of Knowledge--DOK) implied by
the standard.
 We narrow and focus upon 1-2 learning targets per assessment.
 We offer a variety of assessment types (e.g., performance based, paper-pencil, project based, student choice, etc.).
 We develop our assessments by considering the learners, the content/skill being assessed, and the learning environment.
 We establish what mastery (i.e., success, proficiency) looks like for the assessment.
 We establish common scoring criteria.
 Our formative assessments follow the progression of instruction to mastery.
 We use student exemplars to develop mastery criteria.
 We establish inter-rater reliability in scoring assessments.

 We foster student ownership through consistent, specific, and timely, feedback that moves student learning forward.
 We utilize the mastery criteria to inform student feedback.
 We provide structures/supports for students to evaluate their work and identify next steps towards mastery.
 We use multiple ways to provide feedback to track progress and guide improvement.
 We provide multiple and/or varied opportunities for students to respond to feedback and demonstrate mastery.
 We ask students for feedback on the assessment.

PLC Desired State #4: Deliberately Plan Instruction
Effective teams deliberately plan for rigorous and engaging instruction of essential and supporting standards as
well as competencies related to academic dispositions and social behaviors. They collaboratively consider
content, rigor, instructional practice, and the teaching and learning cycle while planning.

Elements

Key Indicators

Plan core
academic
instruction with
differentiation

 We, as a collaborative team, deliberately plan, provide, and monitor evidenced based core instruction infused with a wide
variety of differentiation opportunities for all students.
 We deliberately collaborate around content, rigor, instructional practice, and the teaching and learning cycle.
 We deliberately plan, provide, and monitor instructional strategies that are culturally responsive, differentiated, and highly
engaging.
 We use essential (i.e., priority, power) standards and success (i.e., mastery, proficiency) criteria to plan core instruction utilizing
evidence-based resources and strategies.
 We plan instruction to meet or exceed the intended rigor (e.g., DOK) of the essential standards.
 We plan instruction by beginning with the end in mind (i.e., use a backward design process).
 We seek and incorporate expertise from specialists (e.g., ELL, SPED, GT, etc.).
 We deliberately embed opportunities for re-teaching, continued practice, and enrichment for all students.
 We provide equal access to core academic content and we guarantee every student has the time and support needed to
be successful.
 We embed opportunities for students to develop, measure, and adjust their own learning goals.

Plan core
instruction for
academic
dispositions
(i.e., habits of
work,
characteristics
of a
successful
learner)and
social behaviors

 We, as a collaborative team, deliberately plan, provide, and monitor instruction for a variety of academic dispositions (i.e.,
habits of work, characteristics of a successful learner) and social behaviors that positively affect student learning and school
environment.
 We provide a culturally responsive environment for all students.
 We provide multiple opportunities for students to practice and internalize positive academic dispositions and social behaviors
and reteach as necessary.
 We differentiate support of the academic dispositions and social behavior needs of every student every day in a culturally
responsive manner.
 We identify, discuss, monitor, and respond to student performance regarding academic dispositions and social behaviors in a
culturally responsive manner.
 We often utilize district or building specialists to support whole class social and academic behavior instruction.

PLC Desired State #5: Analyze and Respond to Data
Effective teams analyze student results from a variety of common formative assessments, using a structured process, to
identify the specific learning needs of each student (by name and need). Teams respond by planning, providing, and
monitoring additional intervention and enrichment as needed.
PLC Question #3: How will we respond when some students do not learn?
PLC Question #4: How will we extend and enrich for students who have learned?
Key Indicators
Elements
Deliberate
preparation for
the data
conversation
A structured
process
facilitates the
conversation
Identify and plan
for instructional
next steps,
intervention, and
enrichment

 We bring student common formative assessments scored/graded/tallied and sorted in a common manner.
 We have intentionally chosen a protocol prior to the meeting to address the conversations we want to have.
 We bring data that is organized (by student, class, grade-level, and/or content area) in a format that aligns with our
chosen protocol.
 We have identified specific patterns in our class data prior to the meeting.
 We have clearly defined and utilize roles.
 We intentionally identify protocols to drive our conversations in an efficient and effective manner.
 We have data norms that are visited at each meeting and we hold each other accountable to them.
 We have frequent data discussions that are based on individual student results against exemplars.
 We identify the specific learning needs and intentionally plan to meet targeted needs of individual students.
 We strategically plan for re-teaching, instructional next steps, intervention, and enrichment, targeting student learning
needs both in and out of the classroom.
 We establish both frequency and duration for intervention and enrichment opportunities.
 We regularly collaborate with staff who may provide intervention and enrichment outside of the regular classroom.

Ensure followthrough and
response to
student results

 We frequently monitor, discuss, and respond to student data (to ensure instruction and intervention are effective).
 We frequently share results with students, provide them with actionable feedback, and assist them in setting goals and
defining next steps in their learning.
 We monitor the impact of instruction through regular reviews of student performance data.
 We keep our intervention and enrichment groups flexible, and frequently adjust in response to data.

Identify and plan
for instructional
improvements

 We collaboratively share and compare data to discover which instructional practices led to the highest student
outcomes, resulting in teams discussing, sharing, and implementing the most successful strategies.
 We focus on what is to be retained, refined, or replaced in unit plans through a regular and systematic process.

RtI Plan (K - 5) - 16-17
Student, School, and District Information
Name
State ID

Grade
Date of
Birth

Local ID

K

District
School

Colorado Springs 11

General RtI Plan (K - 5) Plan Information
Date of Initial Plan

2/2/2017

School
Grade

K

Demographics
Date of Birth
Gender
IEP

No

504

No

GT
Language Proficiency

N/A

Plan Type
Plan Type

RtI Plan

Area of Concern
Primary Area of Concern

Behavior

Secondary Area of Concern

Background Information
# Years in School in D11

2

# Schools Attended in D11

1

# Grades Repeated in D11

0

Periods Absent Current
School Year

7
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Periods Tardy Current
School Year

1

# Behavior Referrals Current
School Year

1

Student Strengths

teacher has seen improvement in his self-advocacy, behavior while lining up, and putting
forth effort on his work.

Additional Concerns

In a less structured setting or activity, has difficulty with transitioning, impulsivity and following
directions , especially when the teacher attempts to redirect him. He may become non-responsive
and refuse to follow the given direction.

Vision
Hearing
Reported Health
Concerns/Issues

Assessment/Academic Data
Assessment Scores and
Information from Other
Plans

Parent/Guardian Concerns
What concerns do you have
about your child's learning
or school performance, or
about your child's attention,
concentration, impulsivity,
and/or activity?
What problems does your
child have completing
his/her homework?
What are some additional
details about your child's
difficulties?
Have there been any
stressful events, either
recently or at the onset of
the school problems?
What are your child's
strengths?
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RtI Plan (K - 5) - 16-17
How does the child get
along with peers? Which
extracurricular activities is
the student involved in?
How does he/she do?
Are there any documented
medical concerns?
Is there a history of similar
concerns in the family?
Parent/Guardian Name

Student Interview
What is your favorite thing
to do in class?
What do you feel is most
difficult at school?
What would you like to be
when you grow up?
How do you like to study or
work (small group, 1 on 1,
independently)?
How do you feel when you
don't understand
something?
What is the best way for you
to get help when you don't
understand?
Who do you like to spend
time with at school, and
why?

Need and Goal Identification
Goal : 1
Specific Need and Area of
Concern
Goal Statement
Date Goal Started

Behavior - Self Control
will increase his ability to follow a direction on the 1st or 2nd try.
2/10/2017

Complete the following fields only after the student has attained the goal stated above.
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Date Goal Accomplished
Evidence of Goal Attainment

Interventions
Interventions : 1
Corresponding Goal

Goal 1

Type of Intervention

Positive Reinforcement

If other, please
name/describe
Intervention Program

has an individual positive reinforcement system with smiley faces and periodic feedback
reviews with the teacher throughout the school day.

Intervention Tier (Intensity)

Tier 1

Tier Attempt

1

Intervention Provider

classroom teacher

Intervention Setting

Regular Classroom Individualized

Student-Teacher Ratio
# Minutes per Day
# Days per Week
Expected Duration of
Intervention (weeks)
Date Intervention Started

2/10/2017

Progress Monitoring Graphs

Complete the following fields only after reviewing and updating the overall RtI Status.
Was the Intervention carried
out with fidelity?
To what degree did the
student benefit from the
intervention?
Next Steps Regarding This
Intervention
Date Intervention Ended
Intervention Notes
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Interventions : 2
Corresponding Goal

Goal 1

Type of Intervention

Other (describe below)

If other, please
name/describe

Daily school-home communication

Intervention Program

classroom teacher will report to parents daily using a behavior tracking sheet

Intervention Tier (Intensity)

Tier 2

Tier Attempt

1

Intervention Provider

classroom teacher

Intervention Setting

Regular Classroom Individualized

Student-Teacher Ratio
# Minutes per Day
# Days per Week
Expected Duration of
Intervention (weeks)
Date Intervention Started

2/10/2017

Progress Monitoring Graphs

Complete the following fields only after reviewing and updating the overall RtI Status.
Was the Intervention carried
out with fidelity?
To what degree did the
student benefit from the
intervention?
Next Steps Regarding This
Intervention
Date Intervention Ended
Intervention Notes

Interventions : 3
Corresponding Goal

Goal 1

Type of Intervention

Monitor with Frequent and Timely Feedback
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If other, please
name/describe
Intervention Program

On-going communication between classroom teac r, specials teachers, and lunchroom staff to
ensure all are using common language to prompt
o follow direct ns on the 1st or 2nd try (e.g.,
"I need you to follow this direction" or prompt by counting "1, 2, 3". will have assigned seating
in the lunchroom to support positive behavior.

Intervention Tier (Intensity)

Tier 2

Tier Attempt

1

Intervention Provider

teachers and lunchroom staff

Intervention Setting

Regular Classroom Individualized

Student-Teacher Ratio
# Minutes per Day
# Days per Week
Expected Duration of
Intervention (weeks)
Date Intervention Started

2/10/2017

Progress Monitoring Graphs

Complete the following fields only after reviewing and updating the overall RtI Status.
Was the Intervention carried
out with fidelity?
To what degree did the
student benefit from the
intervention?
Next Steps Regarding This
Intervention
Date Intervention Ended
Intervention Notes

Review and Update of Overall RTI Status
Only complete if exiting from RtI Plan
Student is exited from RtI
Plan
Exit Date
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Exit Rationale

Plan Status
Plan Contact Person
Is this an Active Plan?

Meeting Date

school psychologist
Yes

Student
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READ Plan (D11) - 16-17
Student, School, and District Information
Name
State ID

Grade
Date of
Birth

Local ID

K

District
School

Colorado Springs 11

General READ Plan (D11) Plan Information
Date of Initial Plan

2/17/2017

School
Grade

K

Demographics
Gender
IEP

No

504

No

GT
Language Proficiency

N/A

Assessment Information - Add only the latest DIBELS Next benchmark results and probe data
DIBELS-Next Rpt Pd

Grade

Season

Date

Composite FSF LNF PSF NWF NWF Level Rdg
Composite FSF
Score
Tested Deficient Bench Bench
CLS WWR
2016
- 2016

2016-17

K

Mid

12/13/2016

2016-17

K

Progress

1/23/2017

10

2016-17

K

Progress

1/25/2017

6

2016-17

K

Progress

2/3/2017

2016-17

K

Progress

2/15/2017
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READ Plan (D11) - 16-17
DIBELS-Next PSF Bench NWF - 2016
CLS
(cont.)

Bench 2016

Well Below

Well
Below

SRD Status
Do the Benchmark and Probe Assessments Indicate a Significant Reading Deficiency (SRD)?
Beginning of Year Status
(BOY)
Middle of Year Status (MOY)

Yes, student has a significant reading deficiency

End of Year Status (EOY)

Diagnostic Results
Diagnostic results help to identify the specific strengths and weaknesses of the student's reading skills.
Diagnostic Assessment
Date of Diagnostic
Results of Diagnostic
Assessment
Additional Diagnostic
Assessment Results
(Optional)

Area of Concern in Reading
Primary Area of Concern

Phonemic Awareness

Seconday Area of Concern

Phonics

Additional Area of Concern
(Optional)
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Need and Goal Identification
Need and Goal Identification : Goal 1
Specific Need in Area of
Concern

Phonemic Awareness-Phoneme Segmentation

Goal Statement (SMART)

will be able to sound out words by an increase of 40 sounds per minute by May 2017 as
measured by the DIBELS Next subtest Phonemic Segmentation Fluency.

Date Goal Started

1/5/2017

Complete the following fields only after the student has attained the goal stated above
Date Goal Accomplished
Evidence of Goal Attainment

Need and Goal Identification : Goal 2
Specific Need in Area of
Concern

Phonics-Consonants

Goal Statement (SMART)

will be able to identify the sounds in words by an increase of 25 sounds per minute by
May 2017 as measured by the DIBELS Next subtest Nonsense Word Fluency.

Date Goal Started

1/5/2017

Complete the following fields only after the student has attained the goal stated above
Date Goal Accomplished
Evidence of Goal Attainment

CORE Program
Select the CORE program the student is receiving for reading instruction.
CORE Program

Reading Wonders (McGraw-Hill)

If "Other" was selected,
name

Interventions
The information listed below is designed to help develop reading proficiency and are above and beyond CORE instruction.
Interventions : 1
Corresponding Goal

Goal 1

Intervention Program/Type

Other
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If "Other" was selected,
please name/describe:

Focus boards with letters and sounds, sound boxes, stretch and shrink words, initial sound
picture sorts

Intervention Tier (Intensity)

Tier 2 Intervention

Tier Attempt

1

Intervention Provider

Interventionist

Intervention Setting

Pull Out Small Group

Student:Teacher Ratio

4:1

Number of Minutes/Day

30

Number of Days/Week

5

Expected Duration of
Intervention (Weeks)

all year

Date Intervention Started

1/5/2017

Progress Monitoring Graphs

Complete the following fields after a review and update only if the intervention is being modified or discontinued.
Was the intervention carried
out with fidelity?
To what degree did the
student benefit from the
intervention?
Date Intervention Modified or
Ended - Complete a new
intervention section for a
modified or new intervention
Intervention Notes

Interventions : 2
Corresponding Goal

Goal 1

Intervention Program/Type

SIPPS (Systematic Instruction in Phoneme Awareness, Phonics, and Sight Words)
(Developmental Studies Center)

If "Other" was selected,
please name/describe:

SIPPS Beginning

Intervention Tier (Intensity)

Tier 2 Intervention

Tier Attempt

2

Intervention Provider

Interventionist
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READ Plan (D11) - 16-17
Intervention Setting

Pull Out Small Group

Student:Teacher Ratio

4:1

Number of Minutes/Day

30

Number of Days/Week

5

Expected Duration of
Intervention (Weeks)

all year

Date Intervention Started

1/5/2017

Progress Monitoring Graphs

Complete the following fields after a review and update only if the intervention is being modified or discontinued.
Was the intervention carried
out with fidelity?
To what degree did the
student benefit from the
intervention?
Date Intervention Modified or
Ended - Complete a new
intervention section for a
modified or new intervention
Intervention Notes

Review and Update
Only Complete if Exiting from READ Plan (Must have a body of evidence as stated in the Instructional Status Update chart)
Exited From Read Plan
Exit Date
Exit Rationale

Support Strategies for Parent/Guardian
Identify reading strategies that can be used at home that are going to help the student achieve the goals described above.
Strategies : 1
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READ Plan (D11) - 16-17
Strategy

Phoneme Segmentation
Description:
Breaking a word into separate phonemes (grab = /g/ /r/ /a/ /b/). How many sounds in grab? /g/ /r/
/a/ /b/ (4). Student taps each sound or puts a finger up for each sound they say.
Parent Tips:
Play quick and fun word games where one player asks the other player how many sounds in a
word. Example: "How many sounds in the word grab?" Be careful that you count sounds not
letters. In words such as soup there are three sounds, /s/ /ou/ /p/.

Strategies : 2
Strategy

Individual Consonants
Description:
Sounds that are formed by the tongue changing how the air flows out of the mouth. Modeling the
look, feel, and sound of consonants helps draw the child's attention to the unique characteristics
of consonants.
Parent Tips:
Play games that match consonant letters to the sounds that they make. Games like Concentration
where a letter card is matched with a picture card that starts with the same sound.

CDE Talking Points
To include family members in the development of the READ plan, strategies must be given to implement at home that will
supplement the services received at school.
The Colorado Department of Education requires a discussion between the Local Education Provider and parents including
the following:
1. The state's goal is for all children in Colorado to graduate from high school having attained skill levels that adequately
prepare them for postsecondary studies or for the workforce and research demonstrates that achieving reading competency
by third grade is a critical milestone in achieving this goal.
2. The discussion and READ Plan should include a clear explanation of what the significant reading deficiency is and the
basis upon which the teacher identified the significant reading deficiency.
3. If the student enters fourth grade without achieving reading competency, he or she is significantly more likely to fall behind
in all subject areas beginning in fourth grade and continuing in later grades. If the student's reading skill deficiencies are not
remediated, it is likely that the student will not have the skills necessary to complete the course work required to graduate
from high school.
4. Reading skills are critical to success in school. Under state law, the student qualifies for and the Local Education Provider
is required to provide targeted, scientifically based or evidence-based interventions to remediate the student's specific,
diagnosed reading skill deficiencies, which interventions are designed to enable the student to achieve reading competency
and attain the skills necessary to achieve the state's academic achievement goals.
5. The student's READ plan will include targeted, scientifically based or evidence-based intervention instruction to address
and remediate the student's specific, diagnosed reading skill deficiencies.
6. The parent plays a central role in supporting the student's efforts to achieve reading competency, the parent is strongly
encouraged to work with the student's teacher in implementing the READ plan, and, to supplement the intervention
instruction the student receives in school, the READ plan will include strategies the parent is encouraged to use at home to
support the student's reading success.
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7. There are serious implications to a student entering fourth grade with a significant reading deficiency and, therefore, if the
student continues to have a significant reading deficiency at the end of the school year, under state law, the parent, the
student's teacher, and other personnel of the Local Education Provider are required to meet and consider retention as an
intervention strategy and determine whether the student, despite having a significant reading deficiency, is able to maintain
adequate academic progress at the next grade level.
(from: Colorado Department of Education Parent Talking Points document)
Have the Local Education
Agency and parents
discussed the CDE talking
points?

End-of-Year Retention Consideration
Complete this section at the end of the school year
Recommended Retention:
Was there a
recommendation that the
child not advance to the
next grade level due to a
reading deficiency?
Individuals involved:
Retained: Was a decision
made that the child should
not be advanced to the next
grade level due to a reading
deficiency?

Plan Status
Is this an active plan?

Meeting Date

Yes

Student
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Sample Student1, Demo1
SpEd IEP - 16-17
Student, School, and District Information
Name
State ID

Demo1 Sample
Student1
444444441

Local ID

444444441

Grade

3

District

Colorado Springs 11

Date of
Birth

N/A

School

ABC School
1115 North El Paso
Colorado Springs, CO 80000
719-000-0000

General SpEd IEP Plan Information
Meeting/Review Date

10/14/2016

School

ABC School

Grade

3

Student
Date of Birth

9/20/2013

Administrative Unit
Administrative Unit Name,
Address, and Phone

fasdf

Section 1: Type of Meeting or Review
Type of Meeting/Review

Progress Report

Section 3: Student and Family Information
Age of the student (in years)
at the time of the meeting

18

Section 9: Annual Goals and/or Objective
How and how often will
parents be informed of the
student's progress toward
goals?

quarterly

Goal : Goal #1
Area of Need
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Sample Student1, Demo1
SpEd IEP - 16-17
Student, School, and District Information
Name
State ID

Demo1 Sample
Student1
444444441

Local ID

444444441

Grade

3

District

Colorado Springs 11

Date of
Birth

N/A

School

ABC School
1115 North El Paso
Colorado Springs, CO 80000
719-000-0000

General SpEd IEP Plan Information
Meeting/Review Date

2/6/2017

School

ABC School

Grade

12

Student
Date of Birth

11/4/1998

Administrative Unit
Administrative Unit Name,
Address, and Phone

El Paso 11, AU 2150, 1115 N. El Paso Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Section 1: Type of Meeting or Review
Type of Meeting/Review

IEP: Annual Review

Is this an amendment to an
IEP?

No

Date of IEP being amended
Section(s) Amended (if
applicable):

Section 3: Student and Family Information
District of Residence Prior
to Meeting
If prior District of Residence
is Out of State, then list
name of district and state
here (otherwise leave
blank):
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Sample Student1, Demo1
SpEd IEP - 16-17
District of Residence After
Meeting
Home School Prior to
Meeting
If prior Home School is Out
of State, then provide details
here (otherwise leave
blank):
Home School After Meeting
School of Attendance Prior
to Meeting
If prior School of
Attendance is Out of State
or not on the list, then
provide details here
(otherwise leave blank):
School of Attendance After
Meeting
If current School of
Attendance is a private
school, then list it here
(otherwise leave blank):
Unit/Facility of Attendance
Prior to Meeting (if out of
District)
If prior Facility of
Attendance is Out of State,
then provide details here
(otherwise, leave blank):
Unit/Facility of Attendance
After Meeting (if out of
district)
If current Facility of
Attendance is Out of State,
then provide details here
(otherwise, leave blank):
Primary Disability Prior to
Meeting
If prior Primary Disability is
from Out of State, and it
does not match Colorado
disability categories, then
provide details here
(otherwise leave blank):
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Sample Student1, Demo1
SpEd IEP - 16-17
Primary Disability After
Meeting
Primary Special Education
Environment Prior to
Meeting
If prior Primary Special
Education Environment is
from Out of State and does
not match Colorado labels
for Sped Environments, then
describe briefly here
(otherwise leave blank):

Primary Special Education Environment After Meeting - The Primary Special Education Environment is completed in section
14 of the regular IEP Meeting Form
Student Demographics
Age of the student (in years)
at the time of the meeting

20

Gender
Federal Race/Ethnicity
Reporting Category
Ethnicity: Hispanic/Latino
Race: American Indian /
Alaska Native
Race: Asian
Race: Black / African
American
Race: White
Race: Native Hawaiian / Pac.
Islander
Race: Two or more races
Primary Language Spoken
in the Home
Student's Primary Language
Does the student have
Limited English
Proficiency?
Is a translator needed for
meetings?
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Sample Student1, Demo1
SpEd IEP - 16-17
Parent/Guardian Contact Information
Is there an Educational
Surrogate Parent (ESP)?

Parent 1 or ESP Contact Information (required)
First Name
Middle Name
Last Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Home Phone
Work Phone
Cell Phone
Email Address

Parent 2 Contact Information (optional)
First Name
Middle Name
Last Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Home Phone
Work Phone
Cell Phone
Email Address
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Sample Student1, Demo1
SpEd IEP - 16-17
Section 5: IEP Meeting Participants
The following participants attended the IEP Meeting:
Any single member of the IEP Team may meet no more than 2 of the qualifications specified below, and can only serve in
more than one administrative role if they qualify for both positions
Student

Transition student

Parent/Guardian/ESP

parent of Transition students

Parent/Guardian
Special Education
Director/Designee

Pier Abbott, Special Education Post School Facilitator

General Education Teacher

None at this time

Special Education
Teacher/Provider

Carol McGill, 18- 21 Transition Teacher

The following persons were also in attendance at the meeting:

Section 6: Present Levels of Academic Achievement and Functional Performance
Student Strengths,
Preferences, Interests

This was unable to get information obtained as student was not available.

Assessment Scores and
Information from Other
Plans
Present Levels of
Educational Performance
Summary

Present levels are current levels from previous IEP as stated above., Student has not accessed
IEP services since participating in social graduation, May 2016.

Transitional Assessment
Process

Transition assessment are current levels as stated in previous IEP. Student has not accessed IEP
services since participating in social graduation, May 2016.

Student Needs and Impact
of Disability

Statement as of last IEP:

Parent / Student Input

no parent participated in annual IEP.

Measurable Post-School Goals (Note: The Post School Goals for Transition Students are entered onto the IEP in section 8)

Section 13: Special Education and Related Services in the Least Restrictive Environment
Statement of types and
anticipated location of
services to be provided to
and on behalf of the student

Student and parent were not in attendance on: _____. Statement as of last IEP was as follows:
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Sample Student1, Demo1
SpEd IEP - 16-17
Section 15: Prior Notice of Special Education Action
The Present Level of Academic Achievement and Functional Performance described in the Evaluation Report include
information about the data used as a basis for the decisions recorded in the IEP
This notice is a:
If "Other," describe here:
Through the following
action:
This action is
proposed/refused because:
This action/refusal is based
on the following evaluation
procedures, tests, records,
or reports:
Other options considered:
Why these options were
rejected:
Other factors:

Parent and transition student were not in attendance for IEP meeting. Many attempts were give to
allow them to participate in this annual IEP meeting. All previous data was continues as current
data and previous goals were continued as of this time. A copy of this will be sent home to the
address listed.

Case Manager
Name/Title/Phone

Carol McGill, Transition Teacher (719) 520-2597

Date

Plan Status
Is this an active plan?

Meeting Date

Yes

Student
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Sample Student1, Demo1
SpEd IEP - 16-17
For Students who are
transition age, indicate what
post-school area this will
support
Related Standard/Expanded
Benchmark/Access Skill
Measurable Goal
Objectives (if needed)
Evaluation Method
Unit of Measurement
Baseline Date
Baseline Data Point
Baseline Target
Baseline Difference
Baseline Notes
Q1 Progress Date

10/6/2016

Q1 Progress Data Point
Q1 Progress Target
Q1 Progress Difference
Q1 Progress Rating

Progress made, goal to be met on time

Q1 Progress Notes

Student has made adequate progess.

Q2 Progress Date
Q2 Progress Data Point
Q2 Progress Target
Q2 Progress Difference
Q2 Progress Rating
Q2 Progress Notes
Q3 Progress Date
Q3 Progress Data Point
Q3 Progress Target
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Sample Student1, Demo1
SpEd IEP - 16-17
Q3 Progress Difference
Q3 Progress Rating
Q3 Progress Notes
Q4 Progress Date
Q4 Progress Data Point
Q4 Progress Target
Q4 Progress Difference
Q4 Progress Rating
Q4 Progress Notes
Progress Report Comments
for this Goal

Progress Report
Progress Monitoring Graphs
General Notes for Progress
Report
Name and contact
information of the person
completing this progress
report

jlkajsfdlk;j

Plan Status
Is this an active plan?

Meeting Date

No

Student
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Eligibility Report
Demo1 Sample Student1
Sample Student1

Demo1

444444441

Last Name

First Name

Middle Name State Student ID

Date of
Date of Birth Mtg

444444441
Local Student ID

Administrative Unit Name, Address and Phone

SECTION 1: TYPE OF MEETING

SECTION 2: IMPORTANT DATES
Individualized Education
Program

Eligibility
Initial Eligibility Meeting
X 3-Year Reevaluation
Special Evaluation

Date of Next Eligibility meeting (on or
before)

Initial IEP

Date of next IEP review meeting (on or
before)

Annual Review

Date of Initial Consent for Evaluation

X Amendment to IEP
Date of Initial Evaluation Completed
Dated:
11/30/2015
Other:

Date of Initial Consent for Services:

Date of Initial Eligibility Determination

N/A (Student Did not Qualify)

SECTION 3: STUDENT AND FAMILY INFORMATION
Grade:

3

Age:

18

Gender:

Ethnicity:

Student's primary language:
Primary language spoken in the home:
Does the student have Limited English Proficiency?
Is an interpreter needed for meetings?

Hispanic/Latino
American Indian or Alaska
Native

Race:

Asian
Black or African American
White
Native Hawaiian or Pacific
Islander
Two or more races

Federal Race/Ethnicity Code:

Prior to Meeting

After Meeting

District of Residence
Home School
School of Attendance
Unit/Facility of Attendance
Primary Disability (if any)
Primary Special Ed. Environment

Determined at the IEP Meeting

Is there an Educational Surrogate Parent (ESP)?
Parent/Guardian/ESP
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone Number(s)
Home

Cell

Work

Home

Cell

Work

Email
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Eligibility Report
Demo1 Sample Student1
Sample Student1

Demo1

444444441

Last Name

First Name

Middle Name State Student ID

EVALUATION REPORT
Assessment Strategy or Tool:

Administered By:

Date of
Date of Birth Mtg

Date Completed:
Date Evaluation was completed:

Document information from a variety of sources including data in all areas related to the student's suspected disability.
(No Assessment Scores and/or information from other Plans were selected)

MEETING NOTES
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ALP - 16-17
Student, School, and District Information
Name

Grade

K

District

State ID

Date of
Birth

5/26/2012

School

Local ID

Colorado Springs 11

General ALP Plan Information
ALP Date

9/29/2016

School
Grade Level

K

Gifted Identification and Classification
Area(s) of Identified
Giftedness (OLD)

Language Gifted

Identified Area(s) of
Giftedness (NEW)
D11 Giftedness
Classification

V

Date Identified as Gifted

8/30/2016

Accelerated Early Access
Student (Leave blank if No)

Yes

Body of evidence can be found in the GT Review document in Alpine (availalbe upon request: 719-520-2464)

Purpose
Purpose for this data record

Advanced Learning Plan

Identification and Program Information
Graduation Year

2029

Fed Race/Ethn Category

White

Gender

Female

ELL

N/A

SpEd

No
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ALP - 16-17
504

No

ALP Team Members
GT Contact Person
Student's Preferred Name
(i.e., Nickname)
Student Phone
Student has given
authorization to
send/receive text messages
Parent/Guardian has given
authorization for student to
send/receive text messages
Student D11 Email
Parent/Guardian #1 Name
Parent/Guardian #1 Email
Parent/Guardian #1 Home
Phone
Parent/Guardian #l Cell
Phone
Parent/Guardian #1 has
given authorization to
send/receive text messages
Parent/Guardian #2 Name
Parent/Guardian #2 Email
Parent/Guardian #2 Home
Phone
Parent/Guardian #2 has
given authorization to
send/receive text messages
Classroom Teacher(s)
(Name, Title)

Classroom Teacher
Language Arts Teacher

Additional Support Staff
(Name, Title)
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ALP - 16-17
Parental Engagement and Participation
Parental Engagement : Quarter 1
Date of Parental
Engagement

9/26/2016

Parental Engagement
Comments

Per email from mom,
is very fascinated with medicine. She told some people that
she wanted to be a doctor and a researcher when she is older.
Her strengths are numerous to list, but sh
understand things. She learns very fast!

very inquisitive and observant, and always wants to
is also empathetic and social.

likes to lea
w to take
eople, such as first aid (
services). For example, last
summer, when
cousin,
was
g by a hornet,
watched her Aunt, who is a
medical doctor, doing first
o her cousin.
also could learn about medication safety (over
the counter medications).
continues to show a deep love for reading, as I often find her
reading alone for periods of time.
I want her to increase her confidence in her abilities, as I often notice that she would say it is too
hard. I always tell her that it is ok if she does not get it on the first attempt, and to do her best.
After that, she would excel beyond my expectations. I think she is afraid to make mistakes.
I spoke with
(grandmother), whom
thoughts and ideas. Please see below.

is very close, and she got back to me with her

She mentioned that
loves princess things. Sh
ves dogs.
is also excellent at coring
and drawing. She also has excellent ver
kills.
loves Disney movies, ABCmouse games
online, stuffed animals and small dolls.
is a neat child.

Goals and Consultation (Student Participation)
GOALS
Academic SMART Goal
Academic Goal Entry Date

9/29/2016

Please describe an
academic goal you have for
yourself for this school year
in your area of strength or
interest.

will research (with support from teachers and family) areas of the medical field that interest
her using level-appropriate non-fiction and human resources and present what she learns in oral
presentations once per trimester to her peers.

Referencing the academic
goal, what do you want to
KNOW, UNDERSTAND, and
be able to DO as a result of
pursuing that academic
goal? Why is this goal
important to you? Explain.
What are your "Action
Steps" to accomplishing
your goal? What will you DO
to achieve your goal?

said that she wants to learn how to fix people, specifically how to give first aid and fix owies.

said that she could read books, watch videos, and ask a nurse or doctor how they fix
people.
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ALP - 16-17
How will you measure your
goal's success and
progress?

will ask "I wonder" questions before she begins her research, coming up with 1-2 questions
about first aid and how people heal.

When do you plan to
achieve your goal?

Presentations will be given once a trimester to her homeroom class, with the last one happening
prior to May 1, 2017.

List the key people who will
help you achieve this goal.

said her mother, her
able to help.

Standard(s) supporting
academic goal:

Colorado RWC 1st Grade Standard 1:
a. Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings
clearly. (CCSS: SL.1.4)

(grandmother),

The school nurse may also be

Colorado RWC 1st Grade Standard 2:
d. Use Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity to: i. With prompting and support, read
informational texts appropriately complex for grade 1. (CCSS: RI.1.10)
Colorado 1st Grade Health Standard 2: . Demonstrate health enhancing behaviors to prevent
unintentional injury or illness
Academic Goal Met

Affective SMART Goal
Affective (personal/social)
Goal Entry Date

9/29/2016

Please describe an affective
(personal/social) goal you
have for yourself this school
year.

will grow in her confidence to do age-appropriate tasks on her own, such as carrying her
own backpack, getting her materials for class.

What are your "Action
Steps" to accomplishing
your goal? What will you DO
to achieve your goal?

will attempt new activities and tasks more independently each week after doing so with
support.

How will you measure your
goal's success and
progress?

Each month,
will share what new tasks she has accomplished independently with her
homeroom teacher.

List the key people who will
help you achieve this goal.
Standard(s) supporting
affective goal:

mother, other staff who see her.
NAGC Standard 1.2. Self-Understanding. Students with gifts and talents possess a
developmentally appropriate understanding of how they learn and grow; they recognize the
influences of their beliefs, traditions, and values on their learning and behavior.

Affective (personal/social)
Goal Met

Record your progress in attaining the goals above. Come back to this section to record the progress you are making towards
your goals.
CONSULTATION (MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL ONLY)
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ALP - 16-17
Would you like to have a
follow-up consultation with
the Gifted Resource Teacher
(GRT) at your school to view
your Advanced Learning
Plan (ALP)? If you check
"Yes" your consultation will
take place during the school
day.
Requested Date for
Consultation
Requested Meeting Time Class Period - for
Consultation
JUNIORS/SENIORS ONLY.
Would you like to have a
mock interview? If you
request a mock interview,
please create a resume to
bring to that interview.
JUNIORS/SENIORS ONLY.
Requested Date for Mock
Interview

Programming
Programming Content (Click
here then insert appropriate
items by clicking them in the
popup window)

Other:

works a year above grade level in a language arts class studying Grade 1 standards.

Description of supplemental curriculum, activities, specific programs or course work, specific strategies and/or extended or
expanded learning opportunities
Description

GRT Comments and Plan Status
GRT COMMENTS
Estimated Date of Next
Review

11/3/2016

Recommendations for Next
Year (to be completed at the
end of the school year)
GRT Completion Status
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Plan Status: There should only be one active plan for a given student in a given school year. If more than one plan, ensure
that only one is Active.

Parent Signature
Type of Verification

GRT has contacted and received parent approval (fill in appropriate section below)

Electronic Signature (may be used for printed and signed copies, as well)
Parent Legal Name
(Signature)
Parent Date of Birth (For
electronic signature only)
Date Parent Signed

GRT Verification(to be completed by GRT only after obtaining parent/guardian approval of ALP)
Date Parent Approved ALP

9/29/2016

Contact Method

In-person

GRT's Name

Date

Parent/Guardian
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Reporting
Requirement
Supporting
Information

Kindergarten Readiness
Passed in 2008, Colorado Achievement Plan for Kids (CAP4K) requires that all state funded preschool and kindergarten
students have an individual readiness plan informed by a Colorado State Board of Education approved school readiness
assessment. CAP4K also requires districts to report school readiness data to the Colorado Department of Education.
Using our standards based report card we will use the specific standards listed below to assess school readiness.
Colorado Springs School District 11’s standards based report card provides actionable information to teachers and
families on the status and ongoing progress a child makes throughout the kindergarten year within the domains of
school readiness which includes both developmental and academic areas of physical wellbeing and motor development,
social and emotional development, language and comprehension development, and cognition and general knowledge.
The reporting system is intended to provide baseline data for measuring improvement in students’ knowledge and skills
over time.
The standards based report card meets the requirements of the Kindergarten School Readiness data collection:
1. The assessment tool has strong psychometric properties.
2. The assessment tool provides information about the “whole child.” The assessment addresses developmental as well
as academic domains (i.e., physical well-being and motor development, social and emotional development, language
and comprehension development, and cognition and general knowledge).
3. The academic and developmental content assessed is based on child development and education research.
4. The assessment tool promotes methods appropriate for young children. The assessment is observational, is
completed by familiar adults and occurs in children’s everyday routines, activities and places.
The CDE’s reporting system calls for districts to submit only aggregate readiness information not by domain, but by
number of domains in which students demonstrate readiness. Colorado Springs School District 11 will report to CDE
during the initial fall assessment window; completed within the first 60 calendar days of the school year as required by
HB 15-1323. Our data submission will provide baseline data for measuring improvement in students' knowledge and
skills over time and to collect data needed to fulfill statutory requirements for an annual legislative report.

To calculate a student’s proficiency in each domain, we will use the numerical performance level (1-4) of the standard
listed within the domain, dividing the total by the number of standards, using standard rounding practices. Standard
rounding will allow us to round to the nearest number, rounding up for numbers more than five and down for numbers
four and fewer. A student that scores a 3 or 4 for a domain will be reported as proficient.

Domains
Physical and Motor Development
PE Standard 1 – Movement Competence and Understanding
PE Standard 2—Physical and Personal Wellness

Social and Emotional Development
PE Standard 3 – Emotional and Social Wellness
Skills and Behaviors – Works collaboratively with others
Skills and Behaviors – Takes responsibility for own actions
Skills and Behaviors – Shows respect for self and others’ property/ideas

Language and Comprehension Development
Reading K Standard – Communicates effectively while describing familiar people, places, things and events
Reading K Standard – Engages effectively in collaborative discussions

Cognition
Art Standard 3 – Invent and discover to create
Skills and Behaviors – Shows effort and motivation in achieving learning goals
Skills and Behaviors – Seeks positive solutions to problems and conflicts

General Mathematics Knowledge
Math K Standard – Uses whole numbers to name, count, represent and order quantity
Math K Standard – Composes and decomposes shapes

Literacy Knowledge
Reading K Standard – Utilizes phonemic awareness skills when decoding grade level text
Reading K Standard – Knows and applies grade level phonics and word analysis when decoding text
Reading K Standard – Uses a range of strategies to determine the meaning of words of phrases and apply them accurately
Writing K Standard – Plans, organizes, writes and publishes narratives
Writing K Standard – Applies conventions of standard English grammar and usage, capitalization, punctuation and spelling consistently

Colorado Springs School District 11 Standards Based Report Card
Reduced Item Kindergarten Entry Assessment Survey (KEA)
Physical and Motor Development
PE Standard 1 – Movement Competence and Understanding
6. Demonstrates gross-motor manipulative skills
7a. Uses fingers and hands
7b. Uses writing and drawing tools
PE Standard 2 – Physical and Personal Wellness
4. Demonstrates traveling skills
5. Demonstrates balancing skills
Social and Emotional Development
PE Standard 3 – Emotional and Social Wellness
2b. Responds to emotional cues
Skills and Behaviors – Works collaboratively with others
2c. Interacts with peers
3b. Solves social problems
Skills and Behaviors – Takes responsibility for own actions
1c. Takes care of own needs appropriately
Skills and Behaviors – Shows respect for self and others’ property/ideas
3a. Balances needs and rights of self and others
Language and Comprehension Development
Reading K Standard – Communicates effectively while describing familiar people, places, things and events
9a. Uses an expanding expressive vocabulary
9c. Uses conventional grammar
9d. Tells about another time or place
Reading K Standard – Engages effectively in collaborative discussions
10a. Engages in conversations
Cognition
Art Standard 3 – Invent and discover to create
11d. Shows curiosity and motivation
12b. Makes connections
Skills and Behaviors – Shows effort and motivation in achieving learning goals
11b. Persists
11e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness in thinking
Skills and Behaviors – Seeks positive solutions to problems and conflicts
11c. Solves problems
12b. Makes connections
General Mathematics Knowledge
Math K Standard – Uses whole numbers to name, count, represent and order quantity
20b. Quantifies
20c. Connects numerals with their quantities
Math K Standard – Composes and decomposes shapes
21a. Understands spatial relationships
22a. Measures objects
Literacy Knowledge
Reading K Standard – Utilizes phonemic awareness skills when decoding grade level text
15b. Notices and discriminates alliteration
15c. Notices and discriminates discrete units of sound
Reading K Standard – Knows and applies grade level phonics and word analysis when decoding text
17a. Uses and appreciates books and other texts
18b. Uses emergent reading skills
Reading K Standard – Uses a range of strategies to determine the meaning of words of phrases and
18a. Interacts during reading experiences, book conversations, and text
apply them accurately

Writing K Standard – Plans, organizes, writes and publishes narratives
Writing K Standard – Applies conventions of standard English grammar and usage, capitalization, punctuation
and spelling consistently

reflections

18c. Retells stories and recounts details from informational text
16a. Identifies and names letters
17b. Uses print concepts
16a. Identifies and names letters
17b. Uses print concepts

PrevYr @

Quarter 4 Report Card 2015-2016
Printed: 9/6/2016
Student Information

Page: 1

School Information: PrevYr @

Student Name

Principal

Student Id

School Phone

Birthdate

School Address

Track
Grade KG

Teacher

To the Parent or Guardian of:

PERFORMANCE LEVEL
(PROFICENCY)

OVERALL GRADE (PROFICENCY)

Attendance

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Days Enrolled

40

35

43

45

Days Absent

1

1

4

11

Days Tardy

1

0

2

5

NUMERIC SB PERFORMANCE
(LEVEL)

P+ High

M Marginal Progress A High

D Marginal Progress 4 Exceeds Grade

P

U Unsatisfactory

B Expected

F Unsatisfactory

3 Meets Grade

NE No Evidence

/ Sometimes

C Approaching

_ No Grade

2 Approaching
Grade

NT Not Taught

Expected

PP Approaching

9_Art Grade K

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Standards
ART 1 STANDARD
Observe and Learn to Comprehend
ART 2 STANDARD
Envision and Critique to Reflect
ART 3 STANDARD
Invent and Discover to Create
ART 4 STANDARD
Relate and Connect to Transfer

NA Not Assessed

8_Music Grade K

ADV Advanced

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Standards
3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Course Marks

MUSIC 1 STANDARD
Expression of Music
MUSIC 2 STANDARD
Creation of Music
MUSIC 3 STANDARD
Theory of Music
MUSIC 4 STANDARD
Aesthetic Valuation of Music
Course Marks

Overall Mark

P

P

PP

P

3_Math Grade K

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Standards
MATH K STANDARD
Uses whole numbers to name, count, represent
and order quantity
Composes and decomposes quantities under 20
Fluently adds and subtracts quantities within 5
MATH K STANDARD
Identifies and describes shapes by characteristics
and position
Composes and decomposes shapes
Uses measurement to compare and order objects

1 Below Grade

COMMON

Overall Mark
7_Physical Education Grade K

P

P

P

P

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Standards
PE 1 STANDARD
Movement Competence and Understanding
PE 2 STANDARD
Physical and Personal Wellness
PE 3 STANDARD
Emotional and Social Wellness

3

3

3

3

NE
NE

3
NE

3
3

3
3

NE

3

2

3

Course Marks

3
NT

3
NT

3
NE

3
3

1_Reading Grade K

P

P

P

P

Overall Mark

P

P

P

P

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

Course Marks
Overall Mark
Comments
Q2: Skills in addition have shown improvement; Skills in subtraction have shown
improvement

Standards
READING K STANDARD
Communicates effectively while describing
familiar people, places, things and events
Engages effectively in collaborative discussions

PrevYr @

Quarter 4 Report Card 2015-2016
Printed: 9/6/2016
Student Information

School Information: PrevYr @

Student Name Taylynn Denee Barr

Principal
Teacher

Student Id 40887561
1_Reading Grade K

Page: 2

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

6_Skills and Behaviors Grade K

Q1

Q2

Q3

Standards

Comments

Hears, identifies and uses sounds in spoken
words to make meaning
READING K STANDARD
Uses a range of strategies efficiently to construct
meaning while reading literature
Uses a range of strategies efficiently to construct
meaning while reading informational texts
Understands and uses concepts of print when
reading grade level text
Utilizes phonemic awareness skills when
decoding grade level text
Knows and applies grade level phonics and word
analysis skills when decoding text
Uses a range of strategies to determine the
meaning of words of phrases and apply them
accurately
Reads emergent level texts with purpose and
understanding

Q1: Follows directions well; Continue to help your child with homework; A
Pleasure to have in class; Talks excessively

NE

3

3

3

NE

NE

3

3

NE

NE

3

3

NE

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

5_Social Studies Grade K

NE

2

3

3

P

PP

P

P

Course Marks
Overall Mark
Comments
Q1: Encourage reading at home
Q2: Comprehension needs improvement; Instructional Reading Level - Below
Grade Level
4_Science Grade K

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Overall Mark
2_Writing Grade K
Standards

SCIENCE K STANDARD
Investigates and describes how a variety of
objects move using speed and direction
Investigates, measures and describes objects
sorted by physical properties
SCIENCE K STANDARD
Describes and sorts organisms by their physical
characteristics
SCIENCE K STANDARD
Investigates, explains and describes that the Sun
provides heat and light to Earth

NT

NT

NT

NT

3

NT

NT

NT

NT

3

3

NT

NT

NT

Course Marks
Overall Mark
6_Skills and Behaviors Grade K

P

P

P

P

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Standards

Overall Mark

Comments

Q1: Progress has shown improvement
Q2: Effort has shown improvement
3

3

3

3

3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Q3

Q4

NE

3

3

3

NT

NE

3

3

3

3

3

3

NE

3

3

3

NE

3

3

3

NT

3

3

3

P

P

P

P

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2
NE

2
2

NT
2

3
NT

2

2

2

2

NE

NT

2

3

NE

NT

NT

3

M

PP

PP

P

Course Marks
Comments

SKILLS AND BEHAVIORS
Shows effort and motivation in achieving learning
goals
Engages in class activities appropriately
Works collaboratively with others
Practices active listening
Produces quality work
Uses time productively
Takes responsibility for own actions
Follows class and school rules
Shows respect for self and others' property/ideas
Seeks positive solutions to problems and conflicts

Q2

Course Marks

WRITING K STANDARD
Plans, organizes, writes and publishes narratives
Plans, organizes, writes and publishes
informative/explanatory and opinion pieces
Applies conventions of standard English grammar
and usage, capitalization, punctuation and
spelling consistently
WRITING K STANDARD
Asks relevant questions and uses a variety of
resources to find answers
Conducts research projects by recalling
information from experiences & gathering
information from sources to answer questions

3

Q1

Standards
SOCIAL STUDIES K STANDARD
Asks questions, shares information and discusses
ideas about the past
SOCIAL STUDIES K STANDARD
Uses maps, globes and other sources to compare
and contrast how people live in different groups
and places
SOCIAL STUDIES K STANDARD
Recognizes and gives examples of ownership and
sharing
Identifies and gives examples of wants and needs
SOCIAL STUDIES K STANDARD
Explains and participates in democratic decision
making
Categorizes, gives examples of and practices
civic participation

Standards
NT

Q4
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ABOUT OUR LEARNING REPORTS
LEARNING REPORTS summarize progress towards year-end goals. AcademyACL uses standards-based scales to highlight growth.
Progress on small standards is communicated during the trimester. This Learning Report communicates progress on Power
Standards (PS) that are year-long, large, priority standards that the student is expected to master at a 3.0 scale by
the end of the year. Students are not automatically placed in reading, writing, and math classes by their enrolled grade. They are
individually placed in multi-age classes for appropriately challenging levels of mastery. In other Lifeskills, science, history, and
Encore classes, coursework is differentiated.

GRADING KEYS
NY: NOT YET ATTEMPTED

Student has been given the opportunity but has not yet attempted this skill in order for it to be
assessed.

0.5: ATTEMPT MADE

Student needs more practice to reach mastery. Student made the attempt to demonstrate the concepts
that were taught.

1.0: BEGINNING RECALL

First trimester target. Partial understanding of a year-long skill. The student can recognize,
recall/remember, and execute basic ideas on this Power Standard.

1.5: RECALL

First trimester target. The student can recognize, recall/remember, and execute basic ideas on this
Power Standard, and can integrate and symbolize ideas on this Power Standard.

2.0: COMPREHENSION & SKILLS

Second trimester target. The student has no major errors or omissions regarding the simpler details and
processes on this Power Standard, and continues with major errors or omissions regarding more
complex ideas and processes or has not yet been exposed to the full range of supporting standards for
this Power Standard.

2.5: SKILLS

Second trimester target. The student has no major errors or omissions regarding the simpler details and
processes, and continues with major errors or omissions regarding more complex ideas and processes,
or has not yet been exposed to the full range of supporting standards for this Power Standard. The
student can integrate and symbolize ideas.

3.0: MASTERY

Mastery, third trimester target for the Power Standard. Student consistently demonstrates full,
independent mastery of the concept in the classroom setting, with no major errors or omissions
regarding any of the information and/or processes (simple or complex) that were explicitly taught. The
student can match, classify, generalize, and give specifics of the standard.

3.5: MASTERY+

Mastery and strong, confident, independent skill of this Power Standard. Student consistently
demonstrates full, independent mastery of the concept in the classroom setting, with no major errors or
omissions regarding any of the information and/or processes (simple or complex) that were explicitly
taught. The student can match, classify, generalize, give specific examples, and analyze errors within
the use of this standard, and can transfer the skill to other areas.

4: ADVANCED

The student demonstrates above- level, advanced work with creation and analysis at complex levels
within this content. Teacher differentiates in content, product, or process for additional challenge.

5: HIGHLY ADVANCED

The student demonstrates significantly above level work with creation and analysis at unusually
complex levels, beyond advanced work at this standard and level. Significant differentiation in content,
product, or process is required at or beyond this level to provide sufficiently challenging learning.

NOT APPLICABLE: NA

This skill is currently not applicable to this grading period. It was not yet taught or assessed for the
student's current skill level.
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CLASSES

T1

T2

T3

EFFORT

Encore: Theatre/Music -

3

PS.MT.LK.1 CRITIQUE Use criteria for this level to evaluate what is seen, heard,
understood from a performance

1.5

2.5

PS.MT.LK.2 PERFORMANCE Perform expressively at this level in large or small group
setting

1.5

3.0

PS.MT.LK.3 COLLABORATE Use positive collaboration at this level with partners and
groups

1.5

2.5

PS.MT.LK.4 ELEMENTS Explain how specific elements of music communicate ideas
or moods at this level

NY

2.0

PS.MT.LK.5 COMMUNICATE Share written communication (at least one paragraph)
to describe the musical interpretation, stage directions, and personal influence of a
given performer for a specific composition

NY

2.0

has been doing very well in Theater class. She has a positive, warm presence and is always attentive. She loves to share
on her performance styles and how
ideas and collaborate with her classmates. Moving forward, I would like to work with
she can direct her ideas in scenes on stage.

Encore: PE -

3

PS.PE.LK.1 MOVEMENT Perfoms a variety of motor skills and movement patterns
with expected skill at this level, including spatial awareness, skipping, hopping, and
cross-body movements

1.0

2.0

PS.PE.LK.2 VALUE Describe or illustrate the role that movement and physical
performance plays in a healthy, successful lifestyle at this level

1.0

2.0

PS.PE.LK.3 COMPARE AND CONTRAST Compares/contrasts various types of physical
activities for needs to develop cardiovascular endurance, muscular endurance and
strength, and flexibility at this level

1.0

2.0

does a great job when participating but occasionally chooses to sit out during the activity. I'll be working with her to find
alternative ways for her to participate in situations like this during the next trimester.

Encore: Art PS.A.LK.1 Develop personal response to or interpretation of a work of art

3
3.0

Students have been learning about primary, secondary, and tertiary colors. By studying the paintings of the ‘Fauves’ or the ‘wild
beast’ artists like Henri Matisse. Students have been discovering how complimentary colors on the color wheel ‘pop’ when
placed together.
has enjoyed painting and using oil pastels, especially to bring out details. She has learned how to use complimentary
colors together to make her work pop! She likes to plan ahead.
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CLASSES

T1

T2

World of Math: Level K

T3

EFFORT

3

PS.M.LK.1 COUNTING Counts to 100 by 1s, 5s, and 10s

0.5

2.0

PS.M.LK.2 WRITES Writes numbers one through twenty and explains what each digit
represents

0.5

2.0

PS.M.LK.3 GROUPS Counts and classifies groups of up to twenty objects accurately
and in a variety of classification types

1.0

2.5

PS.M.LK.4 COMPARES Compares two numbers between 1 and 10 using less than,
greater than, equal to

1.0

2.0

PS.M.LK.5 REPRESENTS Uses manipulatives/objects to represent addition and
substraction within 10

1.0

2.0

PS.M.LK.6 SOLVES Uses objects/drawings to solve word problems/number stories
within 10

1.0

2.0

PS.M.LK.7 PATTERNS Recognizes, names, and creates various patterns

1.0

2.0

PS.M.LK.8 MEASUREMENT Describes and compares attributes (length, weight)

1.0

2.0

PS.M.LK.10 GEOMETRY Identifies, analyzes, compares and creates 2D and 3D
shapes

1.0

2.0

So many important math concepts have been explored this semester. Our repeated math procedures have allowed
to be
more confident concerning many number concepts. She surprises herself as she is able to quickly show 124 in place value
blocks and coins. At times she will allow herself to quietly “shut down” when a concept is more difficult than she is willing to
conquer. She is discovering that persistence works. When she gives herself think time, her face shows that she has worked
through possible ideas. We will encourage her to advocate for herself when she is confused as she likes knowing the answer!

Reading

3

PS.R.LK.1 PRINT Uses concepts of print to discuss and contrast various texts

1.0

2.0

PS.R.LK.2 PHONICS & ANALYSIS Uses phonics and word analysis skills to decode
new words and context

1.0

1.5

PS.R.LK.3 SIGHT WORDS Reads and uses high frequency sight words for this level

1.0

2.0

PS.R.LK.4 COMPREHENSION Demonstrates comprehension at this level by
answering questions, retelling key details, and comparing/contrasting individuals,
events, and ideas between texts and genres

1.0

2.0

is happy to demonstrate her reading skills to me when we read one on one. She is using picture clues and being a word
detective as she looks for patterns within words. We are helping her to consistently apply our new reading rules such as vowel
teams, magic e and bossy r. She has thoroughly enjoyed our author studies and notices details within the story and in the
illustrations.

Writing

3
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CLASSES

T1

T2

PS.W.LK.1 WRITTEN COMMUNICATION Uses a combination of drawing, dictating, and
writing to communicate ideas, opinions, and information effectively

1.0

2.0

PS.W.LK.2 PROCESS Uses the writing process to respond to questions and
suggestions to strengthen writing

1.0

2.0

PS.W.LK.3 COLLABORATION Contributes to shared research and writing projects

1.0

2.0

PS.W.LK.4 CONVENTIONS Writes with standard English grammar, capitalization, and
punctuation for this level

1.0

1.5

PS.W.LK.5 VOCABULARY Uses appropriate vocabulary at this level, acquires and
uses new vocabulary in oral and written work

1.0

2.0

T3

EFFORT

is gaining confidence and skills for labeling letter sounds. She enjoys stories and can remembers details. As she is trying
to write her own words, she often hesitates/procrastinates. With encouragement, she is willing to take risks, adding interesting
details to her own sentences. Her imagination and vocabulary help her to describe and develop ideas that are colorful and
entertaining. We are encouraging her to follow the sentence rules as she is writing as it can be very difficult for
to read or
remember her ideas.

Encore: Spanish -

3

PS.SPC.LK.1 ENGAGEMENT Describes own progress over the course of the year and
the role of communication in Spanish at this level

1.0

2.0

PS.SPC.LK.2 VOCABULARY Uses isolated words and phrases to communicate orally
about very familiar topics at this level

1.0

2.0

PS.SPC.LK.3 CULTURE Describes the process and ways to learn about another
culture, using examples from the year at this level

1.0

2.0

During second trimester, Division I worked on calendar words and colors.
in Spanish class.

is able to identify some of the colors we learned

Scientific Inquiry: Level K - Year A

3

PS.S.LK.1 OBSERVATIONS Observes, investigates, and makes predictions

1.0

2.0

PS.S.LK.2 CLASSIFICATION Classifies/sorts and explains the classification system
based on characteristics

1.0

2.0

PS.S.LK.4 ANALYSIS Analyzes and interprets results from experiments

1.0

2.0

has shown understanding and ability in classification and identification concerning living and nonliving things. She has
been able to apply these concepts to other areas, and shared in the excitement with the class in discovering and exploring
through group activities and experiments.
asks great questions and has shared her ideas and insights with our class. She
loves to take part in experiments and exploration.

Historic Inquiry: Early Man

3
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CLASSES

T1

T2

PS.H.LK.1 QUESTION Asks questions about past events and this time period, using
appropriate vocabulary and connections to personal experiences

1.0

2.0

PS.H.LK.2 SEQUENCE Explains how to sequence information in multiple ways and
gives examples for the importance of sequence

1.0

2.0

PS.H.LK.3 COMPARE & CONTRAST Makes comparisons and contrasts with past,
present, environment, culture, etc.

1.0

2.0

PS.H.LK.4 GEOGRAPHY Explains and models the use of various tools for current and
historical information such as globes, maps, timelines, etc.

1.0

2.0

PS.H.LK.5 OWNERSHIP Gives examples for principles of wants, needs, permission,
sharing, and ownership of items, locations, ideas, resources, etc.

1.0

2.0

PS.H.LK.6 CIVICS Gives examples of justice vs. fairness, especially with conflict
resolution, community decisions and rules

1.0

2.0

T3

EFFORT

has been able to show proficient understanding of these concepts, while exploring Mesopotamian clothing and
technology. She has also been able to make personal connections and relate these concepts to our day while comparing the
past to the present. Though sometimes she can feel, "put on the spot," she has shared many ideas with the class once she is
ready. She also loves to create and share what she has made and tell what it represents.

PARENT SIGNATURE 1

PARENT SIGNATURE 2

